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v

Preface
Views is a contributed module, originally written by Earl Miles, who is known in the Drupal 
community as merlinofchaos, and is maintained by him and others in the Drupal community.

Views 1 was written during the Summer of Code in 2005, and was available for Drupal 4.6, 
4.7, and in 2006 for Drupal 5. For those still running a Drupal 5 site, there is a Drupal 5  
Views Recipes book version from Packt Publishing.

Views 2 was first released in 2008 for Drupal 6, and was a major improvement on an already 
very useful module. There isn't a Views 2 recipes book, but you can find many good examples 
of using Views 2 in Drupal 6 Attachment Views from Packt Publishing.

Views 3 was released on December 18, 2011. The original version of this book was based on 
Views 3 from the period of its being a design on paper through to version 7.x-3.0. At the time 
of writing of this revision, the current version, and the version that this book relates to, is  
7.x-3.13.

What is a view?
Perhaps you've just installed Drupal and the default website that it creates. You've added 
a few articles and assigned a descriptive term to each: a category. Now, you would like to 
present the visitors with a page containing articles of a specific category. How do you do  
that? The short answer is...you can't...yet.

So, you decide to put that idea aside, and instead, present all articles, but sorted by their 
titles. How do you do it? The short answer, again, is...you can't...yet. (Prior to Drupal 7, the 
content type Article was called Story.)
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The fact is that of the laundry list of the thousands of modules available for Drupal, 
painstaking thought goes into deciding which of them will be present in core, that is, in the 
code present when first installed, before anything else is added. Generally, the philosophy 
has been that only the mission-critical functions should be present, that keeping the base 
platform light and fast is preferable to bloating it with functionality that can be added via 
contributed modules. Enter Views.

We'll be exploring the capabilities of the Views module throughout the book, so for now, here 
is a short in-a-nutshell definition of what this module offers.

The Views module provides the capability, via program code or the included 
user interface sub-module, to define the criteria by which to select content, 
process it, manipulate it, and format its presentation. It is, at its heart, a query 
generator, with many additional functional layers.

Many would say that a fully functional Drupal site would be almost impossible to produce 
without the use of the Views module. Don't take that as a challenge. Of course it would be 
possible to write custom modules to produce a rich site without using the Views module. 
Should you bother? It's a "it depends" answer, with many variables. More likely, you could 
decide that a hybrid environment is needed, with some functionality provided by the Views 
module, and some via custom modules that do the database queries themselves, especially if 
the queries are so complex as to exceed the capabilities of Views.

From a MySQL perspective
If you're not familiar with MySQL, it stands for My Structured Query Language, and is the 
database type most used with Drupal. The database used by a Drupal website contains 
Drupal's settings as well as the content added to the website.

So, let's say that we have a table in our database, and it is called node, and in this table we 
keep whatever content we've added to the website. If we wanted to retrieve all content from 
this table, the command given to MySQL would be:

SELECT * FROM node;

Which would return all the data stored in that table, each piece of content being a row,  
a record. If we wanted to retrieve only blog content, the command might be:

SELECT * FROM node WHERE node_type='blog';node_type='blog';

If we wanted to sort the records by the title of the blog entries, we could use this command:

SELECT * FROM node WHERE type='blog' ORDER BY title;
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Specifying that only three records are desired would be:

SELECT * FROM node WHERE type='blog' ORDER BY title LIMIT 0,3;

And finally, if there were another table, blog-topic, and the blog-topic table used the 
same identifying value as the node table, nid (like a driver's license number), and we want  
to return its data along with the node data, we would relate the two records to each other,  
like so:

SELECT * FROM node JOIN blog-topic ON node.nid=blog-topic.nid WHERE node_
type='blog' ORDER BY title LIMIT 0,3;

Views does all that for you, as well as giving you many options for formatting its output to 
suit your needs. The following image shows the Views 3 user interface and how the various 
widgets relate to a typical example of MySQL syntax.

The term View comes up in other places in computing, such as with SQL, but in the context of 
Drupal, it almost always refers to a dynamic display or feed created with the Views module.

Views is a particularly versatile module in terms of interactions with the developer, who will 
use it in any or all of three ways:

 f Via the UI (user interface) for creating views that are editable by the admin or other 
authorized users

 f From within a custom module, creating and/or invoking a view programmatically

 f Indirectly, using modules that, themselves, create programmatic views
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Views offers many of the tools necessary for meeting your needs:

 f Template hints and model templates

 f Several types of default views

 f Various display types to meet the needs of the layout, such as page,  
block, and attachment

 f A number of output formats, such as tabular, grid, and list

 f Hooks, which allow your code to respond to a Views event

 f Pluggable features such as handlers and formatters

 f Instantaneous AJAX previewing

And much more. It's no wonder that Views is consistently one of the most popular contributed 
modules downloaded from Drupal.org (https://www.drupal.org/project/views).

We've covered the background of the Views module, and some of what it offers. The most 
important thing, of course, is being able to create a quick view when you need one. Until 
you're adept at creating one from scratch, some instructions will help, and they start on the 
next page.

Introduction
In the beginning, there was the concept pitch to have a book on Views available for purchase 
coinciding with the release of Drupal 7. This seemed like a clever idea at the time when the 
pitch is abstract, before the writing begins. Things change.

The problem with having the book on the shelves simultaneous to Drupal being released 
is that, working backwards from that day to when the writing began, Drupal 7 was in Alpha. 
Even more awkward was the fact that while Drupal 7 was in Alpha, Views for Drupal 7 was 
somewhere off on the horizon. After all, with Alpha being the time when architecture and 
feature functions are not yet nailed down, it would be somewhat difficult to nail down a 
contributed module deeply interwoven with both. Then, how do you begin developing the 
book?

Simple. You use Views for Drupal 6, with the intention of making whatever changes are 
necessary once the version for Drupal 7 is available. 

That was my modus operandi. I plodded along, happily, creating "recipes" with step-by-step 
instructions and screen captures, and soon found my manuscript over 80% complete…and 
then came the chat:

Me: "I'm getting near the end of the book. When do you think Views will be ready?"
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Earl: "Did you know that the Views UI is being redesigned?"

Me: "Redesigned, as in a little different, or vastly different?"

Earl: "'Vastly' is a good description."

Me: "Can I get my hands on the code?"

Earl: "Not yet, but I can point you at the designs."

So, off I went and looked at the designs. Have you ever experienced a vastly (good word here, 
too) sinking feeling, like remembering you left the note from your girlfriend or boyfriend on the 
kitchen table and it's very likely that while you're realizing you did, your mother is reading it? 
Yeah, like that. In terms of a manuscript where 99% of it is detailed instructions regarding the 
Views UI along with screen shots of the same, perhaps 98% of it needed to be rewritten.

I plodded along, nowhere near as happy as I had been during the first draft, and created a 
second one. It's not quite the same as creating a second draft of a novel, because all of the 
Views being presented as "recipes" need to be created one step at a time. It's laborious the 
first time…tedious the second. Still, the designs were easy to follow, and I persevered.

Finally, I finished the second draft. Remember what I wrote, earlier, about Alpha being the 
time when architecture and feature functions are not yet nailed down? Well, the same applies 
to the Views redesign. When the code became available, it was apparent that it had diverged 
in places from the design, and while the divergence wasn't vast, it was substantial. That 
introduced the need for a third draft, in places. 

A need for a third draft was enough on its own, but the issue was greatly compounded by 
the fact that the galleys had already been produced, which means the manuscript had been 
styled to print, and was now in PDF form.

The result that was with so many versions of the files flying by, in many cases the wrong 
versions were printed (it would be nice to have the manuscript in Git). 

I have heard from many readers in various stages, ranging from annoyance to apoplexy, about 
issues with the usability of the book. I created errata pages on my blog, and though that was 
the best I could do at the time, it's likely that referring to an errata page made things more 
annoying rather than less so.

Thus, with the greatest and sincerest apology, and the weight finally gone from my shoulders, 
here again is the Views cookbook for Drupal 7, revised and tested, the way it was meant to  
be, originally.

–J. Ayen Green
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What this book covers
Chapter 1, Modifying Default Views, gives an introduction to the Views UI by modifying some of 
the views that come with the module in order to make useful versions of them.

Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views, covers creating elementary views and how to get them to 
provide the information you need.

Chapter 3, Intermediate Custom Views, goes beyond the basics to introduce concepts such as 
presenting teasers for a specific type of content, adding a header and footer, using AJAX for 
page changes, and producing custom links.

Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views, covers advanced topics such as the use of multiple 
displays, using dynamic filters with depth, and restricting access to views.

Chapter 5, Theming Views, shows you the various ways to manipulate the output of a view so 
that it has the look that you need.

Chapter 6, Programmatic Views, shows how to create a view from within the module code 
rather than using the UI.

Chapter 7, But Wait – There's More, covers some of the tools for administering your views 
environment.

Appendix A, Installing Views, provides instructions for installing the Views module.

Appendix B, Bundles, gives instructions for creating the various content types and other 
Drupal elements used in the recipes.

Appendix C, Resources, provides the information needed to make obtain the recipes' 
ingredients, Views, content types and code, already prepared, rather than having to  
cook them yourself.

What you need for this book
You will need a reasonably advanced computer and an Internet connection. All software 
required to do the recipes can be freely obtained from drupal.org. If you will be using an 
existing Drupal site rather than creating one, you will need administrative access to it.

Who this book is for
This book is for developers or technically proficient users who are fairly comfortable with the 
concepts behind websites and the Drupal environment.
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Conventions
In this book, you will find a number of text styles that distinguish between different kinds of 
information. Here are some examples of these styles and an explanation of their meaning.

Code words in text, database table names, folder names, filenames, file extensions, 
pathnames, dummy URLs, user input, and Twitter handles are shown as follows. "Enter 
Alternate front page for the view name and click on the Continue button."

A block of code is set as follows:

<style type="text/css">
#cc-container {
  width: 180px;
}
.cc-odd, .cc-even {
  padding: 6px;
  border: 4px solid black;
  width: 120px;
  position: relative;
  text-align: center;
}
.cc-odd {
  left: 0;
  background-color: #aaa;
}
.cc-even {
  left: 60px;
  background-color: #eee;
}
.cc-value {
  font-size: 36px;
}
</style>

When we wish to draw your attention to a particular part of a code block, the relevant lines or 
items are set in bold:

<?php foreach ($rows as $id => $row): ?>
  <div class="cc-<?php echo ($ctr % 2) ? 'odd' : 'even'; ?>">
      <?php $ctr--; ?>
      <div class="cc-value"><?php echo $ctr; ?></div>
      <div class="<?php print $classes_array[$id]; ?>">
        <?php print $row; ?>
      </div>
  </div>
<?php endforeach; ?>
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New terms and important words are shown in bold. Words that you see on the screen, in 
menus or dialog boxes for example, appear in the text like this: "Click on the Title link in the 
Title box and change the title to Recent article comments, and then click on the Update 
button."

Warnings or important notes appear in a box like this.

Tips and tricks appear like this.

Reader feedback
Feedback from our readers is always welcome. Let us know what you think about this  
book—what you liked or disliked. Reader feedback is important for us as it helps us  
develop titles that you will really get the most out of.

To send us general feedback, simply e-mail feedback@packtpub.com, and mention the 
book's title in the subject of your message.

If there is a topic that you have expertise in and you are interested in either writing or 
contributing to a book, see our author guide at www.packtpub.com/authors.

Customer support
Now that you are the proud owner of a Packt book, we have a number of things to help you to 
get the most from your purchase.

Downloading the example code
You can download the example code files for this book from your account at http://
www.packtpub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you can visit http://www.
packtpub.com/support and register to have the files e-mailed directly to you.

You can download the code files by following these steps:

1. Log in or register to our website using your e-mail address and password.

2. Hover the mouse pointer on the SUPPORT tab at the top.

3. Click on Code Downloads & Errata.

4. Enter the name of the book in the Search box.
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5. Select the book for which you're looking to download the code files.

6. Choose from the drop-down menu where you purchased this book from.

7. Click on Code Download.

You can also download the code files by clicking on the Code Files button on the book's 
webpage at the Packt Publishing website. This page can be accessed by entering the book's 
name in the Search box. Please note that you need to be logged in to your Packt account.

Once the file is downloaded, please make sure that you unzip or extract the folder using the 
latest version of:

 f WinRAR / 7-Zip for Windows

 f Zipeg / iZip / UnRarX for Mac

 f 7-Zip / PeaZip for Linux

Errata
Although we have taken every care to ensure the accuracy of our content, mistakes do 
happen. If you find a mistake in one of our books—maybe a mistake in the text or the  
code—we would be grateful if you could report this to us. By doing so, you can save other 
readers from frustration and help us improve subsequent versions of this book. If you find 
any errata, please report them by visiting http://www.packtpub.com/submit-errata, 
selecting your book, clicking on the Errata Submission Form link, and entering the details of 
your errata. Once your errata are verified, your submission will be accepted and the errata will 
be uploaded to our website or added to any list of existing errata under the Errata section of 
that title.

To view the previously submitted errata, go to https://www.packtpub.com/books/
content/support and enter the name of the book in the search field. The required 
information will appear under the Errata section.

Piracy
Piracy of copyrighted material on the Internet is an ongoing problem across all media. At 
Packt, we take the protection of our copyright and licenses very seriously. If you come across 
any illegal copies of our works in any form on the Internet, please provide us with the location 
address or website name immediately so that we can pursue a remedy.

Please contact us at copyright@packtpub.com with a link to the suspected  
pirated material.

We appreciate your help in protecting our authors and our ability to bring you  
valuable content.
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Questions
If you have a problem with any aspect of this book, you can contact us at questions@
packtpub.com, and we will do our best to address the problem.
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1
Modifying Default Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f Selecting recent comments for a specific node type

 f Focusing the archive view

 f Changing the front page view

 f Selecting the glossary view entries for a specific user

 f Creating an attached menu for the taxonomy term view

 f Reporting a tracker activity for a certain user role

Introduction
The Views module comes with a number of useful predefined views. Not only are they there 
for you to use, but they are ready to be edited to meet whatever special needs arise.

Since these views are ready to use the moment the module is enabled, the steps necessary to 
make some changes to them are less than those needed to create new custom views, and so 
using them is a logical choice for our first chapter.

Selecting recent comments for a specific 
node type

The Recent comments view provides a block containing comments that link to a page 
providing additional comment content. The default behavior of this view is to select comments 
from all content types. We will edit this view to enable us to display comments for a specific 
content type.
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Getting ready
1. Ensure that:

1. Your site has at least two types of content (the default Page and Article 
types are fine) and that you have access to both.

2. The content you wish to use has comments.

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click on the Enable 
link for the Recent comments view.

3. Click the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the drop-down 
menu click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Article comments recent for the view name and click on the  
Continue button.

How to do it...
We will now have been placed in an edit window for the new cloned view that we have created.

1. Click on the Add button in the Filter Criteria section.

2. A window titled Add filter criteria will open.

3. Click on the filter select box, which currently shows All, and select Content.

4. Scroll down to Content: Type and check the box. At the bottom of the window, you 
will now see Selected: Content: Type. Click on the Apply (all displays) button at the 
bottom of the Add filter criteria box to reveal a new window, titled Configure filter 
criterion: Content: Type.

5. In the Content Types section, click on the checkbox next to the content type that you 
want the view to select. In our case, we will click on the box for article.

6. Click on the Apply (all displays) button.

7. Click on the Recent comments link in the Title section and change the title to 
Recent article comments, then click on the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click on the path link /comments/recent in the Page Settings section.

9. Change the path to article-comments/recent (you don't need to enter the 
leading slash, it's provided) and click on the Apply button.

10. At the top of the page, click on the Block display button.

11. Click on the block name None link in the Block Settings section which opens a 
window titled Block: Block admin description.

12. Change the block admin description to the Recent article comments view and 
click on the Apply button.
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13. Now back in the main view window, click on the Save button at the top right of  
the screen.

14. Navigate to article-comments/recent.

How it works...
Most of the views that you will create will probably be Node views, views that use nodes as the 
primary source of data. This view uses a different entity type: comments. The relationship that 
was already in place in the view links each selected comment to the applicable content.

The filter that was already present when we cloned the default view, Published or Admin, 
limits the selection of comments to published content, unless the user has admin capability, 
in which case all comments will be selected. We added another filter, Content: Type, which 
we configured to further limit the selection to comments made on articles. Therefore, even 
though there was another piece of content with a comment, it was not displayed, because 
it was not an article. However, if we run the original view (comments/recent), we see the 
result of not having added the additional filter:
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There's more...
As you have seen, more than one filter can be applied to the selection of content. One 
additional filter to consider is Comment: Approved, which limits the displayed comments to 
those that have been approved, or not, depending on the chosen setting.

Later in the book, we will modify this view so that instead of only showing Articles, we can 
specify which type of content by changing the URL.

Focusing the archive view
The Archive view displays a list of links that are the months in which content was published.

Each link leads to a page that presents teasers of each of the pieces of content published that 
month. We will add a filter to the view so that only the current user's content is considered.

Getting ready
1. Ensure that your site has content posted by more than one author  

(for testing purposes).

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click the Enable link 
for the Archive view.

3. Click on the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the  
drop-down menu, click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Archive for current user as the view name and click on the  
Continue button.
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How to do it...
We will edit the clone we have created, and make some modifications to it to provide a  
new view.

1. Click on the Advanced link.

2. Click on the Add button in the Relationships section.

3. Check the box for Content: Author and click on the Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Configure Relationship window that appears, click on the Apply (all displays) 
button.

5. Click on the Add button in the Filter Criteria section and a window titled Add filter 
criteria will open.

6. Check the box for User: Current, then click on the Apply (all displays) button.

7. A window titled Configure filter criterion will open. Click on the radio button for Yes in 
answer to Is the logged in user, then click on the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click on the Monthly archive link in the Title section, change the title to User 
monthly archive and click on the Apply (all displays) button.

9. Click on the /archive link for the path in the Page Settings section, change the 
path to user-archive (no leading slash) and click on the Apply button.

10. Click on the Block button at the top of the page.

11. Click on None for Block name in the Block Settings section, change the block admin 
description to User archive and click on the Apply button.

12. Click on the Save button.

13. Navigate to user-archive:

How it works...
This is an example of a view that uses content as the data source. The original filter limits the 
selection of content titles to those that are published, and produces a links list of the months 
in which they were published. We added another filter, which further limits the selection to 
content created by the current user.
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Changing the front page view
The composition of the front (home) page in Drupal can be themed to alter its appearance, 
but the structure and sources of its content are determined for you. If you leave things as they 
are, the content area of the front page will consist of whatever nodes you have promoted, in 
any quantity up to the maximum that is set in the site configuration, and that's pretty much 
the extent of your control... or is it?

We're going to create a new front page.

Getting ready
For this recipe, we're going to be using a custom content type, Gallery, the details of which are 
given in Appendix B, Bundles. Feel free to duplicate it, create a content type more meaningful 
to you, or just use one of the existing content types. You can also enable this content type as 
a Feature (see Appendix C, Resources). The content type also makes use of an image style so 
that the image in each piece of content can be presented in a uniform manner.

1. Create two entries of the content type you choose to use.

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click on the Enable 
link for the Front page view.

3. Click on the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the drop-
down menu, click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Alternate front page for the view name and click on the Continue button.

How to do it...
We will edit the clone we have created, and make some modifications to it to provide  
a new view.

1. Click on Full next to Use pager in the Pager section, select Paged output, mini 
pager, and click on the Apply (all displays) button.

2. Change Items per page to 1 and click on the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click on the Add button in the Filter Criteria section.

4. Scroll down to Content: Type, check the box, and click on the Apply (all displays) 
button.
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5. In the Configure filter criterion window that opens, check the box for the Gallery 
content type and click on the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click on the Save button.

7. Navigate to the site information page (admin/config/system/site-
information).

8. In the text box for the path to the default front page, change node to frontpage and 
click on the Save configuration button.

9. Navigate to the site home page to view the page:
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10. Clicking the pager will load the next piece of content:

How it works...
The default version of the front page view is designed to provide precisely what the Drupal 
front page does. We created a view that shows only content of the custom Gallery type, 
composed primarily of an image, with one piece of content per page. Then we let Drupal  
know that this new view should be used as our front page.

Selecting the glossary view entries for a 
specific user

The glossary view presents a list of all content organized by the first letter of the title. This is 
a convenient view for site visitors that know the name of the content they are seeking, or who 
simply want to browse. We're going to give the user the ability to browse the content created 
by a specific author.
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Getting ready
1. Ensure that your site has content posted by more than one author  

(for testing purposes).

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click on the Enable 
link for the Glossary view.

3. Click on the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the drop-
down menu, click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Author glossary for the view name and click on the Continue button.

How to do it...
The glossary view, and now the clone that we created, has two displays: the page display that 
lists content, and an attachment display that lists each letter of the alphabet for which there 
is content, along with the number of applicable pieces. We will make some changes to the 
existing displays and create an additional one that will provide the author list.

1. Click on the +Add button in the Displays section at the top of the page and select 
Attachment from the list.

2. Click on the Attachment link next to display name and change the name to New 
attachment, so we can tell one display button from the other, and click on the Apply 
button.

3. Click on the Add button in the Sort criteria section, select This attachment 
(override) from the For select box, check the box for User: Name and click on the 
Apply (this display) button, and in the configuration window that opens, click on the 
Apply (this display) button.

4. In the Attachment Settings section, click on Before next to Attachment position, 
select the radio button for After, and click on the Apply button.

5. Click on the Not defined link next to Attach to in the Attachment Settings section, 
check the box for Page, and click on the Apply button.

6. In the Fields section, click the Content: Title link, select This attachment (override) 
from the For select box, and click on the Remove button.

7. Do the same and remove the Content: Updated date field.

8. Click on the Advanced link to open that section, then click on the Settings link next 
to Query settings in the Other section, select This attachment (override) from the 
For select box, check the box for Distinct, check the box below it for Pure Distinct, 
and click on the Apply (this display) button.

That is the work needed for the attachment itself. Now, we need to make a few minor 
changes to the settings from the page display.

9. Click on the Page display button.
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10. Click on the Advanced link to expand that section.

11. In the Other section, click on the Yes link for Use AJAX, select No, and click on the 
Apply button.

12. Click on the Content: Title link in the Contextual filters section, select This page 
(override) from the For select box, and in the section titled When the filter value is 
Not in the URL ensure provide default value of type fixed value of a is the setting.

13. In the section When the filter value is in the URL, check the box for Override title, 
enter Content beginning with %1, and click on the Apply (this display) button.

14. Click on the Add button in the Contextual filters section, select This page (override) 
from the For select box, scroll down and check the box for User: Name, and click on 
the Apply (this display) button.

15. In the subsequent configuration window, in the When the filter value Is in the URL 
section, check the box for Override title, enter Content for author %2, and click 
on the Apply (this display) button.

16. Click on the (author) User: Name link in the Fields section, ensure that the checkbox 
for Link this field to its user is not checked, scroll down and click the Rewrite 
Results link, check the box for Output this field as a link, enter author-glossary/
all/[name] as the link path, then click on the Apply (all displays) button.

17. Click on the /glossary link next to path in the Page settings section, change the 
path to author-glossary (no leading slash) and click on the Apply button.

18. Click on the Normal: Glossary link next to Menu in the same section, change the title 
from Glossary to Author glossary, and click on the Apply button.

19. Click on the Save button.

20. Navigate to the home page. First invoke the view simply by click on the Author 
Glossary link in the navigation menu, and then making a selection of one of the 
letters shown. Notice the new attachment below the list of content. Yours will vary 
from the following image, based on the authors on your site:
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21. Then, click on the name of an author in the author attachment.

How it works...
We added a new attachment display to the existing view, giving it three displays. The first is 
the page display, which is the section of the view containing the information about content. 
The second is the original attachment, which appears first on the page, and is formatted as 
a summary of the available titles using the first letter of the title, giving a total for each letter. 
The new attachment appears last, and contains the names of each author who has content 
on the site.

We specified that the new attachment would inherit two arguments from the page display 
(which receives the arguments), those being the additional portions of the URL. The first 
argument is the title of a piece of content, or "all" to specify that all should be used. The 
second argument is the name of an author, or is omitted entirely for all authors to be  
selected. We turned off AJAX processing of the links, because when using AJAX the  
page is not reloaded, so the new arguments are not picked up for the title.

The link produced for each author name links back to the same view, providing "all" as the  
title being searched (so, all titles) and the author's name. Thus, the page URL when selected 
from the menu item appears as author_glossary with no arguments, in which case  
all records are retrieved; when an author link is clicked, a is inserted as a default; and 
author_glossary/all/author_name, where all titles belonging to that author  
are retrieved.

There's more...
Attachment displays are a boon to the value of your views and your site. You can find several 
examples of their power in my book Drupal 6 Attachment Views, also by Packt Publishing.
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Creating an attached menu for the taxonomy 
term view

In this recipe, we will be using an attachment display as a menu.

Getting ready
1. Ensure that some of your content has taxonomy terms (tags) assigned to it.

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click on the Enable 
link for the Taxonomy term view.

3. Click on the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the drop-
down menu, click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Taxonomy term menu for the view name and click on the Continue button.

5. The view has an additional display that we do not need, so let's remove it. Click on 
the button for the Feed display, then the down arrow beside the clone Feed link,  
and delete the feed.

6. Click on the Save button.

How to do it...
We will be adding an attachment display that will be used as a menu for the view.

1. Click on the + Add button in the Displays section and select Attachment.

2. Click on Content beside Show in the Format section, select This attachment 
(override) in the For select box, change the setting to Fields, click on the Apply 
(this display) button, and then the Apply (this display) button in the subsequent 
configuration form.

3. Click on the Advanced link to expand that section, click on the link for each of the 
Contextual filters, and then the Remove button.

4. Click on the Add button in the Relationships section, select This attachment 
(override) from the For select box, scroll down and check the box for Content: Tags 
(field_tags), and click on the Apply (this display) button and again in the subsequent 
configuration window.

5. Click on the Add button in the Fields section, select This attachment (override) from 
the For select box, scroll down to Taxonomy term: Term ID and check the box, then 
click on the Apply (this display) button, and in the subsequent configuration window, 
check the box for Exclude from display and click on the Apply (this display) button.
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6. Again, click on the Add button in the Fields section, select This attachment 
(override) from the For select box, scroll down to Taxonomy term: Name and check 
the box, then click on the Apply (this display) button.

7. In the subsequent settings box, uncheck the Create a label checkbox and click on 
the Rewrite Results link to expand that section.

8. Check the box for Output this field as a link, and enter taxonomy/term-menu/[tid] 
as the link path.

9. Click on the No Results Behavior link to expand that section, check the box for Hide 
if empty, leaving the Hide rewriting if empty box checked as well, and click on the 
Apply (this display) button.

10. Click on the link for each of the two entries in the Sort criteria section, select This 
attachment (override), and click on the Remove button.

11. Click on the Add icon to add a sort criterion, check the box for Taxonomy term: 
Name, and click on the Apply (this display) button.

12. Ensure Ascending is selected in the subsequent configuration window, and click on 
the Apply (this display) button.

Those changes took care of the data requirements of the new attachment display. 
Now, we need to make some changes to the structural parts of it before we finish.

13. Click on the 10 items link next to the Display a specified number of items link in the 
Pager section, change the 10 to 0, select This attachment (override) from the For 
select box, and click on the Apply (this display) button.

14. Click on the None link in the Title section, select This attachment (override) from the 
For select box, enter Terms as the title, then click on the Apply (this display) 
button.

15. In the Attachment Settings section, click on the Yes link next to Inherit contextual 
filters, uncheck the check box for Inherit, then click on the Apply button.

16. Click on the Not defined link next to Attach to in the Attachment Settings section, 
check the box for Page, and click on the Apply button.

Almost done now. The original view had dynamic filters that we removed. We need to 
add a new one now.

17. Click on the Page button in the Displays section.

18. Click on the Advanced link to expand that section and then the Add button for 
Contextual filters, select This page (override) from the For select box, check the box 
for Content: Has taxonomy term ID, and click on the Apply (this display) button.

19. In the subsequent configuration window, in the When the filter value is Not in the 
URL section, select Provide default value, in the Type select box select Fixed value, 
enter all in the Fixed value textbox, then click on the Apply (this display) button.
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20. Click on the path link next to Path in the Page Settings section, change the path to 
taxonomy/term-menu, and click on the Apply button.

21. Click on the Save button and navigate to taxonomy/term-menu to see the results. 
The taxonomy terms will be listed along with all content, but clicking one of the 
taxonomy terms will result in only content tagged with that term being shown:
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How it works...
Content can have taxonomy terms, often known as "tags," associated with it. We took a view 
that uses a node's taxonomy in a different way and edited it to present the terms associated 
with published nodes as a menu from which we can choose one as a filter. Most of the work 
we did was removing settings we would not need or adding new ones. The three primary 
changes were adding the attachment display to use as a menu, changing the contextual  
filter for the page display to be the taxonomy term that we select via its link, and setting  
the term to output in the attachment display as a link pointing back to our view with the  
term name appended.

Drupal treats additional information in a URL as arguments, so, for 
example, if a page address is my/page and the URL is my/page/2/
even the values 2 and even are processed as arguments, or parameters, 
to be passed into the view.

There's more...
The next steps for a real site would be to theme the attachment display to list the terms 
horizontally, perhaps add a pager for both it and the page display, and maybe change the 
position setting for the attachment display to after rather than before or have it appear side by 
side with the content.

Reporting a tracker activity for a certain 
user role

The default tracker view lists posts created by users. We will create an exposed filter to allow 
the admin to filter the view by user role. Filters require certain criteria to be met in order for 
records to be selected. Often, the value of the filter is one that can remain constant, such 
as requiring that content be published in order to be visible. There are times, however, when 
you will want the ability to change the value that is filtered. Rather than having to edit the 
view each time you want this value to change, you can simply elect to have the view provide a 
widget with which the value can be supplied.
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Getting ready
1. Ensure that your site has content posted by more than one author, and that the 

authors represent more than one role.

2. Navigate to the Views page (admin/structure/views) and click on the Enable 
link for the Tracker view.

3. Click on the down arrow beside the Edit link for the same view, and from the drop-
down menu, click on the Clone link.

4. Enter Tracker role for the view name and click on the Continue button.

How to do it...
1. Click on the Add button in the Filter criteria section.

2. Check the User: Roles checkbox and click on the Add (all displays) button.

3. In the new configuration window that opens, check the box for Expose this 
filter to visitors…, check the box for Allow multiple selections, and click on the 
Apply (this display) button.

4. Click on /tracker next to Path in the Page Settings section, change the path 
to tracker-role (no leading slash) and click on the Apply button.

5. Click on Normal: Recent posts next to Menu in the Page Settings section, 
change the Title to Recent posts with selectable role and click on the 
Apply button.

6. Click on the Advanced link to expand that section.

7. Click on the link for Content: User posted or commented in the Contextual filters 
section, select This page (override) from the For select box, and then click on the 
Remove button.

8. Click on the Add button in the Contextual filters section, scroll down and check the 
box for User: Roles, then click on Apply (this display).

9. In the When the filter value is Not in the URL section, ensure that  
Display all results for the specified field is selected, and click on the  
Apply (this display) button.

10. Click on the Save button.
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11. Navigate to tracker-role and you will see the exposed filter as shown in the  
following screenshot, which you can use to choose to see nodes created by  
users of a specific role:

How it works...
We changed the contextual filter for the view to use the author's role. Because this is a view 
based on content and not users, the information will come from content records and not user 
records, which means that the list will only contain roles for which content exists. In choosing 
the role in the exposed filter, its rid (role ID) gets passed in the URL back to the view, which 
then lists only the content that has been created by a user with that role.
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2
Basic Custom Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f Selecting all content

 f Creating a paged block display

 f Creating a dynamic links display block

 f Creating a random ad block

 f Using a view content filter

 f Providing a user view for admins

 f Winning the argument

 f Using views to create a bulleted list

 f Creating bulleted lists using multiple content types

Introduction
In this chapter, we're going to begin creating custom views. We'll be working with simple 
examples, which you can then alter, expand on, or combine to suit your own needs.
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Selecting all content
Normally, you will want to select only published content, because you want users to see only 
nodes that have been published. However, as an admin, you could very well want to view 
unpublished content as well. Fortunately, there is a way to account for both requirements 
using a filter made just for this job.

Getting ready
Ensure that your site has both published and unpublished content.

How to do it...
On the views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the +Add new view link.

3. Enter Browse all content as the View name. Check the box for Description and 
enter Browse all content if admin, all published if not.

4. In the Create a page section, enter Browse all content as the page title.

5. In the Display format select boxes, select Unformatted list, teasers, without links, 
and without comments, respectively.

6. Check the Create a menu link checkbox, in the Menu select box, select Main menu 
and leave Browse all content as the link text, then click the Continue and edit 
button.

On the view edit page:

1. Click the Content: Published (Yes) link in the Filter Criteria section, and then click 
the Remove button.

2. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, check the box next to Content: 
Published or Admin, and click the Apply (all displays) button in this window and the 
window that opens subsequently.

3. Click the Save button at the top of the screen.

4. Navigate to the front page.

5. Click the Browse all content menu tab while logged in as the admin—the 
unpublished content will typically show as pink unless this has been overridden in 
your theme.
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6. Log out and click the Browse content link again—you are now seeing this view as a 
typical site visitor would, and only the published content shows.

How it works...
By default, a content view will select all available content that is published, sorting backwards 
from the most recent. We changed our view to select all content, published or not, if the user 
requesting the view is the admin, but only published content otherwise. When creating the 
view, we changed the style of the output to present the content as teasers, and finally, we 
added it to the site's main menu.

There's more...
The main concept to take away from this view is the use of a filter. There are many criteria on 
which a view can be filtered, and we will use several throughout the book. More than one filter 
can be applied to the same display. For example, in addition to the filter we added, we could 
have also required the content to have been promoted to the front page, or selected only 
specific content types.
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Creating a paged block display
The output presented by a view is typically seen in the content area of the page, but views are 
also capable of creating displays that appear as blocks in any selectable region of your theme, 
including the content area. We're going to create a block that provides a paged content display 
for a specific content type.

Block displays
The next few recipes make use of block displays. The block displays of views 
are not necessarily any different in appearance than other blocks. The 
difference is that unlike static blocks, their content is dynamic. Technically, 
the block does not exist until the page is created (an exception being that if 
caching is used, the block's contents may be cached). At that point, the data 
for it is retrieved from the database when the block is rendered.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Sponsor, the details of which are in  

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create a node or two of this content type.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views). Click the +Add new view 

link. Enter Sponsors as the View name. Check the Description box and enter 
Views related to Event sponsors.

2. Uncheck the box for Create a page.

3. Check the box for Create a block, enter Our Sponsor… as the Block Title.

4. In the Display format select boxes, select Unformatted list, Teasers (which will cause 
two more boxes to appear), without links, and without comments, respectively. Click 
the Continue & edit button.

That creates the view, and now we need to have it do something, so on the view edit page:

1. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, check the box for  
Content: Published or admin and the one for Content: Type, and click  
the Apply (all displays) button.

2. Check the box for Apply (all displays).

3. Check the box for Sponsor and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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4. Click the link for Content: Published (Yes) in the Filters section, and then the 
Remove button.

5. Click Display a specific number of items | 5 items next to Use pager in the Pager 
section, select paged output, mini pager, and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Set the Pager ID to 1, the Items to display to 1, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

7. Click None in the Block Settings section, enter Sponsor ad in the text box, and 
click the Apply button.

8. Click the Save button.

9. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/structure/block).

10. Scroll down to Sponsor ad in the Disabled section.

11. Select Sidebar second from the select box.

12. Click the Save blocks button.

13. Navigate to the front page to view the block.

How it works...
We created a block display for a content view, and limited its selection to sponsor content that 
is published (unless the user is the admin).
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We changed the pager number to 1, because it is likely that the content area 
will be using pager 0, and each pager on a page must have a unique number.

We specified that one record be shown at a time, with a mini pager below it for navigation. We 
assigned the block to the right (second) sidebar. If there are 10 nodes that meet our criteria, 
each will be shown in turn as the next link in the pager is clicked.

Creating a dynamic links display block
Views are capable of providing displays that appear as blocks in any selectable region of  
your theme. We're going to create a block that provides a dynamic list of links for a specific 
content type.

Getting ready
This recipe is based on the view created in the previous recipe.

How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the Edit link for the Sponsors view.

On the view edit page:

1. Click the + Add button next to the Block display button at the top of the page, and 
choose Block from the dropdown list.

2. Click the None link beside Block name in the Block Settings section and enter 
Sponsor links, then click Apply.

3. Click the Block link in the next to Display name, enter Sponsor links for the 
name, and click Apply.

4. Click Our sponsors in the Title section, select This block (override) from the For 
select box, change the title to Sponsor links, and click Apply (this display).

5. Click the Content link next to Show in the Format section, select This block 
(override) from the For select box, select Fields, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

6. Click Apply (this display).
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7. Click the Add button in the Fields section, select This block (override) from the For 
select box, check the box for Content: Body, and click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select the Summary or trimmed from the 
Formatter select box, and click Apply (this display).

9. Click Mini in the Pager section, select This block (override) from the For select box, 
select Display a specified number of items, and click Apply (this display).

10. Set Items to display to 5, Offset to 1, and click the Apply (this display) button.

11. Click the Save button. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/structure/
block).

12. Scroll down to Sponsor links in the Disabled section. Select Sidebar second from the 
select box, and click the Save blocks button.

13. Navigate to the front page to view the block.

How it works...
We used the Sponsor view we had created in the preceding recipe, created an additional 
block display, and limited its selection to the sponsor content types that are published (or all, 
in the case of the user being admin). We set the maximum records to be shown to 5. We then 
set the offset to 1. The reason for this is that the Sponsor ad block from the preceding recipe 
will display the most recent sponsor node, so that content does not need to be included in 
this block; the offset setting will have views skip one record and start the list with the second 
most-recent sponsor.

Creating a random ad block
Anyone who has spent time on the Web has seen advertisements, often in the form of a 
banner. In a Drupal site, an ad is typically in a block, which is most often a region of the 
screen other than the main content area. Adding content to a block manually results in a 
static ad, which could be all that is required, but if dynamic ads are needed, creating a view 
with a block display is a good way to go. We're going to create a block that presents an ad for 
a randomly-selected product, and have it display within the content area.
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Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Product, the details of which are in  

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create at least one node of this content type—more if you want to see the random 
selection at work.

How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views). Click the +Add new view 
link. Enter Product ads as the View name.

2. Check the Description box and enter Random product ad block.

3. Select Content from the Show list and select of type to be Product.

4. Uncheck the box for Create a page.

5. Check the box for Create a block.

6. In the Display format select boxes, select unformatted list, of teasers, without links, 
and without comments, respectively, set the Items per page to 1, and click the 
Continue & edit button.

That creates the view, and now we just need to add a few settings:

1. Click the Content: Post date (desc) link in the Sort criteria section, and click the 
Remove button.

2. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, scroll down and check the box for 
Global: Random, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the Apply (all displays) button.

4. Click the None link for block name in the Block settings section, enter Random ad in 
the textbox and click Apply.

5. Click the Save button.

6. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/structure/block).

7. Scroll down to Random ad in the Disabled section, select Content from the select 
box, and click the Save blocks button.

8. Navigate to the front page to view the block.
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How it works...
We created a view and limited its selection to product content. We set the sort option to 
random, which causes Drupal to select a random record from those available. We set the 
record quantity to 1, so that only one product is shown. We specified that the format be a 
teaser, that way we see the title, description, price, and image. At that point, if we had created 
a page display the view would have been displayed on its own page. Instead, because we 
created a block display and assigned the block to the content area, it shows below the  
main content.

There's more...
In Chapter 5, Theming Views, we will cover theming a view. The current format of this view 
cries out for theming, such as making the price larger and floating the text next to the image.

Using a view content filter
Often, it can be overwhelming to navigate a large quantity of content, browsing through it page 
by page. Filtering allows the selection of content to be reduced using specific criteria. We will 
create a view that allows the user to filter content.
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Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Home, the details of which are in  

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create at least two nodes of this content type, each with a different zip code.

How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the +Add new view link.

3. Enter Homes for sale as the View name.

4. Check the Description box and enter Homes for sale.

5. Select Content from the Show list and select of type to be Home.

6. In the Display format select boxes in the Create a page section, select Unformatted 
list, teasers, with links, and without comments, respectively, then click the 
Continue & edit button.

Having created the view, we need to add a few settings:

1. Click the Add button in the Filters section.

2. Scroll down and check the checkbox next to Content: Zip code (field_zip_code), then 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the configuration window for Content: Zip code (field_zip_code), click the Expose 
this filter to visitors to allow them to change its button, ensure that the checkbox 
for Required is unchecked, change Label to Zip code, check the Expose operator 
checkbox, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

4. Click the Save button.

5. Navigate to homes-for-sale.

We can select Is not empty (Not NULL) from the Zip code filter select box, to specify 
that we want any content with a zip code, but there is currently a bug in that filter 
choice and selecting it causes the filter to disappear except for the Apply button. 
Instead, we will select Length is longer than and enter 4 into the textbox, signifying 
we want any zip code of at least 5 characters, and click the Apply button. We could 
also specify a zip code using another filter, such as Is equal to, to further limit  
the display.
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How it works...
A view is essentially primarily SQL statements, in terms of the data acquisition. In effect, a 
filter results in an equivalent WHERE clause being added to the SQL statement to gather a 
subset of the available data. So, what we've done is create a view that gathers all content. We 
reduced the number of nodes the view will receive from the database by specifying that they 
must be of the content type Homes. Finally, we provided the means to select a subset of those 
records by exposing a filter allowing the user to specify a zip code. By unlocking the operator 
in the filter, the user is free to request, for example, a specific zip code, zip codes greater than 
a specified value, all zip codes not equal to another, or every zip code.

Providing a user view for admins
Not every view needs to contain data visible to the general public. The user permissions 
functionality of views doesn't automatically provide the granularity to allow only certain views 
to be seen. There is a way to do it, though, and it is quite simple. We'll create a view that 
shows user data, and limit access to it to admins.

How to do it...
On the views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views). Click the +Add new  
view link.

2. Enter Users as the View name.

3. Check the Description box and enter User info.

4. Select Users from the Show select box.

5. Enter General user info for the page title in the Create a page section, admin/
reports/general-user-info as the Path, and in the Display format select 
boxes, select Unformatted list and Fields, then click the Continue & edit button.

We've created the view framework and will now configure its settings to select the  
required information.

1. Check the No menu link for Menu in the Page Settings section, select Normal 
menu entry as the Type, enter General user info in the Title textbox, select 
Management from the Menu select box, then click the Apply button.

2. Click the Permission link next to Access in the same section, select Role, and click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Check the checkbox for administrator, then click the Apply (this display) button.
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4. Click the Add button in the Fields box, check the checkboxes for User: Active, User: 
Created date, User: E-mail, User: Edit link, User: Language, User: Last login, and 
User: Roles, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the Apply (all displays) button for the User: Active, User: Created date,  
and User: E-mail fields.

6. For the User: Edit link field, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, enter Edit user 
in the Text to display textbox and click the Apply (all displays) button.

7. In the User: Language window, uncheck the Link this field to its user checkbox and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. For the User: Last login field and the User: Roles field, click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

9. Click the down arrow next to the Add button in the Fields section and select the 
Rearrange icon to the left, drag User: E-mail under User: Name, User: Created date 
to directly above User: Last login, User: Edit link to the bottom, and click the Apply 
(all displays) button.

10. Click the link for User: Created date (desc) in the Sort criteria section and then the 
Remove button.

11. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria box, check the checkbox for User: Name,  
and click the Apply (all displays) button and then again for the subsequent window.

12. Click Not set next to Access: in the Page settings box, click the Role radio button, 
click the Administrator radio button, and click the Update button.

13. Click the Save button.

14. Navigate to the new report by selecting it from the admin menu, in which case it will 
display as an overlay.
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15. Or you can navigate to it by entering the URL (admin/reports/general-user-
info).

16. Try logging out and accessing it via the URL.

How it works...
We started by creating a user view, rather than a content view as we have been doing. We 
did not set a filter, because in the case of a user view there are not content types to be 
concerned with and we wanted to retrieve all user records. We selected several fields from the 
user entity and put them in a sensible order. We gave the view a path and assigned it to the 
admin Reports menu. Finally, we specified that access to the view be limited to users with the 
administrator role. Three of the fields will be links without us having to do anything special to 
make them so: the edit link, the user name (a link to the user record), and the e-mail address 
(a mailto: link).
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There's more...
There is another method available for restricting access, and that is to select Permission 
instead of Role as the access setting. That choice provides a select box that lists existing 
permissions from which to choose which permission the user needs in order to access the 
view. There is, however, no add new permission choice offered, so the usefulness depends on 
whether an existing permission already exists. Instead of selecting the administrator role, we 
could have selected the Access all Views permission. Usually, this is restricted to admins, but 
not necessarily, so the downside of using that would be that if that permission were ever given 
to users other than admins the view would no longer be restricted to admins. Having selected 
a role in the view means that administration of access to the view is done in the view rather 
than through the permission system.

The output leaves much to be desired, aesthetically. In fact, with there being no spacing 
between user records, the very utility of the display is lessened. We will be learning about 
using a table format in the next chapter. Using that here would be an immediate improvement 
on this default output. In Chapter 5, Theming Views, we will explore the theming of views, 
which is yet another way to improve the aesthetics.

For now, let's make a couple of quick edits to give the view more utility. The site theme already 
has a CSS file, and we could make the changes directly to it, but if we do that, the next time 
the theme has an update our changes will be overwritten. Instead, we'll add a CSS file.

The theme that applies to our report is the Administration theme, because 
reports are part of the admin interface. That theme is selected at the lower 
left of the page at admin/appearance:
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I'm using the Seven theme which comes with D7:

1. Edit seven.info in the themes/seven directory, and find the following line:
stylesheets[screen][] = style.css

2. Replace it with this line:
stylesheets[screen][] = overrides.css

3. Open a new file, overrides.css, and enter the following into it:
.page-admin-reports-general-user-info .views-row {
    margin-bottom: 6px;
}
.page-admin-reports-general-user-info .views-row-odd {
    background-color: #eee;
}

4. Clear the cache (admin/config/development/performance, or drush 
cc all if you have Drush), return to the report, and reload the page.

Now the report is much easier to read:

Winning the argument
The node ID (nid), the value that is unique to each piece of content in combination with 
a URL, provides a direct path to that content, but what if we want a query where the path 
represents a selection that is not a specific node? The answer: dynamic filters (arguments). 
We will create a view that can interpret links containing a dynamic filter.
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Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Home, the details of which are in  

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create at least two nodes of this content type, each having a different zip code.

How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the +Add new view link.

3. Enter Homes links as the View name.

4. Check the Description box and enter Homes for sale.

5. Select Content from the Show select box, Home from the of type select box, 
and set sorted by to Title.

6. Enter zip/% as the Path.

7. In the Display format select boxes, select Unformatted list, teasers, without 
links and without comments, respectively, then click the Continue & edit button.

We will define the general criteria for selecting records:

1. Click the Advanced link to expand that section.

2. Click the Add button in the Contextual Filters box, check the checkbox next to 
Content: Zip code (field_zip_code) (note: there are two fields with similar names), 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the resulting configuration box, in the section titled WHEN THE FILTER IS IN 
THE URL OR A DEFAULT IS PROVIDED, check the checkbox for Override title 
and enter Homes for sale in the %1 zip code in the textbox that appears 
below it, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

We will create the block from which the user will select the filter value:

1. Click the + Add button next to Page in the Displays list.

2. Select Block from the list that drops down.

3. Click Home links in the Title section, select This block (override) in the For select 
box, enter Zip codes with homes for sale: in the textbox, and click the Apply 
(this display) button.

4. Click the Content link next to Show in the Format section, select This block 
(override) from the For select box, click the radio button for Fields, and click the 
Apply (this display) button.
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5. Click the Apply (this display) button in the subsequent window.

6. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, select This block (override) from 
the For select box, and click the Remove button.

7. Click the Add button in the Fields section, ensure This block (override) is selected in 
the For select box, scroll down and check the checkbox for Content: Zip code, and 
click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Uncheck the Create a label checkbox, click the Rewrite Results link to 
expand that section, check the checkbox for Output this field as a link, type zip/
[field_zip_code] into the link path textbox, then click the Apply (this display) 
button.

9. Click the Content: Title (desc) link in the Sort criteria section, select This block 
(override) from the For select box, and click the Remove button.

10. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, scroll down and check the 
checkbox for Content: Zip code (field_zip_code), and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

11. Click the None link next to Block name in the Block Settings section, type Zip 
codes in the textbox, and click the Apply button.

12. Click the Content: Zip code link in the Contextual Filters section, select This block 
(override) from the For select box, and click the Remove button.

13. Click the Settings link next to Query settings in the Other section, select 
This box (override) from the For select box, check the Distinct checkbox, then click 
the Apply (this display) button.

14. Click the Save button.

15. Navigate to admin/structure/block, at the bottom of the Disabled list 
click the select box in the Zip codes row, select Sidebar second, and click the Save 
blocks button.

16. Navigate to the home page and you will find the block with the zip code list in the 
right rail:
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17. Click one of the zip codes:
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How it works...
We created a basic content view, but instead of controlling the content selection with an 
exposed filter through which a user provides the filtering value, we used a dynamic filter that 
allows the URL to provide the filter argument and created a block that presents zip codes 
that link to our view with the selected zip code as an argument. The end result is a URI value 
becoming a WHERE clause in the SQL that retrieves the content, but with this method the 
selection can come from links selected by the user.

There is a deficiency in the Views module's ability to limit content selection to distinct values…
it doesn't always work. If you have more than one piece of content with the same zip code, you 
might see it appear more than once in the selection list. This is purely a cosmetic issue, as the 
links resolve to the same URL.

There's more...
The decision to use a dynamic filter or an exposed filter would be based on the intention. If 
it is to allow the user to define a zip code, we would instead have used an exposed filter. The 
argument capabilities provided by views is quite sophisticated, with the ability to use multiple 
arguments, default arguments, various argument validation methods, and more. Look for 
arguments to appear in subsequent recipes.

Using views to create a bulleted list
There are a number of ways in which content can be presented with views. Sometimes, the 
need is quite simple, as is the case in this recipe. We will create a view that produces a block 
with a basic bulleted list.

Getting ready
This recipe requires only that there is published content available.

How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).
2. Click the +Add new view link.
3. Enter Content topics as the View name.
4. Check the Description box and enter Bulleted list of topics.
5. Set the sorted by select box to Title.
6. Uncheck the box for Create a page.
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7. Check the box for Create a block.
8. Enter For your interest as the Block title, and in the Display format select 

boxes, select HTML list and titles respectively, then click the Continue & edit button.

We have created the basic framework of our new view, and now need to establish the settings:

1. Click the Content: Title (desc) link in the Sort criteria section and then the  
Remove button.

2. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, scroll down and check the checkbox 
next to Global: Random, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the Apply (all displays) button again.
4. Click the None link next to Block name in the Block Settings section, enter Contents 

bullet list into the textbox, and click the Apply button.
5. Click the Display a specified number of items link in the Pager section, select Paged 

output, mini-pager, and click the Apply (all displays) button.
6. Enter 10 into the Items to display textbox, 1 into the Pager ID textbox, and click the 

Apply (all displays) button.
7. Click the Save button.
8. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/structure/block), scroll down to the 

Disabled section and set Content bullets list to Sidebar first, and click the Save 
blocks button.

9. Navigate to the home page to view the block.
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How it works...
We created a very simple block display in a content view, which selects all published content 
of any type. We set the sort criteria to be random, so that any published content might appear 
on the first "page" of the block. We selected one field to be shown, the title, which becomes 
a link to the content, itself. We also set the number of items displayed to be 10, with a mini-
pager present for paging. We set the ID of the pager to 1, because all pagers on a page must 
have a unique ID, and since this is a block, there's a good chance that ID 0 will be used by 
content elsewhere on the page. The essential step for this recipe was setting the output 
format to that of an HTML unordered list.

There's more...
You might not want the block to contain items already present on the front page, particularly 
if you set the block to only appear on the front page (accomplished by configuring the block 
and setting it to only appear on page <front>). In that case, an additional filter can be set for 
Content: Promoted to front page and set to only select records that are not promoted to the 
front page, or alternatively, by setting the offset in the pager to one greater than the number 
of items that appear on the front page.

Our list appears as a standard bulleted list because that is the default formatting for an 
unordered list as defined in the active theme. By changing the definition of the <ul> 
(unordered list) and <li> (list item) tags in the theme CSS file, the bullets can be changed 
to another type, to images, removed altogether, or the items displayed inline rather than on 
separate lines.

Creating bulleted lists using multiple 
content types

There are a number of ways in which content can be presented with views. Sometimes, the 
needs are quite simple, as is the case in this recipe. We will create a view that produces a 
block with a basic bulleted list, similar to the previous recipe. However, in this case we will not 
have simply one long list, but will create a list grouped under headings.

Getting ready
This recipe requires only that there is published content of more than one content  
type available.
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How to do it...
On the Views list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the +Add new view link.

3. Enter Grouped content topics as the View name.

4. Check the Description box and enter Bulleted list of topics.

5. Uncheck the checkbox for Create a page.

6. Check the box for Create a block.

7. Enter For your interest as the Block title, and in the Display format 
select boxes, select HTML list and titles, enter 10 as the Items per page, check the 
Use a pager checkbox, then click the Continue & edit button.

We have created the basic framework of our new view, and now need to establish the settings:

1. Click the Add button in the in the Fields section and check the checkbox for Content: 
Type, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. In the Content: Type configuration window, check the checkbox to Exclude from 
display, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the Content: Post date (desc) link in the Sort criteria section and the 
Remove button.

4. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, scroll down and check the 
checkboxes for Content: Type and Global: Random, click the Apply (all displays) 
button, and then again in the subsequent configuration window for each field.

5. Click the HTML list link in the Format section, change the formatting to 
Table and click Apply (all displays). Set Grouping field Nr.1 to Type and click Apply 
(all displays).

6. Click None next to Block name in the Block Settings section, enter Grouped 
contents bullet list in the textbox, and click the Apply button.

7. Click the Advanced link to expand that section, click the No link next to 
Use aggregation, check the Aggregate checkbox, and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

8. Click the Save button.

9. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/structure/block), scroll down to the 
Disabled section and set the select box for Grouped content bullets list to Sidebar 
first, then click the Save blocks button.
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10. Navigate to the home page to view the block:

How it works...
In this recipe, we essentially created the same view that we did in the previous recipe, except 
for a few changes. We specified that the primary sort be the content type. We also added 
Content: Type as a field. We set it to be excluded from the display, so it would not be listed 
in the table as row data, but would be available for use as a heading. The most important 
change was specifying that the table be aggregated by content type, which in turn segregated 
the output records.
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3
Intermediate  

Custom Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f Selecting content teasers based on type and contents

 f Displaying a table of entity fields

 f Sortable table with a header and footer

 f Changing pages the AJAX way

 f Understanding relationships

 f Grouping in a query

 f Content within content

 f Producing custom links

 f Proving a negative with a filter and an argument

Introduction
In this chapter, we will continue creating custom views. The examples will be somewhat more 
complex than in the previous chapter.
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Selecting content teasers based on type  
and contents

Sometimes, simply filtering by content type is not sufficient. Filters can be combined to provide 
more than one selection criteria. We can select based on metadata, such as content type, 
but also based on the content itself. In this recipe, we are going to select entries that are blog 
posts having the same topic, as determined by the title or the category terms.

Getting ready
1. If it's not already enabled, enable the core Blog module at admin/modules:

2. Edit the blog content type (created by the blog module) at admin/structure/
types/manage/blog:

1. Click the MANAGE FIELDS tab.

2. In the Add existing field section, select Term reference: field_tags as the 
Field to share, ensure Autocomplete term widget is the form element,  
click the Save button, and then the Save settings button.

3. Add a few blog posts using a small number of tags, and at least one other piece of 
non-blog content with one of the tag terms in the content title.

For this example, we'll be using the tag food. Replace food in the instructions 
with whichever tag you use in creating your content. Make sure that you add 
the term to the taxonomy vocabulary.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and Click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Blog posts as the View name, check the box for Description, and enter 
Subsets of blog posts into the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Content, Blog entry, and Newest first.

4. In the Create a page section, change the Page title to Food blog posts and the 
Path from blog-posts to blog-posts/food.

5. In the Display format select boxes, change with links to without links.

6. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Page link next to Display name at the top of the page, change Page to 
Food, and click the Apply button.

2. Click the Add button beside Filter Criteria, scroll down and check the checkbox next 
to Content: Tags (field_tags) and Content: Title, and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

3. In the Configure extra settings for filter criterion Content: Tags, select 
Autocomplete and click the Apply and continue button.

4. Check the checkbox for Reduce duplicates, enter food in the Select terms textbox 
and click Apply (all displays) button.

5. In the Configure filter criterion: Content: Title configuration window, change the 
Operator select box to Contains, enter food in the Value textbox, and click the Apply 
(all displays) button.

All filters are being evaluated as AND conditions, meaning that all have to be 
true for a record to be selected. We want the filters for content type and for 
content title to be OR conditions, meaning if either is true the record will be 
selected. To do this, we must reorganize the filters.

6. Click the arrow next to the FILTER CRITERIA Add button and select and/or.
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7. Click the Create new filter group link, drag the Content: Tags and Content: Title 
filters down to the lower group area, then change the Operator: And setting to their 
left to Or, then click the Apply (all displays) button. The Filter Criteria section should 
now look like this:

8. Click No menu next to Menu in the Page settings section, click the radio button next 
to Normal menu entry, enter Food blog in the Title textbox, and click the Apply 
button.

9. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

10. Across from the Displays list, click the down-arrow next to edit view name/
description and select analyze view.

11. The results box should indicate that there is nothing to report. Click the Ok button.

12. Navigate to the menu editor (admin/structure/menu) and click the list links link 
for the Navigation menu.

13. Uncheck the checkbox for the My blog link (further down the list), drag Food blog 
up to under Blogs and make sure it's indented the same as the My blog entry, 
enable Blogs (the disabled status will not change until saved) and click the Save 
configuration button, and that portion of the menu list should now look like the 
following screenshot:

14. Click the edit link for Blogs, check the checkbox for Show as expanded, and click the 
Save button.
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15. Navigate to the front page and click the Food blog menu link:

How it works...
By default, a content view will select all available content with the filtering being that the 
content is published. It will sort starting from the most recently published.
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We changed our view to also filter the content selection based on the type being blog, and 
also to filter on the content being tagged with the term food, as well as the title containing 
the word food. This filtering would normally result only in blog content tagged with the term 
food and a title containing the word food being selected. However, we gave the filters an or 
relationship to each other, so the selection became blog content tagged with the term food 
OR content with food in the title. This results in the article about fresh food being included 
because the word food is present in its title, as well as content without the word food 
present at all, because it was tagged with the term food.

We checked the checkbox for Reduce duplicates for the Tags field, because 
the current version of the Views module at the time of writing has a bug that 
causes only one of the OR conditions to be evaluated, due to the type of SQL 
join being incorrect. Checking that checkbox forces the type of join used to be 
the correct one.

We assigned a path to our page display of mydomain.com/blog/food and added it to the 
site's navigation menu. We clicked the checkbox for Show as expanded so that the submenu 
choice would be visible.

There's more...
The main concept to take away from this view is that with an OR relationship, any of the 
criteria can be true, as opposed to an AND relationship, in which all criteria need to be true. 
We will see OR filters again later in the book.

Displaying a table of entity fields
It is common for the output of a view to be in the form of an article or a teaser. That isn't the 
only format in which a view can present content, however. Sometimes, a user is able to intuit 
the data more easily with a more recognizable format, such as a table, and that is what we 
will create in this recipe.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Ingredient, the details of which are in 

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create a few pieces of content of this type.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Shopping list as the View name, check the box for Description, and enter 
A list of bulk ingredients in the textbox.

3. The Show option select boxes should be Content, Ingredient, and Title.

4. For Display format in the Create a page section, select Table (the adjacent select 
boxes will disappear).

5. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the boxes for Content: Body, Content: 
Measure, and Content: Quantity, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. In the Configure field: Content: Body window, change the label from Body to Notes, 
then click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the Configure field: Content: Measure window, change the label to Unit of 
measure and click the Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Configure field: Content: Quantity box, just click the Apply (all displays) 
button without making any changes.

5. Click the arrow next to the Add button in the Fields section and select Rearrange; in 
the resulting window, drag Content: Quantity to above Content: Measure, and click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the Settings link next to Table in the Format section, select Right for the Align 
setting for Quantity, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

7. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

8. Across from the Displays list click the arrow next to edit view name and description 
and select analyze view.

9. The results box should indicate that there is nothing to report. Click the Ok button.
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10. Navigate to /shopping-list to see the view:

How it works...
The table format style exposes the content fields as an HTML table. The table format option 
cannot be saved unless at least one field has been selected for the view, but the Title field is 
selected by default.

There's more...
We took the default options for the table style. One tremendous benefit of using this styling 
is that when editing the style options for the table, each of the field columns has a checkbox 
that, when checked, makes that column sortable by clicking its title. For example, if you 
have a price field in your data, and you set that checkbox sortable, the price column will be 
a clickable link that when clicked, will sort the table rows by price. We'll do this in the next 
recipe.

Sortable table with a header and footer
It might seem like the only text in a view display can be the title, the fields, and their headings, 
if any, but there is no such limitation. Two forms of text that can be added to views are a 
header and footer. We will create a view that uses both.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses a custom content type, Product, the details of which are in  

Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create some content of this type.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Product list as the View name, check the checkbox for Description, and 
enter A list of products for sale in the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Content, Product, and Title.

4. In the first select box of Display format in the Create a page section, select Table 
(the adjacent select boxes will disappear).

5. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings:

1. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the boxes for Content: Body, Content: 
Product image, and Content: Product price, then click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

2. In the Configure field Content: Body window, change the label to Product 
description, select Summary or Trimmed in the Formatter select box, change 
600 to 200 in Trim length, click the Rewrite Results link and check the checkbox for 
Strip HTML tags, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the Configure field Content: Product image window, uncheck the Create a label 
checkbox, select Thumbnail (100x100) from the Image style select box, then click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Configure field Content: Product price window, change the label to Price, 
then click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the link for Content: Title in the Fields section, enter Product as the label, 
then click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the arrow next to the fields Add button and select Rearrange; in the resulting 
window drag Content: Product image to above Content: Title and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

7. Click the Settings link next to Table in the Format section, check the Sortable 
checkbox for Product and for Price, click the radio button to make Product the 
default sort item, select Right for the Align setting for Price, and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

8. Click the Add button for Header, check the checkbox for Global: Text area, then click 
the Apply (all displays) button.
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9. In the large textbox, enter <strong>Below is a list of all products 
currently for sale. Click on the column heading for Product or 
Price to sort the list based on that field. Click the column 
heading once will sort from lowest to highest. Click a second 
time will sort from highest to lowest. </strong> as the header text 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

10. Click the Add button for Footer, check the checkbox for Global: Text area, then click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

11. Enter <strong>Product availability can change at any time.</
strong> as the footer text and click the Apply (all displays) button.

12. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

13. Across from the Displays list, click the arrow next to edit view name and 
description and select analyze view.

14. The results box should indicate that there is nothing to report. Click the Ok button.

15. Navigate to /product-list to see the view:
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How it works...
We created a basic field-driven content view, and used a table for the display style. The data in 
the table includes a product image thumbnail, the product name as a link to the full content, a 
trimmed version of the product description, and the product price. We reordered the fields to 
show the image first. We configured the table to sort initially by the product name, and made 
the product name and price columns selectable as sort keys by clicking the applicable column 
heading. We added a header with some formatting, and a footer.

Go ahead, click Price. You might have to click it a second time to see a 
difference if the output was already, coincidentally, in price order.

There's more...
The widget for creating a header or footer allows HTML to be entered, and, depending on the 
permissions granted the view creator, to select from a number of input formats. Thus, there 
are many possibilities, including having an image present within either. There is an option 
to show or suppress headers or footers if there is no content to show and the header/footer 
makes no sense in that context. There is also a way to use a view as the contents of the 
header or footer for those cases where the text needs to be dynamic.

Changing pages the AJAX way
In the normal scheme of things, changing pages with a pager results in the entire web page 
being reloaded. This can be an annoyance for the site visitor, particularly if the page loads 
result in advertising being loaded from remote sites with a resulting delay. Paging through 
20 pages of output can be irksome, and more so if the paging is being done in a block 
rather than the main content area. Fortunately, there is a way to make the experience more 
enjoyable for the user, and that is by using AJAX for the page changes.

Getting ready
This recipe uses any content type that defines field: image and contains an uploaded image.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Photo gallery as the View name, check the checkbox for Description, and 
enter Gallery of images transitioned via AJAX in the textbox.

3. Uncheck the checkbox for Create a page.

4. Check the checkbox for Create a block.

5. Change the selection in the Display format 'of' select box from titles (linked) to 
fields.

6. Change Items per page to 1.

7. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Add button for Filter Criteria, check the box for Content: Image (field_
image:fid) and click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. In the subsequent configuration window, change Operator to Is not empty (NOT 
NULL) and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, and click the Remove button.

4. Click the Add button for Fields, check the checkbox for Content: Image, and click the 
Apply (all displays) button.

5. In the subsequent configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select 
the Image style of Thumbnail (100x100), and click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the Advanced link to expand that section.

7. Click No next to Use AJAX, change the setting to Yes, then click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

8. Click None next to Block name in the Block settings section, enter AJAX gallery 
in the textbox, and click the Apply button.

9. Click Display a specific number of items in the Pager section, click the radio button 
for Page output, mini pager, and click Apply (all displays).

10. In the subsequent configuration window, set the Pager ID to 2 and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

11. Click the Save button.
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12. Navigate to admin/structure/block, scroll down to the AJAX gallery entry, select 
Sidebar first, and click the Save blocks button.

13. Navigate to the home page to see the view. Using the pager to change the page will 
result in an AJAX page change, as shown in the following screenshot:

How it works...
We created a content view with a block display that selects any published content in which 
there is an uploaded image. We did this by specifying that the ID of field_image cannot be 
null. We set the pager to allow one row per page, which means one image per page. The key in 
this recipe is specifying the use of AJAX, which then uses that service to transition the images 
in situ without reloading the page with each change.

Understanding relationships
A typical view will select information for each row from one data source, such as a node of 
content that meets the criteria of whatever filters are in place. How, though, do we handle a 
situation where the data for each row is not all in one place, where some of the data needs to 
come from another piece of content?

Enter the relationship, the widget in views that allows us to relate one data source to another. 
We will create a view that lists university courses from one content type, and draws the college 
department name from another.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses two custom content types, Course and Department, the details of 

which are in Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create some content of each type, entering Department content first.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Course list as the View name, check the box for Description, and enter A 
list of courses in the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Content, Course, and Title.

4. In the Page title box, enter Course list.

5. For the Path, enter course-list.

6. In Display format, select Table (the adjacent select boxes will disappear).

7. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Content: Title (Title) link in the Fields section, change the Label from Title 
to Course, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the checkboxes for Content: Course 
credits and Content: Course number, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the Configure field Content: Course credits overlay, click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

4. In the Configure field Content: Course number overlay, click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

Now we will create the relationship that links the selected Course to a Department:

1. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced settings.

2. Click the Add button beside Relationships, check the checkbox for Content: 
Department (field_department) and click the Apply (all displays) button, then click 
the Apply (all displays) button in the subsequent window.

3. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the checkbox for Content: Title, and click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Configure field Content: Title window, change the Relationship setting to 
field_department, change the label from Title to Department, and click the Apply 
(all displays) button.

5. Click the Settings link in the Format section, click the radio button for Default sort 
for Course, and then click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the Save button at the top of the page.
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7. Navigate to /course-list to see the view:

How it works...
We created a content view that displays the fields for a specific content type, Course. We 
selected the table style to display the data. We wanted to display the department name along 
with the course, but the department name is contained in the content type Department 
rather than Course. When entering the content, there were radio buttons labeled with the 
Department names from which to select the department, but once selected, only the ID of the 
Department content, a reference or pointer, was stored in the Course content, and not the 
department title.
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So, we needed a way to access the Department content referred to in the Course content, 
and we did that by implementing the relationship between the two within our view. Then, when 
we chose the Content: Title field for the second time, but specified that the second instance 
use the relationship to Department, which resulted in the Department title rather than the 
Course title.

There's more...
A relationship, in SQL parlance, is a join. Thus, when we establish a relationship between 
Course and Department using a node reference (its nid) in the course content, the resulting 
SQL fragment would be:

LEFT JOIN department ON department.nid = course.department_ref

And the field that we display will be selected as department.title instead of course.
title, because we identified it as using the field_department relationship. We are not 
limited to one relationship, but can, if we need, have several.
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Why use another content type?
Why do that instead of simply embedding the department name in the course 
record? Were we to embed the actual text and the name later changed, we 
would need to change it in every course record containing it. So, why not 
define a select field in the course record, and enter the department names in 
one place from which to choose? That way, it only has to be changed once, in 
the select's available values. That would be acceptable, but our department 
content contains the department phone number, chairman's name, and 
degree programs, and not just the department name… information useful for 
other views…so all of that information would need to be duplicated in every 
course record as well.

Grouping in a query
If you are familiar with spreadsheets or reports, then you're also familiar with the concept of 
grouping: segregating data items by a higher level value, such as students in a class. We will 
create a view that lists departments and the college courses within them.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses two custom content types, Course and Department, the details of 

which are in Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create some content of each type.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Department course list as the View name, check the checkbox for 
Description, and enter A list of departments and courses in the textbox.
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3. The Show options should be Content, Course, and Title.

4. In Display format, select Table (the adjacent select boxes will disappear).

5. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Content: Title (Title) link in the Fields section, change the Label from Title 
to Course, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the checkboxes for Content: Course 
credits and Content: Course number, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the Configure field Content: Course credits overlay, click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

4. In the Configure field Fields: Course number overlay, click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

Now we will create the relationship that links the selected Course node to a Department 
node:

1. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced settings.

2. Click the Add button beside Relationships, check the checkbox for Content: 
Department (field_department), click the Add (all displays) button, then click the 
Apply (all displays) button in the subsequent window.

3. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the box for Content: Title, and click the 
Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Configure field Content: Title window, change the Relationship setting to 
field_department, change the label from Title to Department, check the checkbox to 
Exclude from display, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the Settings link in the Format section and click the radio button for Default 
sort for field_department Department, select that same field from the Grouping 
field Nr 1 select box, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the Save button at the top of the page.
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7. Navigate to /department-course-list to see the view:

How it works...
We created a content view that displays fields from two content types, Course and 
Department. We selected the table style to display the data. We wanted to display department 
information along with the course, but the department name is contained in another content 
type, Department. The Course content type contains a node reference to the applicable 
Department node, but the actual string containing the name of that department is in the 
Department content and not the Course content.
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So, we needed a way to access the content of the department that is referred to from the 
course, and we did that by establishing a relationship between the two. That would have 
simply given us a list of courses, but we wanted the list to be courses within each department, 
so we elected to group the records by Department.

Content within content
We can think of catalogs, real estate listings, and the like, as containers of similar content. 
For example, real estate listings may have some introductory text and other information that 
appears once within the page and then a series of similarly-formatted home listings.

We can replicate this with a view. A content type can contain unique information, as well as 
node references and pointers, which point to the home listings. This recipe allows us to create 
just such a pairing.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses two custom content types, Home and Real Estate flier, the details of 

which are in Appendix B, Bundles.

2. Create some content of each type.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Real estate flier as the View name, check the box for Description, and 
enter Weekly real estate deals into the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Content, Real Estate flier, and Newest first.

4. Set the teasers select box to fields in Display format and click the Continue & edit 
button.

At this point we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the boxes for Content: Body and Content: 
Property, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. In the Configure field Content: Body window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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3. In the Content: Property window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select 
Rendered node from the Formatter select box, and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

4. Click the Add button in the Header section, check the box for Global: Text area, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Enter <h1>FIGMENT REALTY</h1> in the large textbox and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

6. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

7. Navigate to /real-estate-flier to see the view:
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How it works...
We created a somewhat standard content view, except that the content type that we selected, 
Real Estate flier, contains a field that, itself, contains multiple content references. This 
means that this field in the Real Estate flier contains an array of node IDs, each one being the 
ID of content of the type Home. In this way, we created a flier that contains any number of real 
estate entries, the inclusion of which is based solely on those we specifically want to include, 
rather than selection criteria that can be expressed in a filter setting.

There's more...
We specified that the entire content body should be displayed for each home. We could have 
specified that a teaser be shown instead, but then had we wanted to print the flier, each home 
would have been a text excerpt with a readmore link, which would have little value in print. We 
could have created two displays, one for print and one for browser, with the former showing 
the complete node and the latter a teaser.

Producing custom links
It is common to see teaser content with a title and/or a readmore link being a link to the full 
content body, or an image performing the same function. This is easily accomplished in a 
view by checking the checkbox for Link this field to its node in the field settings. Sometimes, 
though, we want to provide a link to a view instead, or a link to a callback in a custom module, 
or perhaps link to another site altogether. We will create a view that provides custom links.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses any of the content types listed in Appendix B, Bundles.

2. If you have not already done so, create a node for at least some of the content types.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Custom node links as the View name, check the box for Description, and 
enter An index of site content, with each entry being a custom 
link in the textbox.

3. Change Display format to Unformatted list of Fields and click the Continue & edit 
button.
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At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the boxes for Content: Nid and Content: 
Type, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. In both subsequent configuration windows, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
check the Exclude from display checkbox, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the downarrow next to the Add button in the Fields section and select 
Rearrange, then drag the Title field to the bottom of the list and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

4. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, uncheck the Link this field to the 
original piece of content checkbox, and click the Rewrite Results link.

5. Check the Rewrite the output of this field checkbox, and in the Text textbox that 
appears, enter [title] ([type] node: [nid]).

6. Check the Output this field as a link checkbox, in the Link path textbox enter 
http://www.example.com/myview/[nid], and then click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

7. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

8. Navigate to custom-node-links to see the view:
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How it works...
We created a node view that selects all published content. We chose to include the fields for 
the node ID (nid) and the content type, but specified that their value not be displayed. The 
reason for this is that we only wanted their values available to be used as replacement tags 
for another field.

We then reordered the fields, because fields don't appear in the replacement tag list unless 
they appear in the field list prior to the field to use them. Since we wanted both the content 
type and content nid values available to the content title field, they both had to precede it.

Finally, we rewrote the output value of the title field to include the content type and nid in the 
link text, and changed the link value to point to a view in another (but fake) domain, with nid 
as an argument.

There's more...
In my use of the view, I discovered that because of the order in which I created content, page 
1 of the view output was all college courses. To avoid this, I added a filter for content type, and 
set the filter to exclude any content of the type Course or Department.

Proving a negative with a filter and an 
argument

In most every content site, the user will view only published content. There can be 
unpublished content present, though; content that is in-process, awaiting editing, waiting for 
its publishing date or season to come around, and so on.

Users with the permission to edit content often get to it by navigating to that content's display 
and clicking an edit tab. If the content is unpublished, however, there usually is no getting to it 
from the site's frontend rather than navigating to it in the admin content list.

It would be nice if users with the permissions to create content could access their own 
unpublished content in an easy manner, and they can! We will build a view that provides 
the user with a block, which lists their unpublished content, and even allows them to filter 
dynamically on the content type.

Getting ready
1. This recipe uses nodes of any content type, including those listed in Appendix B, 

Bundles.

2. Ensure that there are some unpublished nodes present.
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Unpublished content as the View name.

3. Uncheck the Create a page checkbox, check the Create a block checkbox, and click 
the Continue & edit button.

At this point we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click None next to Block name in the Block settings section, enter Your 
unpublished content in the textbox, and click the Apply button.

2. Click Content: Published (Yes) in the Filter criteria section, change Yes to No, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the Advanced link to reveal that section.

4. Click the Add button for Relationships, then check the checkbox for Content: Author 
and click the Apply (all displays) button, and the same, again, in the subsequent 
configuration window.

5. Click No next to Use AJAX, change the setting to Yes, and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

6. Click the Add button in the Filter criteria section, check the checkbox next to 
Content: Type, the checkbox next to User: Current, and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

7. In the Configure filter criterion: Content: Type configuration window, check the 
Expose this filter checkbox, the Is one of radio button under Operator, the Select all 
checkbox in Content types, the Allow multiple selections and Remember the last 
selection checkboxes, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. In the Configure filter criterion: User: Current configuration window, click the Yes 
radio button for Is the logged in user, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

9. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Edit link, 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

10. In the Configure field: Content: Edit link settings window, uncheck the checkbox for 
Create a label, click the Rewrite Results link, check the Rewrite the output of this 
field checkbox, enter (Edit) in the Text textarea that appears, check the Output 
this field as a link checkbox, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

11. Click the Settings link next to Fields in the Format section, check both the 
checkboxes in the Inline fields section, and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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12. Click the Save button.

13. Navigate to the blocks admin page (admin/structure/block), scroll down to Your 
unpublished content in the Disabled section, select a region for the block (I'm using 
Sidebar second) from the select box, and click the Save blocks button.

14. Navigate to the front page to view the block:

How it works...
We created a content view with a block display, and configured it to select unpublished 
content. We added the content type as a filter with all values selected, but exposed the filter 
for the user to make a selection. We also specified that the content must belong to the current 
user. The default setting for the title is to be a link to its content, and we added an edit link 
and specified that its title be edit. In this way, the user can elect to click the title and view 
the content, or click the edit link and edit the content.

The AJAX setting must be set to Yes, as we did, for an exposed filter to appear 
within a block.
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4
Creating Advanced 

Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f A view with multiple personalities

 f A marketing bundle

 f Filtering with OR

 f Page, block, and attachment

 f Teaming two content lists

 f Related content—adding depth to a term ID

 f Related content–adding depth to a term

 f Limited visibility

Introduction
In this chapter, we will explore the capability Views has to provide multiple displays, 
sometimes simultaneously. Right out of the box, Views can create page, block, attachment, 
and feed displays, and with displays being pluggable, contributed modules can add to that 
list. This chapter introduces the basics of using multiple displays, with further capabilities 
theming, presented in Chapter 5, Theming Views, delves further into this topic, and the 
concepts apply despite the book being for Drupal 6.
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A view with multiple personalities
It might seem that given the challenge of presenting different content types in different ways 
there are two choices: create a separate view for each or write code in a module or template 
file. Depending on the need, the latter might be a reasonable option, but if all that is required 
is minor differences in content selection, sort order, or the fields to be presented, there is 
another alternative available.

We're going to create a view, where most of the settings are made in an umbrella manner, and 
then create a display containing some minor variances for each content type.

Getting ready
 f We'll be using the blog entry and home content types

 f Enable the blog module if you have not done so

 f Details for the home content type are in Appendix B, Bundles

 f Create some entries for each content type

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Chameleon as View name, check the box for Description, and enter View 
title and Content type displays in the textbox.

3. The select box settings for Show, of type, and sorted by should be Content, All, and 
Title.

4. In the Create a page section, change the Page title from Chameleon to Blog 
entries, and the Path to content/blog-entries.

5. In the Display format field, change Teasers to Titles (linked)—the adjacent select 
boxes will disappear.

6. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined most of the information for one display, and now we can 
continue on the view edit page:

1. Click the Page link next to Display name and change Name to Blogs, then click the 
Apply button.

2. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Post 
date, and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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3. In the Configure field: Content: Post date window, change the label from Post date 
to Posted, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

4. Click the Settings link for Show in the Format section, check the box for each field 
listed beneath Inline fields, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the Add button in the Sort Criteria section, check the box for Content: Post 
date, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Select Sort descending and click the Apply (all displays) button.

7. Click the downarrow next to the Sort Criteria Add button and select Rearrange, in 
the resulting window drag the Content: Title field to below Content: Post date and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the Add button in the Filter criteria section, check the checkbox for Content: 
Type, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

9. Check the box for Blog entry and click the Apply (all displays) button.

That completes the blog display, but this view will have more than one display. Now we will 
create the homes display:

1. Click the +Add button next to the Blogs button in the Displays section at the top of 
the page and select Page.

2. Click the Page link next to Display name and change the name to Homes, then click 
the Apply button.

3. Click Blog entries next to Title, change All displays to This page (override), enter 
Homes in the textbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click No path is set next to Path in the Page settings box, enter content/homes as 
the path, and click the Apply button.

5. Click the Content type (= Blog entry) link in the Filters section, change All displays 
to This page (override), uncheck the checkbox for Blog entry, check the box for 
Home, and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Click the Content: Post date (Posted) link in the Fields section, change the select 
box to This page (override), and click the Remove button.

7. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkboxes for Content: Home 
image and Content: House price, and click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select Medium (220x22) in the Image style 
select box and Content in the Link image to select box, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

9. Uncheck the checkbox for Create a label, change the Thousand marker to Comma, 
the Scale from 2 to 0, and click the Apply (this display) button.

10. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, select This page (override) in the 
select box, check the box next to Content: House price, and click the Apply (this 
display) button, and then again in the subsequent window.
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11. Click on the sort field links for Content: Post date, ensure that This page (override) is 
selected, and click the Remove button. Do the same for Content: Title.

12. Click the Save button at the top of the page.

13. Navigate to the /content/blog-entries link to see the following image:

14. Navigate to the /content/homes link to see the following image:
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How it works...
We created a content view and two page displays within it, one each for the Blog entry and 
Home content types. Each display, so each content type, has its own filters, sort criteria, field 
selection, and title.

There's more...
There is more than one way to accomplish the results we see here. We could have created 
a template for each content type, and one view display that selects records based on an 
argument. Templates are discussed in the next chapter. The decision should be based on 
whether there are likely to be changes to the view later on, and who is going to be maintaining 
it; if a developer or themer, then perhaps a template is the way to go, but if an editor with little 
or no programming experience, then the method we used would be better.

A variation on this would be to create each display as a block instead of a page, and to 
assign each to the content area on the front page. If doing so, and if using a pager for each, 
remember that every pager on a page must have a unique ID number, so be sure to change 
the pager ID setting for each.

A marketing bundle
Each view's display type has its own utility, and can be used to create a set of related displays 
to fulfill a purpose. In this recipe, we will create a marketing bundle using a page display for a 
sales presence landing page, a block display for an ad, and a feed with which customers can 
stay updated about new content.

Getting ready
 f We'll be using the Product content type (details are in Appendix B, Bundles)

 f At least one piece of product content will be needed

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Marketing bundle as the view name, check the box for Description, and 
enter Landing page, ad and feed in the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Content, Product, and Title.
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4. In the Page title textbox, enter Greenberg Design Accessories Brings You 
the Best Bargains!.

5. Enter bargains in the Path textbox.

6. For Display format, select Grid and fields (the other two select boxes will disappear).

7. Change the Items to display field to 3.

Next, we will enter the settings to create a block:

1. Check the checkbox for Create a block.

2. For the block title, enter Another Great Greenberg Design Accessories 
Product.

3. Change titles (linked) to fields in Display format and change Items per page to 1.

4. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Settings link next to Grid, select This page (override) in the select box, 
change Columns from 4 to 3, and click the Apply (this display) button.

2. Click the Add button in the Fields section, select This page (override) from the 
select box, check the checkbox for Content: Product image, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

3. In the Configure field: Content: Product image window, select This page (override) 
from the select box, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select Medium (220x220) 
from the Image style select box, select Content in the Link image to select box, then 
click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the link for Content: Title in the Fields section, uncheck the checkbox for Link 
this field to the original piece of content, click on the Rewrite Results link, check 
the checkbox for Rewrite the output of this field, enter <h2>[title]</h2> in the 
Text box, then click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click the Add button in the Header section, select This page (override) from the 
select box, click the Global: Text area checkbox, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

6. Enter <big>The liquidation area of Greenberg Design Accessories 
is where you can find amazing bargains in leftover and 
discontinued products.</big> in the large textbox and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

7. Click the Add button in the Footer section, select This page (override) from the select 
box, click the Global: Text area checkbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Enter <small>Greenberg Design Accessories is a division of Acme 
Holding Corp</small> in the large text box and click the Apply (this display) 
button.
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That takes care of the page display; next we will configure the block display:

1. Click the Block button in the Displays section.

2. Click the link for Content: Title (desc) in the Sort criteria box, change the select box 
to This block (override), and click the Remove button.

3. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria box, check the checkbox for Global: 
Random, click the Apply (this display) button, and the same again in the subsequent 
window.

4. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, change the select box setting to 
This block (override), and click the Remove button.

5. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Product 
image, and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Uncheck the Create a label checkbox, change the image style to Thumbnail 
(100x100), and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the None link in the Block Settings section, enter Marketing bundle ad in 
the textbox, and click the Apply button.

The final step is to create the feed:

1. Click the +Add button in the Displays section and click the Feed link.

2. Click No path is set next to Path in the Feed settings section, enter 
greenbergdesignaccessories/feed as the path, and click the Apply button.

3. Click the title in the Title box, change the select box setting to This feed (override), 
enter The Newest Bargains from Greenberg Design Accessories in the 
textbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the Use site default RSS settings link for Show in the Format section, select 
Title only from the Display type select box, then click the Apply button.

5. Click the Content: Title link in the Sort Criteria section, change the select box setting 
to This feed (override), and click the Remove button.

6. Click the Add button in the Sort Criteria section, check the checkbox for Content: 
Post date, and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Change the select box setting to This feed (override), choose Sort descending, and 
click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the Save button.

9. Navigate to the block admin page (admin/structure/block), find Marketing 
bundle ad in the Disabled section and change the select box setting to Sidebar first, 
then click the Save blocks button.
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10. Navigate to the home page to see the block shown in the following image:

11. Navigate to the RSS feed (greenbergdesignaccessories/feed).

12. If you do not have a RSS feed reader installed in your browser, you will probably see 
the raw feed XML:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?><rss version="2.0" 
xml:base="http://dev.cookbook/bargains" 
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/" 
xmlns:content="http://purl.org/rss/1.0/modules/content/" 
xmlns:foaf="http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/" 
xmlns:og="http://ogp.me/ns#" 
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#" 
xmlns:sioc="http://rdfs.org/sioc/ns#" 
xmlns:sioct="http://rdfs.org/sioc/types#" 
xmlns:skos="http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#" 
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#">
   <channel>
   <title>The Newest Bargains from Greenberg Design  
   Accessories</title>
   <link>http://dev.cookbook/bargains</link>
   <description></description>
   <language>en</language>
   <item>
     <title>Hand-carved Floor Mirror</title>
     <link>http://dev.cookbook/node/22</link>
     <description></description>
      <pubDate>Sat, 25 Jul 2015 23:36:36 +0000</pubDate>
      <dc:creator>ayen</dc:creator>
      <guid isPermaLink="false">22 at  
      http://dev.cookbook</guid>
   </item>
   <item>
     <title>Kidney chest</title>
     <link>http://dev.cookbook/node/11</link>
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     <description></description>
      <pubDate>Sun, 12 Jul 2015 02:49:20 +0000</pubDate>
      <dc:creator>ayen</dc:creator>
      <guid isPermaLink="false">11 at  
      http://dev.cookbook</guid>
   </item>
   </channel>
 </rss>

13. If you do have a RSS feed reader installed, you will see something similar to the 
following image:

14. Navigate to the landing page (/bargains), which appears as in the following image:
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How it works...
We created a node view that selects nodes of the product content type. We then built three 
displays: a block to use as an advertisement, an RSS feed to allows users to subscribe and 
keep current with the site, and a landing page that can be used, for example, when the user 
clicks on an ad at another site. The main idea behind this view is that each display can have 
its own settings with regards to fields, sort criteria, and even the filter settings, though we 
used the same filter throughout this example.

Filtering with OR
Filtering is the way to control record selection in a view, whether through contextual filters or... 
regular filters (there isn't a contrasting term for the latter, but when they are exposed for the 
user to choose a value on which to filter, they, too, become contextual).

It is possible, and typical, to use two or more filters in conjunction, such as requiring that 
content be a specific type and be published, or more precisely, that content be of a certain 
type AND be published. When you have x AND y, x must be true, and y must be true. If either 
is false, then entire statement is false and the content will not be selected. So if the content 
is published but is the wrong type, it will not be selected. Likewise, if it is the correct type but 
is unpublished, it will not be selected. This is fine, if you intend that to be the requirement, but 
what if you don't? 

Let's use an analogy: buying shoes. Filtering with AND is the equivalent of asking the sales 
clerk for shoes that are size 8 AND casual AND leather. You insist (albeit nicely) that all three 
requirements be met. However, you could instead ask for shoes that are size 8 AND are either 
casual or leather. In other words, they must be your size, but aside from that, they will be 
acceptable if they are casual, leather, or both.

In this example, the requirement can be written as:

SIZE = 8 AND (STYLE = CASUAL OR MATERIAL = LEATHER)

In prior versions of views, having an OR filter was problematic, at best, but Views 3 makes it 
easy, and in this recipe we will create a view that uses it.

Getting ready
The following will be needed for this recipe:

 f One node of the Ingredient content type (details are in Appendix B, Bundles)

 f One node of a different content type, with the word Food somewhere in the content 
or title
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How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Food topics as the View name, check the checkbox for Description, and 
enter Content that is a recipe OR has 'Food' in the title or 
body in the textbox.

3. The Show options should be Show: Content, of type: All and sorted by: Title.

4. Check the box for Include an RSS feed and change the path from food-topics.
xml to food-topics/feed.

5. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point, we can adjust settings on the view edit page:

1. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, check the checkboxes for Content: 
Body (body), Content: Title, and Content: Type, then click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

2. In the Content: Body configuration dialog, change the Operator selection to 
Contains, enter Food in the Value textbox, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. In the Content: Title configuration dialog, change the Operator selection to Contains, 
enter Food in the Value textbox, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

4. In the Content: Type configuration dialog, check the checkbox for the Ingredient 
content type, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the down arrow next to the Add button in the Filter Criteria section and click the 
And/Or, Rearrange link.

6. Click the + Create new filter group link and drag each field with the exception of 
Content: Published to the group at the bottom.

7. Change the lower Operator to Or, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the Save button at the top of the page.
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9. Navigate to the food-topics to see the following:
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10. If you have a RSS feed reader, navigating to the food-topics/feed will show the 
following (otherwise just a dump of the feed content):

How it works...
We accomplished two things in this recipe, the creation of a compound filter, and the creation 
of a feed. We only changed the path of the feed because of personal preference; the original 
path would have been fine.
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We created the compound filter to accommodate all/any logic, where connecting rules with 
OR is the same as stating that any of them can be true, while connecting them with AND is 
the same as stating that all of them must be true. We put the filters in two groups, with AND 
between them, resulting in the following rule:

Published AND (Ingredient node OR title contains "food" OR body contains"'food")

Another way of reading it is:

Content must be published, and one or more of (type=ingredient, body contains "food", title 
contains "food:) must be true.

Page, block, and attachment
You've probably used desktop applications in which the screen is divided into two or more 
areas, each working in conjunction with the other. The same functionality is possible on 
your web page. We will use a page display and an attachment display, arguments, and 
relationships to create sections that work together, giving more form and function to a view.

Getting ready
 f We'll be using the Employee and Extension content types (details are in Appendix B, 

Bundles)

 f Create at least two of each

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Employees and extensions as the View name, check the checkbox for 
Description, and enter Employee information and extensions in the textbox.

3. In the Create a page section, change Page title to Employee extensions.

4. Change the entry in the Path box to employees.

5. For Display format, change teasers to fields (the other two select boxes will 
disappear).

6. Click the Continue & edit button.
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At this point let's complete the page, which will display the employee information:

1. Click the Add button next to Fields, check the checkboxes for Content: ID and 
Content: Position, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

2. For each of the configure boxes that follow for each of the three fields, simply click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click the link for Content: Title in the Fields section, select This page (override) 
from the select box, uncheck the checkbox for Link this field to the original piece of 
content, click on the Rewrite Results link to open the dialog, check the checkbox for 
Rewrite the output of this field, enter <h2>[title]</h2> in the textbox, then click 
the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the Add button for Filter Criteria, check the checkbox for Content: Type, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Check the checkbox for Employee and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced criteria.

7. Click the Add button for Contextual Filters, check the checkbox for Content: 
Department (field_department), and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the Apply (all displays) button.

9. Click the Add button for Relationships, select This page (override) from the For 
select box, check the checkboxes for Content: Department (field_department) and 
Content: Employee (field_employee) - reverse, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

10. Click the Apply (this display) button for both configuration windows.

11. Click the Add button for Fields again, select This page (override) from the select box, 
check the checkbox for Content: Title, and click the Apply (this display) button.

12. Change the Relationship select box setting to field_employee, change the Label 
to Extension, uncheck the checkbox for linking the field, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

13. Repeat step 11, select All displays from the select box, change the Relationship 
select box setting to field_department, change the Label to Department, then click 
the Apply (all displays) button.

That takes care of the page display, next we will create the block display that will display the 
departments:

1. Click the +Add button in the Displays section and select Block.

2. Click Employee extensions next to Title, ensure that This block (override) is selected 
in the For select box, enter Departments in the textbox, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.
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3. Click the link for each field in the Fields section, select This block (override) from the 
select box at the top, and click the Remove button.

4. Click the Content: Type (= Employee) link in the Filter Criteria section, select This 
block (override) from the select box, uncheck the Employee checkbox, check the 
Department checkbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click the Add button in the Fields section, select This block (override) from the select 
box, check the checkboxes for Content: Nid and Content: Title, and click the Apply 
(this display) button.

6. In the Content: Nid configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
check the Exclude from display checkbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. In the Content: Title configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
click the Rewrite Results link and check the checkbox for Output this field as a link, 
enter employees/[nid] as the Link path, and click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the None link for Block name in the Block Settings section, enter Department 
list in the textbox, and click the Apply button.

9. Click the Content: Department link in the Contextual Filters section, select This 
block (override) from the select box, and click the Remove button.

The final step is to create the Attachment display that lists employees:

1. Click the +Add button in the Displays section and click the Attachment link.

2. Click the Content: Department link in the Fields section, select This attachment 
(override) from the select box, and click the Remove button.

3. Click the Content: Position link in the Fields section, select This attachment 
(override) from the select box, and click the Remove button.

4. Click the Not defined link for Attach to in the Attachment Settings box, select Page 
and click the Apply button.

5. Click the Before link for Attachment position in the Attachment Settings box, 
change the setting to After, and click the Apply button.

6. Click the link for Content: ID (ID) in the Fields section, select This attachment 
(override) from the select box, uncheck the checkbox for Create a label, check the 
box for Exclude from display and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the downarrow next to the Add button in the Fields section, click on Rearrange 
and then select This attachment (override) from the select box, drag the Content: ID 
field to be above the Content: Title field, and click the Apply (this display) button.
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8. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, click the Rewrite Results link and 
check the checkbox for Output this field as a link, enter employee/all/[field_
employee_id] as the Link path, and click the Apply (this display) button.

9. Click the Add button for Sort Criteria, select This attachment (override) from the 
select box, check the checkbox for Content: Title, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

10. Click the Apply (this display) button.

11. Click the link for Content: Post date in the Sort Criteria section, ensure This 
attachment (override) is selected, and click the Remove button.

12. Click the Content: Department link in the Contextual Filters section, select This 
attachment (override) from the select box, and click the Remove button.

13. Click the Save button.

14. Navigate to the block admin page (admin/structure/block), find Department 
list in the Disabled section, change the select box setting to Sidebar first, then click 
the Save blocks button.

15. Scroll up to the Sidebar first section and click the configure link for Department list; 
in the section for Show block on specific pages, select Only the listed pages and 
enter employee* in the textbox; then click the Save block button.

16. Navigate to /employees to see the components we created: the page, which 
displays employee information for the current department (all by default):
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The block, which displays a list of departments:

And the attachment, the following employee information, which displays a list of all 
employees:

How it works...
You could very well be wondering about the application of this recipe until you give it a closer 
look. If you hover your mouse over a link in the Department list, you will see that it links to the 
employees path, passing the node ID (nid) of the department. Clicking a department name 
will load the employees page and show only employees in that department. The employee 
list, below the employee information, lists all employees.

There are a few things going on in this view that are worth mentioning. The page display 
determines which employee's information to list based on the argument passed in the URL: 
the department of the employee(s) to list. If the argument is not passed, such as when the 
URL was typed into the browser, all employees are listed.

We set the configuration of the department title in the block to be a link back to the employee 
page that supplies the appropriate department nid as an argument.

The employee names that are listed in the attachment below the list of employee information 
provide links to the employee records themselves, as opposed to the employee page, that is, 
to information about the employee without regard to a specific department. 
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The department name in the employees page provides a link to the department content for 
that department.

The other item of note is the employee extension. It is actually a separate content type, and 
so a separate table in the database. We retrieved the extension by establishing a relationship 
between the employee table and the extension table, which in turn creates a table join in the 
query.

There's more...
There are further things that could be done to improve this view. It certainly needs formatting, 
particularly to separate the attachment display from the page display, and in this case 
view templates would probably be the ideal choice. Also, it is likely that this view should be 
restricted, so consideration should be given to which role(s) should be able to view its content. 
Lastly, a navigation entry should be added to reach the page initially. This can be done with 
the Menu setting in the Page Setting section when viewing the page display.

Teaming two content lists
Sometimes, you want to split one collection of content between two different displays. There 
is a trick to doing it without the same content appearing in both. In this recipe, we will create 
a top ten list, but have the top three appear in one display and the remainder appear in the 
other.

Getting ready
We'll be using the Country content type (details are in Appendix B, Bundles, as is sample data 
you can use).

How to do it...
Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view link.

We will first enter the settings to create a page:

1. Enter Top 10 as the View name, check the box for Description, and enter Top 10 
Country list into the textbox.

2. Change the of type select box to Country.

3. In the Create a page section, change the Display format setting from teasers to 
fields (the other two select boxes will disappear).
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4. Click the link for Content: Title in the Fields section, uncheck the Link this field to 
the original piece of content checkbox, select This page (override), click the link for 
Style Settings, check the checkbox for Customize field HTML, select Strong from the 
HTML element select box, and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Area, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select Comma from the Thousand marker 
select box, select 0 from the Scale select box, and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

7. Click the Settings link for Show in the Format section, check the Content: Title and 
Content: Area checkboxes, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the link for Content: Post date (desc) under Sort criteria and then the Remove 
button.

9. Click the Add button in the Sort criteria section, check the checkbox for Content: 
area, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

10. Select Sort descending and click the Apply (all displays) button.

11. Click the link for Full in the Pager section, select This page (override) from the select 
box, change the setting to Display a specified number of items, and click the Apply 
(this display) button.

12. Change the number in Items per page to 3 and click the Apply (this display) button.

That takes care of the Page display: next we will create the Attachment display:

1. Check the +Add button in the Displays section and select Attachment.

2. Click the 10 items link for Items to display in the Pager section, select This 
attachment (override) from the select box, change Items to display to 7 and Offset 
to 3, then click the Apply (this display) button.

3. Click the Not defined link for Attach to in the Attachment section, check the 
checkbox for Page, and click the Apply button.

4. Click the Before link for Attachment position in the Attachment settings section 
and change it to After, then click the Apply button.

5. Click the Save button.

6. Navigate to /top-10:
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How it works...
One key to this recipe is the ability to specify an offset. For example, suppose you have 
content that is artwork and you have a place on the home page where you always display the 
most recent piece. On an interior page, you want to display other pieces, but not the one that 
is showcased on the home page. In that case, the selection on the interior page would be 
given an offset of 1, specifying that from the selection results, you want to skip 1 record. Had 
we not specified an offset of 3, the first three records of the lower display would have been the 
same as those in the upper display.

For this use of offset to work properly, each display must select the same 
content and sort it in the same manner.

We chose additional HTML wrapping for the title field for the upper display. The reason we 
made the appearance of the text for the top 3 different than that of the others was to provide 
a visual cue. Additionally, CSS would be used to provide further demarcation between the two 
displays. We also set the formatting to make the two fields inline, so that they displayed side 
by side.
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Related content – adding depth to a term ID
Give the users of your content a useful site and they will come back. One thing that makes a 
content site more useful is providing the user with a list, one that relates to the content. In this 
recipe, we will create a display that shows a piece of content, and an attachment display that 
presents a list of links for related content.

Getting ready
 f We'll be using the article content type

 f Create the taxonomy terms for this recipe, as shown in Appendix B, Bundles

 f Create a small article for each of the terms

How to do it...
On the view list page, navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the 
+Add new view link.

We will first enter the settings to create a page:

1. Enter Related content as the View name, check the checkbox for Description, 
and enter Use term id and depth to provide related content into the 
textbox.

2. Change the Show select box of type to Article.

3. In the Create a page section, change the Display format select box of from Teasers 
to Full posts, Items to display to 1, and click the Continue & edit button.

On the view edit page:

1. Click the Related content link next to Title, clear the text box, and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

2. Click the link for Post date under Sort Criteria and then the Remove button.

3. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced settings.

4. Click the Add button for Contextual Filters, select This page (override) from the 
select box, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

5. Click the Apply (this display) button.
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That takes care of the page display; next we will create the Attachment display:

1. Click +Add button in the Displays section and select Attachment.

2. Click the Add button for Contextual filters, select This attachment (override) from 
the select box, check the checkboxes for Content: Has taxonomy term ID (with 
depth) and Global: Null, then click the Add and configure contextual filters button.

3. In the configure box for Taxonomy: Term ID (with depth), select a depth of 2 and click 
the Apply button.

4. In the configure box for Global: Null, select This attachment (override) from the 
select box and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click the Not defined link for Attach to in the Attachment settings section, check 
the checkbox for Page, then click the Apply button.

6. Click Before next to Attachment position in the Attachment settings section, select 
After, and click the Apply button.

7. The URL for this view will contain two arguments, the nid of the content to display 
and the tid (term ID) of the term with which to relate other pieces of content. In my 
case, the URL is related-content/92/24; yours is probably different:
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What NID and TID do I use?
The easiest way to determine a node's ID (nid) or term's ID (tid) is to go 
to the admin screen that lists nodes (admin/content) or terms (admin/
structure/taxonomy/your_vocabulary_name), find the node or 
term, hover your mouse over its edit link and look at the URL that appears at 
the bottom of the screen for the number.

How it works...
The secrets of this recipe are inherited arguments (contextual filters) and taxonomy term 
depth.

The contextual filter defined in the page display, nid, is then passed to the attachment 
display. However, we do not want to use that argument, because we will not be retrieving 
content based on the nid in the attachment, we will be retrieving content based on the 
tid. We have to tell views it will not be used. It's going to be in the URL, but we can tell the 
attachment that it is something other than it is. In selecting Global: null in the first contextual 
filter position in the attachment, we specified that the argument is null and to ignore it. So, 
why have it defined at all in the first place? The page display uses the argument to determine 
which content to display.

The second contextual filter is the tid. You might notice that we did not define a second 
argument on the page display. Drupal allows you to put as much extra information in the URL 
as you would like, and any arguments that are not defined are merely passed on and ignored. 
So, the page display ignores the second argument and passes it on to the attachment display. 
Why didn't we do the same kind of thing with the first argument and the attachment display…
just omit it? The attachment display would have no way of knowing that the provide argument 
is meant to be the second one rather than the first.

If we were merely to retrieve content with the same tid as the requested content, we would 
have only that content to show in this example, because I only created one piece of content 
with the tag tourist info. However, our contextual filter allowed us to define depth. 

We could have defined it as 0, meaning leave the choice as whichever tid we supplied as 
an argument, in which case we would have no related content to show, since only the one 
piece of content has that tid. We could also have defined it as negative, so that -1 would 
include the term's parent, -2 its grandparent, and so on. We defined it as 2, so that children 
and grandchildren terms would be included. The 2 tells views to select terms that are within 
2 levels (generations) of the tid. When we added the terms in Appendix B, Bundles, and 
specified the relationship, the parent of each term was either tourist info or one of its children, 
putting all of them within two levels deep of Tourist info, so that any content with any of those 
terms gets selected.
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The tag tree looks like this:

Depth:

0     Tourist info

1          Dining

1          Lodging

1          Sightseeing

2               Group tours

Related content – adding depth to a term
This recipe is almost identical to the previous one, with an interesting twist. If you have done 
the preceding recipe then you can jump ahead to the How to do it... section.

Getting ready
 f We'll be using the article content type

 f Create the taxonomy terms for this recipe, as shown in Appendix B, Bundles

 f Create a small article for each of the terms

How to do it...
On the view list page, click the +Add new view link.

We will first enter the settings to create a page:

1. Enter Related content 2 as the View name, check the checkbox for Description, 
enter Use term id and depth to provide related content in the textbox.

2. In the Create a page section, change the Display format select box from Teasers 
to Full posts, Type to Articles, Items to display to 1, and click the Continue & edit 
button.

On the view edit page:

1. Click Related content 2 next to Title, clear the textbox and click the Apply (all 
displays) button.

2. Click the link for Post date under Sort Criteria and then the Remove button.

3. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced settings.
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4. Click the Add button for Contextual filters, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Select This page (override) from the select box and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

That takes care of the page display; next we will create the Attachment display:

1. In the Displays section, check the button to +Add a display and select Attachment.

2. In the Format section, click the Content link, select This attachment (override) from 
the select box, select Fields, then click the Apply (this display) button.

3. Click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the Add button for Contextual filters, select This attachment (override) from 
the select box, check the boxes for Content: Has taxonomy term ID, Content: 
Has taxonomy term ID depth modifier and Global: Null, then click the Apply (this 
display) button.

5. In the configure box for Content: Has taxonomy term ID, click the Apply (this display) 
button.

6. In the configure box for Content: Has taxonomy term ID depth modifier, click the 
Apply (this display) button.

7. In the configure box for Global: Null, select This attachment (override) from the 
select box, and click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the drop-down arrow next to Add in the Contextual filter section and select 
Rearrange. Select This attachment (override) from the select box. Drag Global: Null 
to the top position and click the Apply (this display) button.

9. Click the Not defined link for Attach to in the Attachment settings section, check 
the checkbox for Page, then click the Apply button.

10. Click the link for Before in the Attachment settings section, change the setting to 
After and click the Apply button.

11. The URL for this view will contain three arguments: the nid of the content to display, 
the tid (term ID) of the term to relate content to, and the amount of generations 
preceding the term (negative) or following the term (positive) to include. In my case, 
the URL is related-content-2/98/21/-1; yours is probably different:
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How it works...
The secrets of this recipe are inherited arguments (contextual filters) and the taxonomy term 
depth modifier.

The contextual filter defined in the page display, nid, is then passed to the attachment 
display. However, we do not want to use that argument, because we will not be retrieving 
content based on the nid in the attachment, we will be retrieving content based on the 
tid. We have to tell views it will not be used. It's going to be in the URL, but we can tell the 
attachment that it is something other than it is. In selecting Global: null in the first contextual 
filter position in the attachment, we specified that the argument is null and to ignore it. So, 
why have it defined in the first place? The page display uses the argument to determine which 
content to display.

The second contextual filter is the tid. You might notice that we did not define a second 
argument on the page display. Drupal allows you to put as much extra information in the URL 
as you would like, and any arguments that are not defined are merely passed on and ignored. 
So, the page display ignores the second argument and passes it on to the attachment display. 
Why didn't we do the same kind of thing with the first argument and the attachment display… 
just omit it? The attachment display would have no way of knowing that the provide argument 
is meant to be the second one rather than the first.

The third argument is a modifier to change the depth setting for selecting taxonomy terms. 
We could have defined it as 0, meaning leave the choice as whichever tid we supplied as an 
argument; however, we defined it as -1, so that the content tagged with the term's parent is 
included.

Limited visibility
In this recipe, we're going to create a block that lists the current user's content titles, and a 
main display to allow viewing selected content.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. We will first enter the settings to create a page.

3. Enter Limited visibility as the View name, check the checkbox for 
Description, and enter Present the user's content in the textbox.
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4. The first two Show options should be Content and Article.

5. In the Create a page section, for Display format select Unformatted list, full posts, 
without links, and without comments.

Next, we will enter the settings to create a block:

1. Check the checkbox for Create a block.

2. Click the Continue & edit button.

At this point we have defined the overall view, and now we can adjust its settings on the view 
edit page:

1. Click the Advanced link to reveal the advanced settings.

2. Click the Add button for Contextual filters, select This page (override) from the 
select box, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, then click the Apply (this display) 
button.

3. Click the Apply (this display) button.

That takes care of the page display; next we will make further adjustments to the block 
display:

1. Click the Block button in the Displays section.

2. Click the Add button for Fields, select This block (override) from the select box, 
check the checkbox for Content: Nid, and click the Apply (this display) button.

3. In the Content: Nid configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
check the Exclude from display checkbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the downarrow next to the Add button in the Fields section and select 
Rearrange, then drag the Content: Nid field to the top and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

5. Click the link for Content: Title, click the link to Rewrite Results, check the checkbox 
to Output this field as a link, enter limited-visibility/[nid] in the Link path 
textbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Click the Add button for Relationships, select This block (override) from the select 
box, check the checkbox for Content: Author, and click Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the Add button for Filter Criteria, select This block (override) from the select 
box, check the checkbox for User: Current, and click the Apply (this display) button.

9. Click the Yes radio button for Is the logged in user, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

10. Click the None link next to Block name in the Block settings section, enter Limited 
visibility into the textbox, and click the Apply button.
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11. Save the view.

12. Navigate to the block admin page (admin/structure/block), find Limited 
visibility in the Disabled section, change the select box setting to Sidebar first, then 
click the Save blocks button.

13. Navigate to limited-visibility:

14. Then note the block, and that it only contains titles for content created by your 
current login:
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How it works...
We created a block display that creates a list of titles for the content created by the currently 
logged in user, and displays those titles as links to a path with an argument of the nid of  
that content.

Next, we created a page display that will present a piece of content based on the ID that is 
passed in the URL, the ID that we appended the link with in the block display. Navigating to 
this URL without providing a nid will show all published content.

We could simply have chosen to display each title as a link to its node instead of outputting it 
as a link to limited-visibility/<nid>, but then clicking a title would bring up the node 
page for that node instead of using the display we created. In this example, it wouldn't make 
much of a difference, but it would if we choose to format the display differently than the  
node page.
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5
Theming Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f Changing the page template

 f Creating and naming a views template

 f Theming a field

 f Theming a grid

 f Theming a table

 f Theming a row

 f Theming rows

 f Theming an RSS feed

 f Theming a block

 f Theming a view page

 f Theming multiple displays

Introduction
For anything one needs to accomplish in Drupal, there is usually more than one way to do it, 
and asking a room full of Drupalers the best way will result in many opinions. This is also true 
with theming and using Views templates.

One can accomplish things in the overall template processing file, template.php, or in 
more specific template files, or even in pre-processing files. In some cases, formatting can be 
accomplished through CSS, whether inline or as part of a CSS file. In this chapter, we will learn 
to use templates to better format our views.
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The subtheme and images used in this chapter are available for download. 
The instructions are given in Appendix C, Resources.
If you are using a theme that will be receiving updates from a theme 
developer or as part of a Drupal update, you will want to create a subtheme 
rather than modify the files of the theme itself; otherwise, your changes will 
probably be overwritten during any future update. See the article sub-theme 
structure and inheritance at http://drupal.org/node/225125.

Changing the page template
Templates are available for various formatting needs, such as nodes and views, but the 
template near the top of the heap, the page, is the page template. In this recipe, we will 
change the page template in a small way to illustrate how it is done, moving the footer to the 
top of the page.

Getting ready
The template file we will be changing is the page.tpl.php file in the recipes theme, a 
subtheme in sites/all/themes/recipes.

How to do it...
In your text editor of choice:

1. Edit the page template file page.tpl.php (sites/all/themes/recipes/
templates/).

2. Around line 228, find the following line of code:
<div id="footer-wrapper"><div class="section">

3. We're going to select all the lines from the previous line to this one, around line 245:
</div></div> <!-- /.section, /#footer-wrapper -->

4. Cut the selection, and paste it just before the following code at about line 174:
<div id="main-wrapper" class="clearfix"><div id="main"  
class="clearfix">

5. Save the file and navigate to the front page to find the Powered by Drupal line from 
the footer now at the top of the content section.
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How it works...
A template is simply a file that results in HTML, which usually uses variables to allow dynamic 
elements on the page. The page template in Drupal has sections for the regions that are 
defined in the theme, such as the header, content area, footer, and sidebars. We simply 
moved the section for the footer from below the main content area to above it.

While that is not a change you would normally want to make, it serves to show you that if you 
add a new region to the theme, in addition to adding it to the list of regions in the theme's 
.info file, you need to let the theme know where to print the region's contents.

Now, let's narrow our focus from Drupal theme templates, in general, to Views templates.

Creating and naming a views template
The views template is used to make changes to the overall layout of a view, rather than to a 
display, table, grid, row, or field within the view. We're going alter a views template to give a 
view a title and subtitle, and change the color of its background.

Getting ready
The view we will be using is Course list from Chapter 3, Intermediate Custom Views.
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How to do it...
1. Edit the course list view (admin/structure/views/view/course_list/edit).

2. Click the Advanced link to expand that section.

3. Click the Information link next to Theme: in the Other section.

4. In the Page: Theming information window, ensure that the theme you are using is 
selected in the select box.

If you select a different theme, be sure to click the Change theme button.

5. If your theme folder doesn't have a templates folder (sites/all/themes/
recipes/templates if you are using the recipes theme), create it.

6. If your theme's templates folder doesn't have a views folder (sites/all/
themes/recipes/templates/views if you are using the recipes theme), create 
it.

7. Copy the most specific (right-most) filename from the Display output line, which in 
our case is views-view--course-list--page.tpl.php.

8. Copy the views-view.tpl.php file from the theme directory of the views module 
(probably sites/all/modules/views/theme or sites/all/modules/
contrib/views/theme) to the views template folder in your theme that 
contains template files, and name it the name you copied (views-view--course-
list--page.tpl.php).

Note that in places, the filename has one hyphen and, in other places, two. 
This is purposeful, and care must be taken when typing the name yourself.

9. Edit the new file. Around line 54, look for:
<?php if ($rows): ?>

10. Immediately prior to that line, add the following:
<h2>Courses from the D7 Views Recipes University</h2>
<h3>As of <?php echo format_date(time(), 'custom', 'd  
F,Y');?></h3>

11. Save the file, then clear the caches, since this is a new template file (admin/
config/development/performance), and navigate to the view (course-list) 
to see the resulting headings:
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How it works...
We selected the most specific file available to us for a template, which limited the template 
to the page display of the Course list view. If you take a look at the other file names in the 
Display outline list, if we were to choose one we would be dropping the view name, which 
then would have it apply to all views; or dropping the display name (page), which would have it 
apply to all current and future displays within our view (such as block, or attachment, or even 
another page display); or both, which would then impact all displays of all views.

Having selected the appropriate template filename, copying the template model file from the 
Views module template and renaming it, we made the changes to it and applied them. We 
inserted a title and subtitle, and used a snippet of PHP code to display a formatted date.
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There's more...
Inserting HTML and PHP directly into the template file is not always the best approach, but 
the best one that we can use here, since we're creating quickly executed recipes. If theming is 
new to you, one topic to investigate is that of using the template.php file to create variables 
that can be referred to from within templates, rather than creating them inside a template or 
using long strings of inline code.

Theming a field
Sometimes we want a view to present data from more than one type of content, but we 
don't necessarily want all content types to be presented equally. We could want additional 
information in some cases, less in others, or, as is the case in this recipe, the same data 
points processed differently depending on the content type.

We're going to create a simple view that displays teasers from all published nodes, and  
create a template that allows us to display the node title links in varying ways, based on  
the content type.

Getting ready
This view will need at least one node of the content types Article, Country, Course, Employee, 
and Extension (details are given in Appendix B, Bundles), and one node from any of the other 
content types.

How to do it...
Create the view with the following steps:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and click the +Add new view 
link.

2. Enter Themed links as the View name, check the Description textbox, and enter 
Links themed based on the content type in the textbox.

3. In the Display format select boxes of the Create a page section, change teasers to 
fields.

4. Change the Items to display to 25, and click the Continue & edit button.

5. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, the 
checkbox for Content: Path, and the checkbox for Content: Type, then click the Apply 
(all displays) button.

6. In each of the three configuration windows that subsequently open, uncheck the 
Create a label checkbox, and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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7. Click the Advanced link, and then the Information link next to Theme in the Other 
section.

8. In the Page: Theming information window, ensure that the theme you are using is 
selected in the select box.

If you select a different theme, be sure to click the Change theme button.

9. If your theme folder doesn't have a templates folder (sites/all/themes/
recipes/templates if you are using the recipes theme), create it.

10. If your theme's templates folder doesn't have a views folder (sites/all/
themes/recipes/templates/views if you are using the recipes theme), create 
it.

11. Scroll down and copy the right-most file name from the Row style output line, 
views-view-fields--themed-links--page.tpl.php, then click the OK 
button.

12. Click the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view-fields.tpl.php and save it into the views template folder of the theme 
you're using (sites/all/themes/your_theme/templates/views), renaming 
it with the filename you copied: views-view-fields--themed-links--page.
tpl.php.

2. Edit this new file and look around line 27 for:
<?php foreach ($fields as $id => $field): ?>

3. Immediately prior to this line, add the following:
<?php
  global $base_url;
  $t = $base_url . "/" . path_to_theme();
  switch ($fields['type']->raw) {
  case 'article':
    $fields['title']->content = "<img  
    src='$t/images/article.png' />&nbsp; 
    <a href='" . $fields['path']->content . "'>" .  
    $fields['title']->content . "</a>";
    break;
  case 'country':
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    $fields['title']->content = "<img  
    src='$t/images/country.png' />&nbsp;"  
    . $fields['title']->content;
    break;
  case 'course':
    $fields['title']->content .= "&nbsp; 
    <a href='http://myschool.edu/courses/?course=" .  
    $fields['nid']->content . "'><small>(more  
    info)</small></a>";
    break;
  case 'extension':
    $fields['title']->content =  
    "<a href='" . $fields['path']->content . "'>" .  
    $fields['title']->content . "</a>&nbsp;<img  
    src='$t/images/phone.png' />";
    break;
  case 'employee':
    $fields['title']->content =  
    "<a href='" . $fields['path']->content . "'><img  
    src='$t/images/employee.png' border='0' />&nbsp;" .  
    $fields['title']->content . "</a>";
    break;
  default:
    break;
  }
  unset($fields['path']);
  unset($fields['nid']);
  unset($fields['type']);
?>

4. Save the file.

5. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).
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Navigate to themed-links to see the following output:

The titles listed and their order could very well vary in your case, since they 
are being listed in the order in which they were created.
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How it works...
The view itself is fairly straightforward. We select all published nodes, and select the fields 
that we will need later for our theme logic, even though only the title field will be visible.

The reason we did not elect to hide the other fields from being displayed by checking the 
appropriate box in the field's configuration is that we want the content of the field available to 
us in the $fields array in the template. Had we hidden them, we would still have access to 
their content, but in a more convoluted manner.

When selecting and creating the file to use for the template, the reason we used the fields-
level template instead of field-level is that we needed all of the selected fields available at the 
same time. The fields level makes each row (piece of content), available as an array of fields, 
whereas had we used the field level, only an individual field would have been available at a 
time. For example, we could be looking at the content title, but would not have access to the 
content type.

Inside the fields template, the collection of rows (of content) is processed in a loop, with 
each field in the row being displayed. We needed to alter the contents of each row before it 
was displayed, so we placed our code before that loop.

In our code, we changed the value of the title field based on the content type. The switch 
statement was set up to process the specific content types in which we are interested, but 
leave the others (default:) untouched.

The following is a summary of the content types and what we did with the title of each:

 f Article: A document icon, followed by the title linking to the node

 f Country: A globe icon followed by the node title

 f Course: The node title followed by a (more info) link to an external site, passing the 
content nid

 f Employee: Both an employee icon and the title as links to the employee content

 f Extension: The extension number as a link to the content, followed by an icon

Having made the changes to the title field, we no longer had a use for the node ID (nid), path, 
or content type fields, so we unset them, so that they would not be displayed as part of the 
fields content when the field collection was displayed.

There's more...
Any of the changes we made to the title could have been done individually via the field 
settings in the views UI, but when needing to account for several different content types and 
formats, that option would not be viable.
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While you may never need to make the same kinds of change that we did here, this method 
can be used to change any included field or fields.

Theming a grid
Views gives you options of the way your output will be structured, such as a list, a table, and a 
grid. Whatever the structure, you are free to style the output. In this recipe we will style output 
structured as a grid.

Getting ready
We're going to use clone the view in the Theming a field recipe, and create a new display for it. 
We'll create a table that classifies nodes by content type.

If you have not tried that recipe yet, perform the Getting ready section and steps 1-12 from it 
at this point.

How to do it...
On the view list page, navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views), click the 
downarrow next to the edit view name/description button and select Clone, change  
View name to Themed links 2, and click the Continue button.

Create a new view display with the following steps:

1. Click /themed_links in the Page Settings section, change the path to  
themed-links-2, and click the Apply button.

2. Click the +Add button in the Displays section at the top and select Page as the 
display type.

3. Click the Page link next to Display name and enter Grid Page as the new name, 
then click the Apply button.

4. Click the Themed links link next to Title, select This page (override), change the title 
to Themed grid, and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click No path is set next to Path in the Page Settings section, enter themed-grid 
as the path, and click the Apply button.

6. Click the link for Content: Nid in the Fields section, select This page (override) from 
the select box, then click the Remove button.

7. Click the link for Content: Path in the Fields section, select This page (override) from 
the select box, then click the Remove button.

8. Click the link for Content: Type in the Fields section, select This page (override) from 
the select box, check the checkbox for Output machine name, and click the Apply 
(this display) button.
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9. Click the Unformatted list link next to Format: in the Format section, select This 
page (override) from the select box, click the Grid radio button, and the Apply (this 
display) button.

10. In the Grid Page: Style options window, enter content-type-[type] in Row 
class, change the Number of columns to 3, then click the Apply (this display) button.

11. Click the Advanced link, click the Information link next to Theme in the Other 
section, and copy the right-most file name from the Style output line, views-view-
grid--themed-links-2--page-1.tpl.php, then click the OK button.

12. Click the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view-grid.tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using 
(sites/all/themes/recipes, if you are using the recipe theme) that contains 
template files, naming it views-view-grid--themed-links-2—page-1.tpl.
php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 26 for:
<?php print $item; ?>

4. Immediately prior to this line add the following:
<?php print $row_number * 3 + $column_number; ?>

5. Save the file.

6. Edit the CSS file for your theme. In my case it's called style.css and is in the css 
folder of the theme.

7. Add the following lines to the end of the file:
td.content-type-article {background-color: #ffc0ff}
td.content-type-blog-entry {background-color: #c0c0ff}
td.content-type-country {background-color: #c0ffc0}
td.content-type-course {background-color: #ffffc0}
td.content-type-department {background-color: #ffc0c0}
td.content-type-destination {background-color: #ffedc1}
td.content-type-employee {background-color: #c1ffdb}
td.content-type-extension {background-color: #dcc1ff}
td.content-type-gallery {background-color: #dcc472}
td.content-type-home {background-color: #cadc72}
td.content-type-ingredient {background-color: #eebabb}
td.content-type-product {background-color: #dff6f7}
td.content-type-real-estate-flier {background-color: #f1ae85}
td.content-type-sponsor {background-color: #edebf3}
td.content-type-basic-page {background-color: #ffffff}
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8. Save the file and navigate to themed-grid to see the following output:

How it works...
This Views display selects all published nodes, and shows the title and content type of each 
as a grid cell.
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We used a replacement tag [type] as part of the class name for the cell, so that cells can 
be themed by their content type. We chose to have the Type field output as the content type 
machine name. This field's value is used in the class name for the grid cell. Had we not output 
the content type as a machine name, such as real-estate-flier, it would have been put 
in the HTML as real estate flier, which would result in invalid mark-up. In conjunction with the 
class name, we added entries to the CSS file that provide a different background color for 
cells of each content type.

We also created a local copy of the grid template file and edited it to insert a cell number at 
the top of each cell.

Theming a table
Using the Style settings in the Views UI, we can elect to have a view output as table data using 
an HTML table. Our options, however, as to how the table is structured are limited. We can 
overcome these limitations by theming the table output.

Getting ready
We're going to clone the view from Theming a field recipe and modify the display in it. We'll 
create a table that classifies nodes by content type.

If you have not tried that recipe yet, perform the Getting ready section and steps 1-12 from it 
at this point.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views), click the downarrow next to 
the edit view name/description button and select Clone, change the View name to 
Themed table, and click the Continue button.

2. Click the Themed links link next to Title, select This page (override), change the title 
to Themed table, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

3. Click /themed-links next to Path in the Page settings pane, enter themed-table 
as the path, and click the Apply button.

4. Click the link for Content: Post date (desc) in the Sort Criteria box, then click the 
Remove button.

5. Click the link for Content: Nid in the Fields box, then click the Remove button.
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6. Click the link for Content: Path in the Fields box, then click the Remove button.

7. Click the Unformatted list link next to Format: in the Format pane, click the Table 
radio button and the Apply (all displays) button.

8. In the Table Page: Style options pane, check both Sortable checkboxes and the 
Default Sort radio button for Content: Title, then click the Apply (all displays) button.

9. Click the Advanced link, then the Information link next to Theme in the Other 
section, copy the right-most file name from the Style output line, views-view-
table--themed-table--page.tpl.php, and click the OK button.

10. Click the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view-table.tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using 
(sites/all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, naming it the 
name you copied earlier, views-view-table--themed-table--page.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 22 for:
<table <?php if ($classes) { print 'class="'. $classes . '"  
'; } ?><?php print $attributes; ?>>

4. Immediately prior to this line add the following:
<?php
$header['title'] = 'Title';
$header['Article'] = 'Article';
$header['Country'] = 'Country';
$header['Course'] = 'Course';
$header['Employee'] = 'Employee';
$header['Extension'] = 'Extension';
$header['Other'] = 'Other';
$fields['Article'] = 'type';
$fields['Country'] = 'type';
$fields['Course'] = 'type';
$fields['Employee'] = 'type';
$fields['Extension'] = 'type';
$fields['Other'] = 'type';
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foreach ($rows as $count => $row) {
    $rows[$count]['Article'] = ' ';
    $rows[$count]['Country'] = ' ';
    $rows[$count]['Course'] = ' ';
    $rows[$count]['Employee'] = ' ';
    $rows[$count]['Extension'] = ' ';
    $rows[$count]['Other'] = ' ';
    $type =  
    (in_array($row['type'],array('Article','Country', 
    'Course','Employee','Extension'))) ? $row['type'] :  
    'Other';
    $rows[$count][$type] = ($type == 'Other') ?  
    $rows[$count]['type'] : 'X';
    unset($rows[$count]['type']);
}
unset($header['type']);
?>

5. At or about line 56 find:
<th <?php if ($header_classes[$field]) { print 'class="'.  
$header_classes[$field] . '" '; } ?>>

6. Change the line to read:
<th <?php if (isset($header_classes[$field])) { print  
'class="'. $header_classes[$field] . '" '; } ?>>

7. At or about line 69 find:
<td <?php //if ($field_classes[$field][$row_count]) { print  
'class="'. $field_classes[$field][$row_count] . '" '; }  
?><?php //print  
drupal_attributes($field_attributes[$field][$row_count]);  
?>>

8. Change the line to read:
<td>

9. Save the file, and then navigate to themed-table to view something similar to the 
following image:
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How it works...
The view selects all published nodes, and we created a new page display that formats two 
fields from each node, the title and content type, as a HTML table. We selected only those two 
fields because the ultimate table is only meant to display the node title, and some manner of 
showing the content type.
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Inside the Table template, there were three portions of the table that we needed to address.

The $header array contains a key for each column that is to have a heading. We added 
a column to it for each of several content types, and one catch-all column, titled Other, to 
summarize content of other types. We also reset the column heading for type that was there 
due to it being one of the fields we selected within the view. Had we not removed this column 
heading, the column headings would have been misaligned, making the table data appear to 
be incorrect.

The $fields array contains an entry for each field that is to be displayed, with the name of 
the class to be used when displaying it. We added an entry for each of the columns we were 
adding, and ultimately removed the entry $fields['type'], since it would not be needed.

The most important of the three arrays that we manipulated was the $rows array. It contains 
a key for each column of data to be displayed. We added a column for each of the specific 
content types that would appear in the table, as well as one for Other. We then examined the 
content type for the row. If the content type matched one of the specific content types (Article, 
Country, Course, Employee, and Extension), we simply inserted an X into the applicable 
column for that row. If, however, the content type was other than one of those five, we put the 
name of the content type into the Other column for that row rather than an X to make it more 
helpful.

Theming a row
A record selected for output in a view is a row of data when it reaches the Views templates, 
and often there is a need to format the rows. We will do that with a simple view to make each 
stand out more than they would otherwise.

Getting ready
We're going to use the Country content type, the details of which are given in Appendix B, 
Bundles.

How to do it...
Create the view with the following steps:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views), click the +Add new view link, 
enter Country countdown as the View name, check the Description checkbox, 
and enter Themed country rows into the textbox.

2. Select Country from the of type select box.
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3. In the Create a page section, change teasers to fields in the Display format section 
and click the Continue & edit button.

4. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Area, and 
click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. In the configuration window for Content: Area, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
change the setting for Scale to 0, and click the Apply (all displays) button.

6. Click the Add button in the Sort Criteria section, check the checkbox for Content: 
Area (field_country_area), and click the Apply (all displays) button.

7. In the subsequent configuration window, check the checkbox for Sort Descending 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the link in the Sort Criteria section for Content: Post date, and click the 
Remove button.

9. Click the Information link next to Theme: in the Other pane and copy the right-most 
file name from the Row style output line, views-view-fields--country-
countdown—page-1.tpl.php.

10. Click the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view-fields.tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using 
(sites/all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, naming it views-
view-fields--country-countdown—page-1.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 27 for:
<?php foreach ($fields as $id => $field): ?>

4. Immediately prior to this line add the following:
<?php global $base_url; ?>

5. Then, after the last line in the file, add the following line:
<div style="margin: 6px"><img src="<?php echo $base_url .  
'/' . file_stream_wrapper_get_instance_by_scheme('public')- 
>getDirectoryPath();?>/country.png" /></div>
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6. Save the file, and navigate to country-countdown to see output similar to the 
following image:
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How it works...
The view selects nodes of the content type Country, and uses the fields title (the country 
name) and country_area, the size of the country. We sorted the countries from largest to 
smallest.

Inside the Fields template, we added a graphical divider between each row.

There's more...
There is more that we'd like to do with this view, but those changes require that we be able 
to compare each row to the next. In this template, we receive one row at a time, and so the 
template has no knowledge of the rows in bulk. The next recipe will address this.

Theming rows
This recipe is attached to the previous one to show the difference between theming a row and 
theming rows, and because it's important to show how different templates can be used in 
conjunction with each other.

We're going to make changes to the presentation of the view display and target rows based on 
their relation to the other rows around them.

Getting ready
If you have not used the previous recipe, Theming a row, do so first.

How to do it...
Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme), copy the file views-view-unformatted.tpl.php and save it into the 
directory of the theme you're using (sites/all/themes/your_theme) that 
contains template files, naming it views-view-unformatted--country-
countdown—page-1.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 10 for:
<?php if (!empty($title)): ?>
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4. Immediately prior to this line add the following:
<style type="text/css">
#cc-container {
  width: 180px;
}
.cc-odd, .cc-even {
  padding: 6px;
  border: 4px solid black;
  width: 120px;
  position: relative;
  text-align: center;
}
.cc-odd {
  left: 0;
  background-color: #aaa;
}
.cc-even {
  left: 60px;
  background-color: #eee;
}
.cc-value {
  font-size: 36px;
}
</style>
<?php $ctr = sizeof($rows) + 1; ?>

5. Find <?php foreach ($rows as $id => $row): ?> around line 37, and 
insert the following before it:
  <div id="cc-container">

6. Find <div<?php if ($classes_array[$id]) { print ' class="' . 
$classes_array[$id] .'"';  } ?>> around line 39, and insert the following 
lines before it:
  <div class="cc-<?php echo ($ctr % 2) ? 'odd' : 'even';  
  ?>">
      <?php $ctr--; ?>
      <div class="cc-value"><?php echo $ctr; ?></div>

7. Around line 45, find <?php endforeach; ?> and add </div> to both the line 
before it and the line after it.
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8. The resulting code is as follows:
<style type="text/css">
#cc-container {
  width: 180px;
}
.cc-odd, .cc-even {
  padding: 6px;
  border: 4px solid black;
  width: 120px;
  position: relative;
  text-align: center;
}
.cc-odd {
  left: 0;
  background-color: #aaa;
}
.cc-even {
  left: 60px;
  background-color: #eee;
}
.cc-value {
  font-size: 36px;
}
</style>
<?php $ctr = sizeof($rows) + 1; ?>
<div id="cc-container">
<?php if (!empty($title)): ?>
  <h3><?php print $title; ?></h3>
<?php endif; ?>
<?php foreach ($rows as $id => $row): ?>
  <div class="cc-<?php echo ($ctr % 2) ? 'odd' : 'even';  
?>">
      <?php $ctr--; ?>
      <div class="cc-value"><?php echo $ctr; ?></div>
  <div<?php if ($classes_array[$id]) { print ' class="' .  
  $classes_array[$id] .'"';  } ?>>
    <?php print $row; ?>
  </div>
  </div>
  <?php endforeach; ?>
</div>
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9. Save the file, and navigate to country-countdown to see output similar to the 
following image:
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How it works...
We took an existing feed in which each row is themed, and added a template file to theme at 
the rows level, also known as the unformatted level. At the row (singular) level, a collection 
of fields is available for the row currently being processed. At the rows (plural) level, the 
collection of all rows is available.

We added code to the template file that counts down from the number of rows to 1, and styled 
the output so that the countdown number would display in large text. We also classified each 
row, based on the counter number, as odd or even by converting the countdown value to 
binary and calling it even if 0, odd if 1. We formatted based on whether the row was odd or 
even, one being to the right of the other, and using a different background color for each.

There's more...
There is so much that can be done at this level. We could pluck some of the rows, summarize 
them, and display them in a callout, for example.

We chose to embed a CSS style sheet within the template file rather than add it to a CSS file. 
Some would say that all CSS should be in the CSS file, if for no other reason than it is easier 
for the next person downstream to find. However, the specification does allow embedded 
styles, and if the style is not going to be used anywhere else, keeping it with the code for 
which it is a unique style also makes sense.

Theming an RSS feed
RSS feeds are used to provide information to other sites about the available content on 
your site. The Views options are less for feed displays than for others, because there is an 
expectation of the format on the receiving end. Still, some formatting can be done, and we  
will do a little here by adding a logo to the feed.

Getting ready
We're going to use the Article content type, which is included with Drupal 7.

How to do it...
On the view list page (admin/structure/views):

1. Click the + Add new view link, enter Articles as the View name, check the box for 
Description, and enter Articles feed into the textbox.

2. In the of type select box in the Show pane, select Article.
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3. Remove the check from the box for Create a page.

4. Click the Continue & Edit button.

Create the feed display with the following steps:

1. Click the + Add button and select Feed to create a new display.

2. Click Use site default RSS settings next to Show: Content in the Format section, 
change the selection to Teaser, and click the Apply button.

3. Click No path is set next to Path in the Feed settings section, enter articles/
feed as the path, and click the Apply button.

4. Click the Advanced link, click the Information link next to Theme in the Other panel, 
scroll down and copy the right-most file name from the Style output line, views-
view -rss--articles--feed-1.tpl.php, and click the Ok button.

5. Click the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view- rss .tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using 
(sites/all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, naming it views-
view -rss--articles--feed-1.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 10 for:
<?php print "<?xml"; ?> version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"  
<?php print "?>"; ?>

4. Immediately prior to this line add the following:
<?php global $base_url; ?>

5. Then, around line 14 look for:
<title><?php print $title; ?></title>

6. Insert the following immediately before it:
    <image>
        <url><?php print $base_url . '/' .  
        file_stream_wrapper_get_instance_by_ 
        scheme('public')->getDirectoryPath() . '/logo.png';  
        ?></url>
        <title>Ayen Designs logo</title>
        <link><?php print $base_url; ?></link>
    </image>
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7. Save the file, and navigate to articles/feed. If you have an RSS reader, you will 
see something similar to this:

How it works...
We created a simple view that selects article content, and an RSS feed display for it. We 
then copied the RSS feed template from the Views theme directory, named it so that it would 
theme our particular view and display, and added XML to the template so our RSS feed page 
would include a logo.

There's more...
There are few changes that one can make to RSS feed templates, whether the one we worked 
on or the one that formats the row items, because the RSS specification is XML and only 
certain elements are defined, such as title and description.

More creative changes can be made to a RSS feed, but to do so requires making changes to 
the namespace, with which the XML elements are defined. This is outside the scope of this 
book, but certainly worth investigating if you would like to include, for example, images with 
your feed elements.
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Theming a block
Blocks are ubiquitous in Drupal. With some, the content is inserted manually from the 
administration panel; in some it is generated within a module, and with others, the content 
comes from a view.

We can theme blocks just like any other display. We will clone an existing block display that 
lists recent content and make some changes to it via a template so that it offers a Facebook 
Like button for each listed content item.

Getting ready
We will be cloning the Content topics view from the final recipe in Chapter 2, Basic Custom 
Views, for this recipe.

How to do it...
On the view list page:

1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the downarrow next to Edit for the Content topics view and click the Clone link 
button.

3. Enter Content topics Facebook in the textbox and click the Continue button.

4. Click the edit view name/description link, enter Bulleted list of topics 
with Facebook buttons as the View description, and click the Apply button.

5. Click Contents bullet next to Block name in the Block settings section, enter 
Contents bullet list with Facebook buttons in the textbox, and click the 
Apply button.

6. Click the Add button for Filter Criteria, check the checkbox for Content: Type, 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

7. Check the Article checkbox and click the Apply (all displays) button.

8. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkboxes for Content: Body 
and for Content: Path, click the Add (all displays) button.

9. In the Content: Body configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
select Trimmed in the Formatter select box, set the Trim length to 100, and click the 
Apply (all displays) button.

10. In the Content: Path configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.
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11. Click the Advanced link and then the Information link next to Theme in the Other 
section, scroll down and copy the right-most file name from the Row style output line, 
views-view-fields--content-topics-facebook--block.tpl.php.

12. Click the Ok button and then the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view- fields .tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using 
(sites/all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, naming it views-
view-fields--content-topics-facebook--block.tpl.php like you copied 
earlier.

2. Edit this new file and look around line 27 for:
<?php foreach ($fields as $id => $field): ?>

3. Prior to this line insert the following:
<?php
$path = $fields['path']->content;
unset($fields['path']);
?>

4. Insert the following as the final line in the file:
<iframe src="<?=$path?>" scrolling="no"  
frameborder="0"allowTransparency="true" style="border:none;  
overflow:hidden; width:240px; height:px">

5. Save the file.

6. Click the Information link again and copy the right-most name in the Display output 
row, views-view—content-topics-facebook—block.tpl.php and click the 
Ok button.

7. Return to the Views module templates and copy the views-view.tpl.php 
template to your theme's template directory, and save it as the name you copied 
earlier.

8. Look for <div class=<?php print $classes; ?> at around line 30, and insert 
the following just before it:
<div id="fb-root"></div>
<script>(function(d, s, id) {
  var js, fjs = d.getElementsByTagName(s)[0];
  if (d.getElementById(id)) return;
  js = d.createElement(s); js.id = id;
  js.src = "//connect.facebook.net/en_US/sdk.js#xfbml= 
  1&version=v2.4";
  fjs.parentNode.insertBefore(js, fjs);
}(document, 'script', 'facebook-jssdk'));</script>
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9. Save the file.

10. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

11. Navigate to the Blocks admin page (admin/content/block).

12. Scroll down to the Disabled section and set Contents bullet list with Facebook 
buttons to Sidebar first and click the Save blocks button.

13. Navigate to home to view the block:

How it works...
We cloned an existing view that produces a bullet list of content titles. We added a field to the 
selection to capture the node path, and specified that only articles were to be selected.

We copied the fields-level template from the views theme folder to our theme folder 
and renamed it so that it would override the formatting of the block from our new view. Inside 
our template we set a variable equal to the contents of the node path field, and then removed 
that field from the $fields collection so that it would not be printed in the block. We pasted 
a line of code that requests a Like button from Facebook in the form of an iframe, and within 
that code snippet printed the contents of the field containing the node path, so that each 
button refers to the proper node.
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The appearance of the iframe is controlled by Facebook, so it could look 
different than in the image earlier, and will likely look different to logged-in 
users than those not logged into Facebook.

Theming a view page
Sometimes, we will want to make changes to the entire view page display layout to give a page 
a unique look. The highest level of Views template allows us to do that. We'll create a view that 
displays items using a uniquely themed structure.

Getting ready
We're going to use the Articles view from the Theming an RSS feed recipe.

How to do it...
On the view list page (admin/structure/views):

1. Click the downarrow next to the Edit link for the Articles view and select Clone.

2. Enter Articles with themed page in the textbox and click the Continue button.

We could have simply added a page display to the existing 
view, but having a separate view makes it easier to make 
it available as a standalone feature that can be imported 
from this book's resource page.

Create the page display with the following steps:

1. Click the +Add button and select Page.

2. Click the Fields link next to Show in the Format section, select This page (override) 
from the select box, click the radio button for Content, and then click the Apply (this 
display) button.

3. Select Teaser for the View mode in the subsequent configuration window, then click 
the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the Paged, 10 items link in the Pager section, select This page (override) 
from the select box, change the 10 to 3 in the Items per page textbox, put 1 into the 
Number of pages textbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.
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5. Click No path is set in the Page settings section, enter articles-list as the 
path, and click the Apply button.

6. Click the Advanced link, then the Information link next to Theme in the Other 
section, scroll down and copy the right-most file name from the Style output line, 
views-view-unformatted--articles-with-themed-page--page-1.tpl.
php.

7. Click the Ok button, and then the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view-unformatted.tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're 
using (sites/all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, using the 
name that you copied earlier, views-view-unformatted--articles-with-
themed-page--page-1.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 10 for:
<?php if (!empty($title)): ?>

4. Insert the following before it:
<style type="text/css">
.article-1 {
    background-color: #ffaaaa;
    font-size: 14pt;
    border: 4px solid black;
}
.article-2 {
    background-color: #aaffaa;
    font-size: 12pt;
    border: 4px solid black;
}
.article-3 {
    background-color: #aaaaff;
    font-size: 10pt;
    border: 4px solid black;
}
</style>

5. Around line 30 find:
<?php //foreach ($rows as $id => $row): ?>
  <div class="<?php //print $classes_array[$id]; ?>">
    <?php //print $row; ?>
  </div>
<?php //endforeach; ?>
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6. Replace those lines with the following:
<table id="articles-table">
    <tr>
        <td rowspan="2" class="article-1"><?php print  
        $rows[0];?></td>
        <td class="article-2"><?php print $rows[1];?></td>
    </tr>
    <tr>
        <td class="article-3"><?php print $rows[2];?></td>
    </tr>
</table>

7. Save the file, and navigate to articles-list to see an image similar to the 
following one:
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How it works...
We created a page display that selects three Article nodes. We didn't bother with verifying the 
selection within the template for this exercise, being comfortably assured that there will be at 
least three articles in our project site to draw from. We then modified the Views template that 
receives the selection rows as a collection and instead of looping through them and printing 
each the same, we printed each individually with specific formatting in mind.

We used a style sheet internal to the template rather than the CSS file. We also used a table 
to format the three records simply because it's an easier way to accomplish the goal within 
the scope of this book.

There's more...
This recipe showed how to manipulate a collection of rows within one display, but we can do 
more than that. We can have multiple displays in one view, all displayed simultaneously, and 
manipulate the data for them. We'll do just that in the next recipe.

Theming multiple displays
Having multiple displays displayed simultaneously allows us to use parts of the viewing area 
for distinct but related content, and, if desired, interactive functionality, much like a desktop 
application. This enables an enhanced user experience and increased site value.

In this recipe we will have a display that lists available courses; another that lists 
departments, which drives the course list; and a third display that provides course details. 
This view will also make use of contextual filters. Information about the Course and 
Department content types can be found in Appendix B, Bundles.

How to do it...
On the view list page (admin/structure/views):

1. Click the + Add new view link.

2. Enter Departments and courses as the View name.

3. Check the box for Description and enter Interactive course and department 
listing in the textbox.

4. In the Show select boxes, change sorted by to Title.

5. On the Display format line of the Create a page section, change teasers to full 
posts.
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6. Change Items to display to 1, and click the Continue & edit button.

7. Click the + Add button and select Attachment.

8. Click the Attachment link next to Display name, change the name to Department 
list, and click the Apply button.

9. Click the + Add button and select Attachment.

10. Click the Attachment 2 link next to Display name:, change the name to Course list 
and click the Apply button.

Create the Course list attachment with the following steps:

1. Click the Content link next to Show in the Format section, select This attachment 
(override) from the select box, click the Fields radio button, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

2. Click the Apply (this display) button in the subsequent Row style options window.

3. Click the Add button in the Fields section, select This attachment (override) from 
the select box, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, and click Apply (this display) 
button.

4. Check the box for Exclude from display and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click the downarrow next to the Add button in the Fields section, select Rearrange, 
drag the Nid field above the Title field, and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section and uncheck the checkbox for Link 
this field to the original piece of content.

7. Click the Rewrite Results link to reveal its settings, check Output this field as a link, 
enter departments-and-courses/!1/[nid] in the Link path textbox, and click 
the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section.

9. Select This attachment (override) from the select box, check the checkbox for 
Content: Type and click the button for Apply (this display).

10. Check the checkbox for Course and click the Apply (this display) button.

11. In the Attachment settings section, click the Not defined link next to Attach to, 
check the checkbox for Page, and click the Apply button.

12. Click the link for Before next to Attachment position:, change the setting to After, 
and click the Apply button.
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Configure the Department list attachment with the following steps:

1. Click the button for the Department list display.

2. Click the Content link next to Show in the Format section, change All displays to 
This attachment (override), click the Fields radio button, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

3. Click the Apply (this display) button in the subsequent window.

4. Click the Add button in the Fields section, select This attachment (override) from the 
select box, check the checkbox for Content: Nid, and click the Apply (this display) 
button.

5. Check the box for Exclude from display and click the Apply (this display) button.

6. Click the downarrow next to the Add button in the Fields section, select Rearrange, 
drag the Nid field above the Title field, and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, select This attachment (override) 
from the select box, and remove the check from Link this field to the original piece 
of content, click the Rewrite Results link to reveal its settings, and check Output 
this field as a link checkbox.

8. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, select This page (override) from 
the select box, check the checkbox for Content: Type, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

9. Check the Department checkbox, then click the Apply (this display) button

10. In the Link path textbox, enter departments-and-courses/[nid] and click the 
Apply (this display) button.

11. In the Attachment settings section, click the Not defined link next to Attach to, 
check the checkbox for Page, and click the Apply button.

12. Ensure that the Attachment position link reads Before.

13. Click the Apply (this display) button.

Complete the page display with the following steps:

1. Click the Page display button.

2. Click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, select This page (override) from 
the select box, check the checkbox for Content: Type, and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

3. Check the Course checkbox, then click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click the Advanced link.
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5. Click the Add button in the Contextual filters section, select This page (override) 
from the select box, check the checkbox for Global: Null and click the Apply (this 
display) button.

6. Beneath When the filter value is NOT in the URL, click the radio button for Display 
contents of "No results found" and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the Add button in the Contextual filters pane, check the box for Content: Nid, 
and click the Apply and configure contextual filters button.

8. Select This page (override), and beneath When the filter value is NOT in the URL 
click the radio button for Display contents of "No results found" and click the Apply 
button.

9. Also in the Advanced section, click the Add button for No Results Behavior, select 
This page (override) from the select box, select Global: Text area, and click the Apply 
(this display) button.

10. In the subsequent configuration pane, select This page (override), enter Select a 
course as the Label, enter <h2>Please select a department and then a 
course</h2> in the large textbox, and click the Apply (this display) button.

11. Click the Information link next to Theme in the Other section, scroll down and 
copy the right-most file name from the Display output line, views-view--
departments-and-courses--page.tpl.php.

12. Click the Ok button and then the Save button.

Create the template with the following steps:

1. From the Views module theme directory (probably sites/all/modules/views/
theme or sites/all/modules/contrib/views/theme), copy the file views-
view.tpl.php and save it into the directory of the theme you're using (sites/
all/themes/your_theme) that contains template files, naming it views-view--
departments-and-courses--page.tpl.php.

2. Clear your caches (admin/config/development/performance).

3. Edit this new file and look around line 48 for:
  <?php if ($attachment_before): ?>
    <div class="attachment attachment-before">
      <?php print $attachment_before; ?>
    </div>
  <?php endif; ?>

4. Select that block of code, cut it, and paste it around line 62 immediately before:
<?php if ($attachment_after): ?>
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5. Around line 74 look for:
<?php if ($more): ?>

6. Immediately before that line enter:
<div style="clear:both"></div>

7. Edit your theme's CSS file (in my case it's style.css) and add the following at the 
bottom of the file:
.page-departments-and-courses .attachment-before,
.page-departments-and-courses .attachment-after {
  border: 2px solid black;
  width: 46%;
  min-height: 300px;
  background-color: #eee;
  float: left;
  padding: 3px;
}

8. Save the file, clear your caches, and navigate to departments-and-courses:
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9. Click on a department name:
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10. Click a course for that department:

How it works...
The secret of this recipe is the use of attachment displays to augment the normal content of 
the page display, and contextual filters moving data between the steps.

The first step is to display a list of departments in the first attachment display, and to rewrite 
the department titles as links back to the same page, departments-and-courses, but 
containing an argument that is the department node ID (nid), such as departments-and-
courses/32. We set the page to display Please select a department and then a course 
until a course is selected.
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The second attachment display is set up to display a list of courses, but only courses that 
belong to the chosen department. We did this with a contextual filter that takes the nid 
passed in the URL and matches it to the department nid that is present in course records, so 
every course that points to that department will be selected and used to populate the course 
list. We again rewrite the title as a link, in this case the course title, but this time we pass a 
second argument in the URL, the nid of the course.

The page display provides the course details and uses the second URL argument to identify 
which course to display based on the course nid.

We edited the views template to move the before attachment to appear after the content 
rather than in its normal position, and then edited the theme CSS file to format the two 
attachments and have them appear side by side.

There's more...
For more information on using multiple displays, see Packt Publishing's book, Drupal 6 
Attachment Views at https://www.packtpub.com/drupal-6-attachment-views/
book. The concepts in it apply to Drupal 7 as well.
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6
Programmatic Views

In this chapter, we will cover:

 f Coding a view

 f Handling a view field

 f Styling a view field

 f Fine-tuning the query

Introduction
In this chapter, we will switch from the admin user interface to code, creating a view within 
a module, and other examples of using code in conjunction with the Drupal and views 
architectures to manipulate content. These methods should only be considered if you are 
comfortable with PHP and the Drupal architecture and API. The benefits of using code include 
more granular control as well as the ability to achieve behaviors otherwise unavailable. The 
drawbacks are that the views environment can be very complex, and one can easily break the 
environment. I highly advise using a development environment for coding experimentation, 
and note that the typical first symptom of a syntax error in the code is a white screen of death 
(WSOD)…a blank screen instead of the page you expected to see.

The differences between using the Views UI to create a view and doing it in a module is that 
the UI "does the coding" for you and makes it more convenient to make changes to the view 
afterwards. That said, the UI does not make it easy to distribute a ready-made view, nor does 
it make it facilitate tying such a view to other code.
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Coding a view
Creating a view in a module is a convenient way to have a predefined deployable view 
available with Drupal. As long as the module is installed and enabled, the view will be there 
to be used. If you have never created a module in Drupal, or even never have written a line of 
Drupal code, you will still be able to create a simple view using this recipe, which creates a 
list_all_nodes view.

Getting ready
Creating a module involves the creation of two files at a minimum:

 f An .info file that gives Drupal the information needed to add the module

 f A .module file that contains the PHP script

More complex modules will consist of more files, but these two are all 
we will need. Feel free to download the code used in this recipe from the 
author's website rather than typing it: http://accidentalcoder.
com/content/drupal-7-views-cookbook-revised.

How to do it...
1. If it isn't present, already, create a new directory, custom, inside your modules 

directory (probably sites/all/modules).

2. Create a subdirectory inside that directory; we will call it d7vc (Drupal 7 Views 
Cookbook).

3. In the newly created d7vc directory, open a new file with your editor and add the 
following lines:
; $Id:
name = Programmatic Views
description = Provides supplementary resources such as 
programmatic views
package = D7 Views Recipes

version = "7.x-1.0"
core = "7.x"

4. Save the file as d7vc.info.

5. Open another new file and add the following lines:
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Don't panic when looking at the amount of the following code…in Chapter 7, 
But Wait – There's More, you learn how you can have it produced for you.

<?php
/**
 * Implements hook_views_api().
 */
function d7vc_views_api() {
  return array(
    'api' => 3,
    'path' => drupal_get_path('module', 'd7vc'),
  );
}
/**
 * Implements hook_views_default_views().
 */
function d7vc_views_default_views() {
    return d7vc_list_all_articles();
}
/**
 * Begin view
 */
function d7vc_list_all_articles() {
  $view = new view();
  $view->name = 'list_all_articles';
  $view->description = 'Provide a list of titles, creation  
  dates, owner and status';
  $view->tag = '';
  $view->base_table = 'node';
  $view->human_name = 'List all articles';
  $view->core = 0;
  $view->api_version = '3.0';
  $view->disabled = FALSE; /* Edit this to true to make a  
  default view disabled initially */

  /* Display: Master */
  $handler = $view->new_display('default', 'Master',  
  'default');
  $handler->display->display_options['use_more_always'] =  
  FALSE;
  $handler->display->display_options['access']['type'] =  
  'none';
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  $handler->display->display_options['cache']['type'] =  
  'none';
  $handler->display->display_options['query']['type'] =  
  'views_query';
  $handler->display->display_options['exposed_form'] 
  ['type'] = 'basic';
  $handler->display->display_options['pager']['type'] =  
  'full';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_plugin'] =  
  'table';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['columns'] = array(
    'title' => 'title',
    'type' => 'type',
    'uid' => 'uid',
    'created' => 'created',
    'status' => 'status',
  );
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['default'] = 'title';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['info'] = array(
    'title' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => '',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'type' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => '',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'uid' => array(
      'align' => '',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'created' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => '',
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      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'status' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => '',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
  );
  /* Relationship: Content: Author */
  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['id'] = 'uid';
  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['field'] = 'uid';
  /* Field: Content: Title */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['id'] = 'title';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['field'] = 'title';
  /* Field: Content: Type */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['id'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['field'] = 'type';
  /* Field: Content: Post date */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['id'] = 'created';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['field'] = 'created';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['date_format'] = 'custom';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['custom_date_format'] = 'Y-m-d';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['second_date_format'] = 'long';
  /* Field: User: Name */
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  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['id'] = 'name';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['table'] = 'users';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['field'] = 'name';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['relationship'] = 'uid';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['label'] = 'Author';
  /* Field: Content: Published */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['id'] = 'status';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['field'] = 'status';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['not'] = 0;
  /* Filter criterion: Content: Type */
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['id'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['field'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['value'] = array(
    'article' => 'article',
  );

  /* Display: Defaults */
  $handler = $view->new_display('default', 'Defaults',  
  'de-fault');
  $handler->display->display_options['title'] = 'List All  
  Articles';
  $handler->display->display_options['use_more_always'] =  
  FALSE;
  $handler->display->display_options['access']['type'] =  
  'role';
  $handler->display->display_options['access']['role'] =  
  array(
    3 => '3',
  );
  $handler->display->display_options['cache']['type'] =  
  'none';
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  $handler->display->display_options['query']['type'] =  
  'views_query';
  $handler->display- 
  >display_options['exposed_form']['type'] = 'basic';
  $handler->display->display_options['pager']['type'] =  
  'full';
  $handler->display->display_options['pager'] 
  ['options']['items_per_page'] = '15';
  $handler->display->display_options['pager'] 
  ['options']['offset'] = '0';
  $handler->display->display_options['pager'] 
  ['options']['id'] = '0';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_plugin'] =  
  'table';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['columns'] = array(
    'title' => 'title',
    'type' => 'type',
    'created' => 'created',
    'name' => 'name',
    'status' => 'status',
  );
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['default'] = 'title';
  $handler->display->display_options['style_options'] 
  ['info'] = array(
    'title' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => 'views-align-left',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'type' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => 'views-align-left',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'created' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => 'views-align-left',
      'separator' => '',
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      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'name' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => 'views-align-left',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
    'status' => array(
      'sortable' => 1,
      'default_sort_order' => 'asc',
      'align' => 'views-align-left',
      'separator' => '',
      'empty_column' => 0,
    ),
  );
  /* Header: Global: Text area */
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['id'] = 'area';
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['table'] = 'views';
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['field'] = 'area';
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['empty'] = TRUE;
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['content'] = '<h2>Following is a list of all  
  articles.</h2>';
  $handler->display->display_options['header']['area'] 
  ['format'] = '3';
  /* Footer: Global: Text area */
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['id'] = 'area';
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['table'] = 'views';
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['field'] = 'area';
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['empty'] = TRUE;
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['content'] = '<small>This view is brought to you  
  courtesy of the D7 Views Cookbook module</small>';
  $handler->display->display_options['footer']['area'] 
  ['format'] = '3';
  /* Relationship: Content: Author */
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  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['id'] = 'uid';
  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['relationships'] 
  ['uid']['field'] = 'uid';
  /* Field: Content: Title */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['id'] = 'title';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['field'] = 'title';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['title'] 
  ['link_to_node'] = FALSE;
  /* Field: Content: Type */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['id'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['type'] 
  ['field'] = 'type';
  /* Field: Content: Post date */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['id'] = 'created';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['field'] = 'created';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['date_format'] = 'custom';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['created'] 
  ['custom_date_format'] = 'Y-m-d';
  /* Field: User: Name */
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['id'] = 'name';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['table'] = 'users';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['field'] = 'name';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['relationship'] = 'uid';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['label'] = 'Author';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['name'] 
  ['link_to_user'] = FALSE;
  /* Field: Content: Published */
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  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['id'] = 'status';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['field'] = 'status';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['type'] = 'true-false';
  $handler->display->display_options['fields']['status'] 
  ['not'] = 0;
  /* Filter criterion: Content: Type */
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['id'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['table'] = 'node';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['field'] = 'type';
  $handler->display->display_options['filters']['type'] 
  ['value'] = array(
    'article' => 'article',
  );

  /* Display: Page */
  $handler = $view->new_display('page', 'Page', 'page_1');
  $handler->display->display_options['path'] = 'list-all- 
  articles';

  $views[$view->name] = $view;
  return $views;
}

6. Save the file as d7vc.module.

7. Navigate to the modules admin page at admin/modules.

8. Scroll down to the new module and activate it—make sure to click the Save 
Configuration button at the bottom of the page:
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9. Navigate to the views admin page (admin/structure/views) to verify that the 
view appears in the list. Note that is shows the view as Page in code rather than the 
normal Page in database:

10. Clear the cache (admin/config/development/performance) to update the 
menu router so it will recognize the new path.

11. Finally, navigate to list-all-articles to see the view:

How it works...
The module we have just created could have many other features associated with it beyond 
simply a view, and enabling the module will make those features and the view available; 
disabling it will hide those same features and view.

When compiling the list of installed modules, Drupal looks first in its own modules directory 
for .info files, then in the sites modules directories. As can be deduced from the fact that 
we put our .info file in a second-level directory of sites/all/modules and it was found 
there, Drupal will traverse the modules directory tree looking for .info files.
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We created a .info file that provided Drupal with the name and description of our module, 
its version, the version of Drupal it is meant to work with, and a list of files used by the 
module, which in our case is just one.

We saved the .info file as d7vc.info (Drupal 7 Views recipes programmatic view); the 
name of the directory in which the module files appear (d7vr) has no bearing on the module 
itself.

The module file contains the code that will be executed, at least initially. Drupal doesn't 
actively call module code in an active way; instead, there are events that occur during 
Drupal's creation of a page, and modules can elect to register with Drupal to be notified of 
such events when they occur so that the module can provide code to be executed at that time, 
sort of like you registering with a business to receive an e-mail in the event of a sale. Just like 
you are free to act or not, but the sales goes on regardless, Drupal continues whether or not 
the module decides to do something or not when given the chance.

Our module hooks the views_api and views_default_views events in order to establish 
the fact that we do have a view to offer. The latter hook tells the Views module which function 
in our code executes our view: d7vc_list_all_nodes(). The first thing it does is create a 
view object by calling a function provided by the Views module. Having instantiated the new 
object, we then proceed to provide the information it needs, such as the name of the view, its 
description, and all the information that we would have selected via the Views UI had we used 
it. Since we're specifying the view options in code, we need to provide the information that is 
needed by each handler of view functionality.

The net effect of the code is that when we have cleared the cache and enabled our module, 
Drupal then includes it in its list of modules to poll during events. When we navigate to the 
Views admin page, an event occurs in which any module wishing to include a view in the list 
on the admin screen does so, including ours. One of the things our module does is define 
a path for the page display of our view, which is then used to establish a callback. When 
that path, list-all-nodes, is requested, it results in the function in our module being 
invoked, which in turn provides all the information necessary for our view to be rendered and 
presented.

There's more...
The details of the code provided to each handler are outside the scope of this book, but you 
don't really need to understand it all in order to use it. Until you do, you can create a view 
using the admin Views UI, choose to export it (see Chapter 7, But Wait – There's More), copy 
the importable code, and paste it in your module in the appropriate function.
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Handling a view field
As you may have noticed in the previous code, that you typed or pasted, views makes 
tremendous use of handlers. What is a handler? It's simply a script that performs a special 
task on one or more elements. Think of a house being built. The person who comes in to tape, 
mud, and sand the drywall is a handler.

In views, one type of handler is the field handler, which handles any number of field-related 
operations, from providing settings options in the field configuration dialog to facilitating the 
field being retrieved from the database, if it's not part of the primary record, to rendering the 
data. We're going to create a field handler in this recipe that will add a string to the display 
of a ZIP code that shows how many nodes have the same ZIP code, and we will add some 
formatting options to it in the next recipe.

Getting ready
A handler lives inside a module, so we will create one:

1. Create a directory in your custom modules path (probably sites/all/modules/
custom) for this module. I'll create sites/all/modules/custom/d7vc_zip.

2. Open a new text file in your editor and paste the following:
; $Id:
name = Zip Code Handler
description = Provides a view handler to format a field as  
a zip code
package = D7 Views Cookbook
; Handler
files[] = d7vc_zip_handler_field_zip_code.inc
files[] = d7vc_zip_views.inc

version = "7.x-1.0"
core = "7.x"

3. Save the file as d7vc_zip.info.

4. Create another text file and paste the following:
<?php
/**
 * Implements hook_views_data_alter()
 */
function d7vc_zip_field_views_data_alter(&$data, $field) {
        if (array_key_exists('field_data_field_zip_code',  
        $data)) {
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          $data['field_data_field_zip_code']  
          ['field_zip_code']['field']['handler'] =  
          'd7vc_zip_handler_field_zip_code';
        }
}

5. Save the file as d7vc_zip.views.inc.

6. Create another text file and paste the following:
<?php
/**
 * Implements hook_views_api().
 */
function d7vc_zip_views_api() {
  return array(
    'api' => 3,
    'path' => drupal_get_path('module', 'd7vc_zip'),  );
}

7. Save the file as d7vc_zip.module.

8. Create another text file and paste the following:
<?php
// $Id: $

/**
 * Field handler to format a zip code.
 *
 * @ingroup views_field_handlers
 */
class d7vc_zip_handler_field_zip_code extends  
views_handler_field_field {
  function option_definition() {
    $options = parent::option_definition();

    $options['display_zip_totals'] = array(
      'contains' => array(
        'display_zip_totals' => array('default' => FALSE),
      )
    );

    return $options;
  }

  /**
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   * Provide link to the page being visited.
   */
  function options_form(&$form, &$form_state) {
    parent::options_form($form, $form_state);
    $form['display_zip_totals'] = array(
      '#title' => t('Display Zip total'),
      '#description' => t('Appends in parenthesis the  
      number of nodes containing the same zip code'),
      '#type' => 'checkbox',
      '#default_value' => !empty($this- 
      >options['display_zip_totals']),
    );
  }

  function pre_render(&$values) {
    if (isset($this->view->build_info['summary']) ||  
    empty($values)) {
      return parent::pre_render($values);
    }
    if (!empty($values)) {
      foreach ($values as $value) {
    if ($this->view->field['field_zip_code']- 
    >options['display_zip_totals'])
    $result = db_query("SELECT count(*) AS recs FROM  
    {field_data_field_zip_code} WHERE field_zip_code_value  
    = :zip AND entity_type = 'node'", array(':zip' =>  
    $value->field_field_zip_code  
    [0]['raw']['safe_value']));
        $count = $result->fetchField();
        $value->field_field_zip_code[0]['rendered']  
        ['#markup'] .= ' (' . $count . ')';
      }
    }
  }
}

9. Save the file as d7vc_zip_handler_field_zip_code.inc.

10. Navigate to admin/build/modules and enable the new module, which shows as 
Zip Code Handler in the Drupal 7 Views Cookbook section.

11. We will test the handler in a quick view. Navigate to admin/structure/views.

12. Click the + Add new view link and enter test zip code as the View name.

13. Check the box for Description and enter Zip code handler test.

14. Clear the Create a page check box and click the Continue & edit button.
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15. On the Views edit page, click the Add button in the Filter Criteria section, check the 
checkbox for Content: Type, and click the Add and configure filter criteria button.

16. In the Configure filter criterion configuration window, in the Content types select list, 
select Home then click the Apply button.

17. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Zip code, 
then click the Add and configure fields button.

18. Check the box at the bottom of the Configure field: Content: Zip code configuration 
window titled Display Zip total and click the Apply button.

19. Click the Save button and see the result of our custom handler in the live preview:

How it works...
The views field handler is simply a set of functions that provide support for populating and 
formatting a field for views, much in the way a printer driver does for the operating system. We 
created a module in which our handler resides, and whenever that field is requested within a 
view, our handler will be invoked. We also added a display option to the configuration options 
for our field, which when selected, takes each zip code value to be displayed, determines how 
many nodes have the same zip code, and appends the parenthesized total to the output.

The three functions, two in the views.inc file and one in the module file, are very important. 
Their result is that our custom handler file will be used for field_zip_code instead of the 
default handler used for entity text fields.
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Documentation for views field handlers can be found at
https://api.drupal.org/api/views/handlers%21views_
handler_field.inc/group/views_field_handlers/7.

There's more...
In the next recipe, we will add zip code formatting options to our custom handler.

Styling a view field
In the preceding recipe, we created a module for a custom field handler for a ZIP code and 
a small test view to see the result. In this recipe, we will add styling options to the handler to 
offer the user a choice of output styles.

Getting ready
This recipe continues from what was created in the Handling a view field recipe. If you have 
not yet tried that recipe, please do, so that you will have the module and view necessary for 
this recipe.

Edit one of the Home content types (or add a few if you have none). At least two of the entries 
should have the same ZIP code, and at least one should have a (nine-digit) ZIP + 4 code with 
no hyphen (for example, 123456789).

How to do it...
1. Edit the d7vc_zip_handler_field_zip_code.inc file and insert the following 

code in boldface in the options_form() function:
  function options_form(&$form, &$form_state) {
    parent::options_form($form, $form_state);
    $form['display_zip_totals'] = array(
      '#title' => t('Display Zip total'),
      '#description' => t('Appends in parenthesis the  
      number of nodes containing the same zip code'),
      '#type' => 'checkbox',
      '#default_value' => !empty($this- 
      >options['display_zip_totals']),
    );
    $form['type'] = array(
      '#type' => 'select',
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      '#title' => t('Formatter'),
      '#options' => array(
          t('Zip+4 or Zip'),
          t('Zip'),
          t('Alphanumeric')
      ),
      '#default_value' => $this->options['type'],
    );
  }

2. In the function pre_render, look around line 50 for the following line:
foreach ($values as $value) {

3. And insert the following line after it:
$value->field_field_zip_code[0]['rendered']['#markup'] =  
$this->_make_zip($value->field_field_zip_code[0]['raw']  
['safe_value'], $this->options['type']);

4. In the same file, just prior to the final } (around line 57), insert the following code:
function _make_zip($value, $zip_type = 2) {
// remove the hyphen if present
$zip = explode('-', $value);
switch ($zip_type) {
   case 1: // zip+4 or zip depending on size
     if (is_numeric($zip[0])) {
        $value = $zip[0];
        if (sizeof($zip) > 1) {
         if (is_numeric($zip[1])) {
          $value .= '-' . $zip[1];
         }
        }
        else {
         if (strlen($zip[0]) > 5) {
          $value = substr($zip[0],0,5);
          if (strlen($zip[0]) == 9) {
           $value .= '-' . substr($zip[0],5,4);
          }
         }
        }
     }
     break;
   case 2: // zip (trim to 5)
     if (is_numeric($zip[0]) && strlen($zip[0] >= 5)) {
        $value = substr($zip[0],0,5);
     }
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     break;
   case 3: // just change case
     $value = strtoupper($value);
     break;
  }
  return $value;
}

5. Save the file.

6. Navigate to admin/structure/views and edit the test view.

7. Click the link in the Fields box for Fields: field_zip_code, and at the bottom of the 
configuration box, select Zip+4 or Zip from Formatter, clear the Display Zip total 
check box, and click the Apply button, resulting in the output shown in the following 
image:

8. Click the same field link once again, and this time select Zip from Formatter and 
click the Apply button, resulting in the output shown in the following image:

How it works...
The formatter select box in the field configuration screen is merely a form field that passes 
along the selected value. The code we put in place created three options that are then fulfilled 
by a formatting function.
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The options for the formatting use an associated array with key values 1 to 3. 
Having no key values would result in the first option having a key of 0, and this 
would result in that option being ignored, when selected.

The first option displays the ZIP code as either ZIP + 4 (12345-6789) or ZIP (12345), 
depending on what ZIP codes the reader used when creating content. If the ZIP code is 
numeric and either of the format xxxxxxxxx or xxxxx-xxxx, it will be displayed as ZIP + 4,  
or if 5 digits, as a regular zip code.

The second option is to always display in ZIP format, so that a ZIP + 4 code will be truncated 
to five digits.

The third option forces the value to uppercase, which would be good for alphanumeric post 
codes.

Fine-tuning the query
The Views UI is a powerful query builder tool, in addition to its other functionality, but 
sometimes the SQL query generated by it is not precisely what you want it to be. In this  
recipe, we will make a change to the underlying SQL of a Views query.

Getting ready
This recipe continues from the test view and code created in the Handling a view field section. 
If you have not yet tried that recipe, please do, so that you will have the module and view 
necessary for this recipe.

How to do it...
1. Edit the module file d7vc_zip.module and add the following code:

/**
 * Implements hook_views_query_alter
 */
function d7vc_zip_views_query_alter(&$view, &$query) {
  if ($view->name == 'test_zip_code') {
    // Add the sort field to the query
    $query->fields ['field_data_field_zip_code_ 
    field_zip_code_value'] = array(
      'table' => 'field_data_field_zip_code',
      'field' => 'field_zip_code_value',
      'alias' => 'field_data_field_zip_code_ 
      field_zip_code_value');
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    // Tell Views how to link the node table to the table  
    // containing the zip code value
    $join = new views_join;
    $join->table = 'field_data_field_zip_code';
    $join->left_table = 'node';
    $join->left_field = 'nid';
    $join->field = 'entity_id';
    $join->extra = array(
      0 => array(
        'field' => 'entity_type',
        'value' => 'node'
      ),
      1 => array(
        'field' => 'deleted',
        'value' => 0,
        'numeric' => true),
      );
    $join->type = "LEFT";
    $join->extra_type = 'AND';
    $join->adjusted = 'TRUE';
    // Tell the view about the additional table
    $view->query->table_queue['field_data_field_zip_code']  
    = array(
      'table' => 'field_data_field_zip_code',
      'num' => 1,
      'alias' => 'field_data_field_zip_code',
      'join' => $join,
      'relationship' => 'node',
    );
    // Add the table to the view's table list
    $view->query->tables['node']  
     ['field_data_field_zip_code'] = array(
      'count' => 1,
      'alias' => 'field_data_field_zip_code',
    );
    // Now that the field can be referenced, define the new  
    // sort, overwriting the original
    $query->orderby[0]['field'] =  
    'field_data_field_zip_code_field_zip_code_value';
    $query->orderby[0]['direction'] = 'ASC';
  }
}

2. Save the file.
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3. Edit the test view to see the preview:

How it works...
The underlying query in a view is made available as a data structure at various points in 
the view rendering process. We made use of a hook into the process, and altered the query 
structure to change the sort field.

In order to do this, we had to take a series of steps to make the query and the view aware of 
the field we used. The reason for this is that in Drupal 7, the data for each custom field is kept 
in a database table unique to that field. When the field is selected on the screen in the Views 
UI, the code necessary to join the underlying node table to the field's table is automatically 
added, but when hooking the query in code and asking it to add a field, we also have to tell it 
how to do that.

The steps we took in the code (see the comments) were:

 f Add the sort field to the query

 f Tell views how to link the node table to the table containing the ZIP code value

 f Tell the view about the additional table

 f Add the table to the view's table list

None of this is intuitive. And, honestly, finding any straightforward documentation on the Views 
API, Views object, and query object is problematic, though pieces exist in various places. So, 
even finding the correct fields can take hours, at times. A good place to start is exploring the 
Views and query objects, using either the Devel module or native PHP.

If you use the Devel module, you can add a line to your code, such as the following:

dpm($view);

Which adds an expandable navigation bar to your display (you must be logged in with the 
proper permissions), as shown in the following image:
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You can also use the following:

dpm($view, __function__);

Which will also produce the expandable navigation bar, but will also provide the information 
about from which function and line number the call was made.

If, for some reason, you are unable to use the Devel module (in some cases it can wreak 
havoc on the display for some pages), you can do it the PHP way. The following snippet will 
produce a structured listing of the object, just keep in mind that it is very large:

print '<pre>' . print_r($view, 1) . '</pre>';

Why would you want to do this instead of simply using the Views UI? The Views UI is good for 
users to manipulate a view, given the applicable permissions, but those changes would be 
persisted until the view was changed again. Also, you may want aspects of the underlying 
query to be handled dynamically, determined based on the data being queried, the user doing 
the query, or other factors.
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7
But Wait – There's More

In this chapter, we will cover some basic administration as well as settings that can be  
very useful:

 f Exporting a view

 f Importing a view

 f Bulk exporting views

 f Cloning a view

 f "Featurizing" a view

 f Using image styles

 f Making a view perkier

 f Revealing a recipe's ingredients

Introduction
When working with multiple views and/or sites, it can become quite tedious creating every 
view from scratch. There are, however, ways to avoid this predicament. We will cover how to 
copy views, whether to another view or another site.

We will also look at how to take the view created in the UI and make it resident in code, so 
that it can be under version control.

Keeping in mind that the lifeblood of a view is the underlying SQL, when considering page and 
site performance, that SQL could be a critical factor. There are ways to make a view perkier 
and better performing, and we will look at some simple things to try as a start.
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Exporting a view
Exporting a single view can be done easily, but might not be something you've tried.  
Let's export one, now, that came bundled with the Views module.

Getting ready
Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views) and enable the Backlinks view, if not 
already enabled.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the down arrow next to the Edit link for the Backlinks view and click the  
Export link:

3. A text area box populated with the PHP code necessary to recreate the view will 
appear. The first part of that code is shown in the following image. Simply copy all the 
text in the textbox, paste it into a file, and save it. The file name and extension are of 
no importance... just be sure to remember what you name it and where you put it:
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How it works...
The export tool generates the code necessary to recreate the view, when imported.

Importing a view
The view import will typically be used when copying a view from one site to another. When 
working within a site, the clone function will typically be more useful (see the following recipe). 
Importing is typically quick and painless. Let's try it.

Getting ready
We'll be using the exported view from the previous recipe, so take a minute and follow that 
recipe now, if you haven't already.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the + Import link at the top of the list. If the link is not present, either the PHP 
filter is not enabled or you do not have the permission setting to use it.

3. Will you be replacing the existing view or creating a new one? If the view does not yet 
exist on the site where you are importing it to, or if it already exists, but you want to 
create a newer copy of it and leave the original untouched, enter a name for the view 
in the View name textbox in the import dialog, making sure the name is different than 
the existing view. Skip to step 6.

4. If you are porting a newer version of an existing view, you might want to overwrite the 
older existing view rather than creating a new one. If so, in the import dialog leave the 
View name textbox blank.

5. Check the checkbox labeled Replace an existing view if one exists with the same 
name.
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6. Paste the code to be imported into the Paste view code here textbox and click the 
Import button.

7. In the Views UI, remember to save your view!

How it works...
The import function takes the code that was exported and executes the PHP instructions, 
which is equivalent to having created a new view via the UI and manually selecting each of the 
view settings.

You might be recreating a view that uses add-on handlers that are not yet 
present in the environment in which you are doing the import. If the import 
process complains about this and you know that the handlers will be available 
when needed, you can check the box labeled Bypass view validation before 
importing.
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There's more...
Though simple, exporting and importing individual views is not the most efficient method 
when you have many in one site that need to be migrated. In that situation, it is much better to 
perform a bulk export, and that's the next recipe.

Bulk exporting views
Moving views from one site to another can seem a problem, since the views are kept in 
several database tables. You can export each view using the previous recipe and then import 
each at the other site, but if you have many views that can quickly become tedious. Being able 
to export several views at one time would be much better.

Thankfully, the Chaos Tools Suite, which should be present since it is required by views, 
comes with a Bulk Export module.

Getting ready
The Bulk Export module needs to be enabled in order to use this recipe. Enable it either by 
using the admin page at admin/modules and checking the checkbox in the CHAOS TOOLS 
SUITE section for Bulk Export, then clicking the Save configuration button, or by using Drush 
and issuing this command:

drush en bulk_export -y

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the Bulk Exporter page (admin/structure/bulk-export).

2. Select the view(s) to be exported.
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Checking the VIEWS_VIEW checkbox will select all the views.

3. Scroll down to below the file list and enter a name for the module in which you will 
use the exported code, and then click the Export button.
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4. The Bulk Export module will give you three windows of code, as shown in the 
following screenshots. The first you will save as my_module.info, the second 
as my_module.module, and the third as my_module.views_default.inc 
(replacing each occurrence of my_module with the name you provide for the module 
in step 4). The three files should be saved in a folder, typically with the same name as 
the module, and that folder should be located in the same directory used for custom 
modules on your site, probably sites/all/modules or sites/all/modules/
custom.
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5. After saving the files, clear the cache (admin/config/development/
performance).

6. Enable the new module, and your views will be found in the Views UI list.

How it works...
There are two files needed to create a Drupal 7 module, the .info file, which describes 
the module, and the .module file, which typically contains the hooks implemented by the 
module, but can be empty. The Views Exporter module creates the content for these files,  
as well as content meant for a third file, the code for creating a programmatic view.

The reason you need to provide a module name is that this name is used in function 
declarations and calls within the three files, so the export tool needs to know the name in 
order to generate these instructions.

There's more...
You will notice when you enable your new module in an environment that did not previously 
have its views, they will not have a Delete action in the views list (admin/structure/
views), but a Disable action instead. Since the view is in code and not in the database, it 
cannot be deleted—views cannot delete code but the view can be disabled, even when the 
module itself is enabled.

There could come a time when you want the view to be resident in the database again  
instead of in code. The easiest way to do this is to clone the view, which, once saved  
will be a database-resident copy.
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Cloning a view
Sometimes you will need a view that is similar to an existing one. Creating a new view and 
making each setting within it step by step would be tedious. Luckily, you can simply clone the 
original view instead, and then make whatever changes you need to it.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Select the view that you wish to clone and click its Clone link by clicking the down-
arrow on the Operations dropdown.

3. Choose a new name for the view and click the Next button.

4. When the UI appears, be sure to save the view... it is not permanent until you do so.

"Featurizing" a view
You've seen throughout the book how views are created by using the Views user interface. 
The downside of creating them that way is that they then live in the database without a way 
to version them. There is a contributed module available for Drupal that facilitates saving 
database-resident structures to code so that they can be versioned. The module is called 
Features, and one of the structures that can be saved to code using it is a view. Let's do that.

Getting ready
Navigate to admin/structure and see if Features is in the list of structures. If not, 
download and enable it either from the Drupal site (http://drupal.org/project/
features), or with Drush:

drush dl features

drush en features -y

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the Features create page, admin/structure/features/create.

There is a case to be made for each feature being a single view as well as for 
having one feature containing all views. Here, we will be creating a feature 
that contains a single view.
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2. Click the link for VIEWS and note the name of a view to save as a feature. I'll be using 
Alternate front page:

3. When you check the checkbox for the view, the selected view will be removed from 
the list of views and will appear below the list as an item in the feature.
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4. Also, the Views module is added to the feature as a dependency, since the view 
requires it in order to be processed.

5. Enter a name for the feature in the Name textbox. Since I'm creating a feature 
consisting of a single view, I'll give it the same name as the view.

6. In the Description textbox, we'll describe what the feature is meant to provide: This 
adds the named view to the site.

7. When we later navigate to the Features list, it will be more organized if features are 
grouped together in a meaningful way, so in the Package textbox let's enter Drupal 
7 Views Cookbook views.
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8. At this point, we'll click the Download feature button. There are a couple of things 
I need to point out. The reason the button is not labeled Save is because when we 
click it, the feature will not be saved to the database like a view would be. Instead, 
the feature will be converted into a module, tar'd, and we will receive a download 
dialog asking where to save it.

9. At this point, you have saved your view as a feature and are ready to move it to 
another site (typically to its sites/all/modules/contrib/features folder), 
decompress it, and enable it, or install it on your current site and commit it to version 
control. Using the Features module is described in detail at http://drupal.org/
node/580026.

Using image styles
There are many different venues in a website for images displayed from the same source, 
but with a different appearance for each. In Drupal 6, this was achieved via a contributed 
module, ImageCache. That module was brought into the core in Drupal 7, and we will use 
that functionality to display images in three different sizes.

Getting ready
1. We're going to use the Gallery content type. If you have not already added it, you will 

find the details in Appendix B, Bundles.

2. You will need four pieces of Gallery content.

3. There will be three image styles used, Exhibit, Exhibit teaser, and Exhibit block, the 
creation details of which are in Appendix B, Bundles.

How to do it...
1. Navigate to the views list (admin/structure/views).

2. Click the + Add new view link, enter Image styles as the View name, check the 
Description box and enter Use image styles with view displays as the 
View description, then change All to Gallery in Show content of type.

3. In the Create a page section, change teasers to fields for the Display format and 
change Items to display to 1.

4. Check the box to Create a block, change titles (linked) to fields for Display format, 
change the Items per page to 1, and click the Continue & edit button.
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Edit the page display:

1. Click the Add button in the Filters Criteria section, check the checkbox next to 
Content: Exhibit image (field_exhibit_image:fid), and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

2. In the configuration window, for Content: Exhibit image (field_exhibit_image:fid) 
select Is not empty (NOT NULL) from the select box and click the Apply (all displays) 
button.

3. Click the Add button in the Fields section, change All displays to This page 
(override), check the checkbox for Content: Body, then click the Apply (this display) 
button.

4. In the Content: Body configuration window, uncheck the Create a label checkbox 
and click the Apply (all displays) button.

5. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox for Content: Exhibit 
image, then click the Apply (this display) button.

6. In the Content: Exhibit image configuration box, change All displays to This page 
(override), uncheck the Create a label textbox, select Exhibit from the Image style 
select box, and click the Apply (this display) button.

7. Click the Full link next to Use pager: in the Pager section, select This page 
(override), change the selection to Display a specified number of items, and click 
the Apply (this display) button.

8. Click the Apply (this display) button.

Edit the block display:

1. Click the Block button in the displays list at the top of the page.

2. Click the Add button in the Fields section, check the checkbox next to Content: 
Exhibit image and click the Add (all displays) button.

3. In the Content: Exhibit image configuration window, select This block (override) 
from the select box, uncheck the Create a label checkbox, select Exhibit block  
from the Image style select box, select Content from the Link image to select box, 
and click the Apply (this display) button.

4. Click 1 item in the Pager pane, select This block (override) from the select box, 
change Offset to 1, then click the Apply (this display) button.
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Create the attachment display:

1. Click the +Add button in the Displays section at the top of the page and click the 
Attachment link.

2. In the Attachment Settings section, click Before next to Attachment position,  
click the radio button for After, and click the Apply button.

3. Also in the Attachment Settings section, click Not defined next to Attach to,  
check the checkbox for Page, and click the Apply button.

4. Click the Content: Exhibit image link in the Fields section, select This attachment 
(override) from the select box, uncheck the Create a label textbox, select Exhibit 
teaser from the Image style select box, and click the Apply (this display) button.

5. Click 10 items in the Pager pane, select This attachment (override) from the select 
box, change Items to display to 2 and Offset to 2, then click the Apply (this display) 
button.

6. Click the Content: Title link in the Fields section, ensure This attachment (override) 
is selected in the select box, and click the Remove button.

7. Click the Save button.

8. Navigate to admin/structure/block, find View: Image styles in the Disabled list, 
select a sidebar from the Region select box, and click the Save blocks button.

9. Scroll up to the same entry, which is now in the section for the sidebar you selected, 
click its configure link, under Show block on specific pages select Only the listed 
pages and enter image-styles in the textbox, then click the Save block button.

10. Navigate to image-styles to see the view as shown in the following screenshot:
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How it works...
When an image style is created, that style is made available for any image, including those 
used in views. We created three image styles of different sizes, and used each style in a 
different display in the same view.

We also set offsets in the paging section of each display. The page display chose the newest 
image, the block had an offset of 1 so chose the second newest image, and the attachment 
display with its offset of two ended up choosing the third and fourth newest images.

With the image style feature, there is no need to upload multiple images simply to have 
different sizes. Just make sure to upload the largest size you will use, because scaling down in 
size is fine, but scaling up in size will yield unsatisfactory results, because it cannot generate 
additional image pixels that don't exist in order to form a larger image.

Making a view perkier
A view is an incredible tool for presenting content, which is the main idea with a content 
management system. Whatever the site, Drupal or not, it had better deliver content to the 
visitor in under 2 seconds, or that visitor might bounce to another site before the page 
finishes loading. Also, whatever the site, there are three resources the system draws on in 
accomplishing all the work necessary to compile, render, and deliver the web page: memory, 
storage (disk), and horsepower (the processor).

Certain activities tax these resources more than others, and one that can quickly put on the 
brakes is SQL, which is what views depends upon. There are many ways to optimize a site  
for better performance, and even a couple that are easy to enable and can help make your 
views perkier.

How to do it…
1. Navigate to admin/structure/views, select a view, and click the Edit link.

2. Click the Advanced link to expand it.

3. In the Other section, click No next to Use AJAX, select Yes and click Apply (all 
displays).

4. Click None next to Caching, select Time-based, click Apply (all displays), select a 
time in which you would not expect the content to change and use it for both fields, 
then click Apply (all displays).
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How it works…
The usual default behavior for a web page is that when you click a pager link to receive more 
information, the page reloads with that information. If there are items on the page besides 
the content that need to change as result of requesting more information, then this default 
behavior might be the way to go, but if not, loading the subsequent information using AJAX 
could be. It can be more efficient, and it certainly leaves the rest of the page visible while the 
new content is being retrieved, which can make it seem faster for the visitor, whether it is  
or not. Turning this on will cause Drupal to process pager requests using AJAX instead of  
page loads.

Caching is taking something that had to be constructed, whether an intermediate object such 
as the results of a query or a final one such as a web page, and storing it so that subsequent 
requests for the same thing can be fulfilled from what was stored rather than constructed all 
over again. Views, both the underlying query and the rendered output, can be cached. Having 
enabled caching for your view, it will not be reconstructed every time it is requested.

There are contributed modules that provide more fine-tuned caching mechanisms for 
views, such as the views content cache (https://www.drupal.org/project/views_
content_cache), which will expire the cache whenever the underlying data has changed.

Revealing a recipe's ingredients
Sometimes when working on a view you might think, "Gee, I wish I knew what it was doing." 
It could be that the data isn't being retrieved the way you expect, or that the view is running 
slowly, or both. Wouldn't it be helpful for you to know what the underlying queries look like and 
how long they are taking to run? Well, you can! Let's do it.

The following settings should only be used in a development environment.

How to do it…
1. Navigate to admin/structure/views.

2. Click the Settings tab.

3. Check the checkboxes in the Live Preview Settings box for Show the SQL query and 
for Show performance statistics.
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4. Click the Save configuration button.

5. Navigate to admin/structure/views, select a view (I'll use the Image styles view) 
and click its Edit link.

6. The preview should be prefaced with something similar to the following image:

There is another setting, on the Advanced tab (the ones we enabled were 
on the Basic tab) that enables displaying query and performance data when 
using the Devel module. This is worth enabling, and the Devel module is well 
worth using https://www.drupal.org/project/devel.
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A
Installing Views

In this appendix, we will cover the installation of the Views module.

With Drupal 7, there are three options for installing modules:

 f Manually, using FTP, as with Drupal 6

 f Using the Drupal installer

 f Using the drush utility

You will find instructions in this appendix, for each of the three. After installation, you should 
be able to access the admin UI at admin/structure/views.

Drupal installer
The easiest way is to simply provide the Drupal installer with a URL for the module, and let the 
installer do all the work.

Many people continue to have trouble getting the installer to function as 
designed, including me. If it seems to simply sit there without downloading 
the module(s), switch to one of the other methods.

So, where do you obtain the URL? At the Drupal.org project site. Every contributed add-on 
module for Drupal has a project page. There you will find a description of the module, and 
links to its support page, download package, and (sometimes) documentation. These pages 
are found at http://drupal.org/project/module_name where module_name is the 
desired module. In our case, we will navigate to http://drupal.org/project/Views.
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You will often find that there is more than one version of the module available. You will want 
the URL of the download link for the recommended version for the appropriate Drupal release; 
7.x for our use.

Take care using versions that have a suffix of alpha, beta or dev. Alpha means 
that the module is raw and just starting community testing, and that at this 
point any of the features of it are subject to change. Beta is further along, and 
while the features are probably frozen, there can still be many bugs. Dev is a 
development snapshot, and can go from working to not working on any or all 
features from snapshot to snapshot. None of these are recommended for use 
in a production environment. It is best to use a standard release, such as 7x-
3.13, with no suffix.

Perform the following steps to download and install Views:

1. Navigate to the Views project page at http://drupal.org/project/views and 
scroll down to the Downloads section:

2. We can see that at this time, the recommended release of Views for Drupal 7.x is 7.x-
3.13. We will install it. On a PC, right-click on the Download link beside that release 
and copy the link location. Choose the version you want, .zip or tar.gz. On a Mac, 
control-click over the link and choose the appropriate Finder command to copy it.

3. Navigate to the modules install page (admin/modules/install) and paste the 
URL you copied into the Install from a URL text box, and click the Install button.

4. When the installation has completed, click the link to activate the new module. On 
the module page, scroll down to the Views module (probably at or near the bottom of 
the page) and check the boxes for Views, Views exporter, and Views UI, then click 
the Save configuration button.
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Drush
Drush is a command-line utility that is very useful for performing Drupal administrative 
functions quickly. Typically, only system administrators have command-line access to the 
server and to this utility, because it has total access to alter the site:

1. If you do not have command-line access to the server, or if drush is not installed 
(enter drush from the command line to check), move on to the final install option.

2. Enter the following commands, one at a time, at the command line:

drush dl views

drush en views

drush cc all

Manual installation
Perform the following steps to install Views manually:

1. In the row that reflects the version that you want, click the link for either the tar.gz 
or .zip file and download the package to your computer.

2. Decompress the file.

3. Use a FTP client to upload the resulting Views folder to the directory you are using 
for contributed modules, which is usually sites/all/modules or sites/all/
modules/contributed.

4. Navigate to the modules admin page, admin/modules, and enable Views and 
Views UI.
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B
Bundles

The following are the details of the entity types and fields that are used within this book, and 
the instructions for creating them.

Bundle: Country
This is used in the Teaming two content lists recipe of Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Country None None

Field Type Format
Area (field_country_
area)

Integer Text field

Creating bundle: Country...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Country into the Name textbox:

1. Enter Country information in the Description textbox.

2. Click the Display settings vertical tab.
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3. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

4. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

5. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

6. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Click the delete link for the Body field and confirm the deletion.

5. Under Add new field, enter Area into the Label textbox:

1. Click the Edit link next to field_area in the same row and enter 
country_area into the Field name textbox.

2. Select Decimal from the Type of data to store select box.

3. Click the Save button.

4. Click the Save field settings button.

5. Click the Save settings button.

Here is some sample data to enter as content, if you want to use the actual top ten 
data used in the recipe:

Country Area
Russia 6592735

Canada 3855081

USA 3718691

China 3705386

Brazil 3286470

Australia 2967893

India 1269338

Argentina 1068296

Kazakhstan 1049150

Sudan 967493

Bundle: Course
This is used in the Understanding relationships recipe of Chapter 3, Intermediate  
Custom Views.

Create this content type after the Department content type, and after 
installing the references contributed module (Appendix A, Installing Views).
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Details

Name Comments Author information
Course None None

Field Type Format
Course number (field_
course_number)

Text Text field

Field Type Min Max
Course credits (field_
course_credits)

Integer 1 12

Field Type Format
Department (field_
department_ref)

Node reference Checkboxes

Creating bundle: Course...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/type.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Course into the Name textbox:

1. Enter College course in the Description textbox.

2. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

3. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

4. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

5. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content select 
box.

6. Click the Save and add fields button.
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4. Under Add new field, enter Course number into the Label textbox:

1. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. Enter 36 as the Maximum length.

4. Click the Save field settings button.

5. In the Course settings box, enter 12 into the Size of textfield textbox.

6. Click the Save field settings button.

5. Under Add new field, enter Course credits into the Label textbox:

1. Select Integer from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. Click the Save field settings button.

4. In the Course settings box, enter 1 in the Minimum textbox.

5. Enter 6 in the Maximum textbox.

6. Click the Save settings button.

6. Under Add new field, enter Department into the Label textbox:

1. Select Node reference from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Select Checkboxes/radio buttons from the Form element to edit the data 
select box.

3. Click the Save button.

4. Check the checkbox for Department content type.

5. Click the Save field settings button.

6. Click the Save settings button.

7. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Department
This is used in the Understanding relationships recipe of Chapter 3, Intermediate  
Custom Views.
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Details

Name Comments Author information
Department None None

Field Type Format
Chairman (field_
department_chairman)

Text Text field

Field Type Format
Phone (field_department_
phone)

Text Text field

Field Type Format
Degrees (field_
department_degrees)

Long text Text area

Creating bundle: Department...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/type.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Department into the Name textbox:

1. Enter University departments in the Description textbox.

2. Enter Department in the Title field label textbox.

3. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

4. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

5.  Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

6. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content select 
box.

7. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Under Add new field, enter Chairman into the Label textbox:

1. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. Click the Save field settings button.

4. Click the Save settings button.
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5. Under Add new field, enter Phone into the Label textbox:

1. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. Click the Save field settings button.

4. Click the Save settings button.

6. Under Add new field, enter Degrees into the Label textbox:

1. Select Long text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. Click the Save field settings button.

4. Click the Save settings button.

5. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Employee
This is used in the Page, block, and attachment recipe of Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Employee None None

Field Type Format
Department (field_
employee_dept)

Text Text field

Field Type Format
Position (field_employee_
position)

Text Text field

Field Type Format
Employee ID (field_
employee_id)

Text Text field
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Creating bundle: Employee...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.
2. Click +Add content type.
3. Enter Employee into the Name textbox:

1. Enter Company employees in the Description textbox.
2. Enter Employee name in the Title field label textbox.
3. Click the Display settings vertical tab.
4. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.
5. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.
6. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content select 

box.
7. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Under Add existing field, select Node reference: field_department into the Field to 
share textbox:

1. Select Check boxes/radio buttons from the Form element to edit the data 
select box.

2. Click the Save button.
3. Click the Save settings button.

5. Under Add new field, enter Position into the Label textbox:
1. Click the Edit link next to field_position and enter  

employee_position into the textbox.
2. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.
3. Click the Save button.
4. Click the Save field settings button.
5. Click the Save settings button.

6. Under Add new field, enter ID into the Label textbox:
1. Click the Edit link next to field_id and enter employee_id into the textbox.
2. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.
3. Click the Save button.
4. Click the Save field settings button.
5. Click the Save settings button.

7. Click the delete link for the Body field and confirm the deletion.
8. Click the Save button.
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Bundle: Extension
This is used in the Page, block, and attachment recipe of Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Extension None None

Field Type Format
Employee ID (field_
employee_id)

Text Text area

Creating bundle: Extension...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Extension into the Name textbox:

1. Enter Employee extensions in the Description textbox.

2. Enter Extension in the Title field label textbox.

3. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

4. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

5. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

6. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

7. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Under Add new field, enter Employee into the Label textbox:

1. Select Node reference from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Choose Select list from the Form element to edit the data select box.

3. Click the Save button.

4. Check the checkbox for Employee and click the Save field settings button.

5. Click the Save settings button.

5. Click the delete link for the Body field and confirm the deletion.

6. Click the Save button.
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Image style: Exhibit

Details

Effect Width Height
Scale and crop 480 px 640 px

Creating image style: Exhibit...
1. Navigate to admin/config/media/image-styles.

2. Click +Add style.

3. Enter Exhibit into the Style name textbox.

4. Click the Create new style button.

5. Select Scale and crop in the EFFECT select box.

6. Click the Add button.

7. Enter 480 into the Width textbox.

8. Enter 640 into the Height textbox.

9. Click the Add effect button.

10. Click the Update style button.

Image style: Exhibit_teaser

Details

Effect Width Height
Scale and crop 120 px 160 px

Creating image style: Exhibit_teaser...
1. Navigate to admin/config/media/image-styles.

2. Click +Add style.

3. Enter Exhibit teaser into the Style name textbox.

4. Click the Create new style button.

5. Select Scale and crop in the EFFECT select box.

6. Click the Add button.
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7. Enter 240 into the Width textbox.

8. Enter 320 into the Height textbox.

9. Click the Add effect button.

10. Click the Update style button.

Image style: Exhibit_block

Details

Effect Width Height
Scale and crop 240 px 320 px

Creating image style: Exhibit_block...
1. Navigate to admin/config/media/image-styles.

2. Click +Add style.

3. Enter Exhibit block into the Style name textbox.

4. Click the Create new style button.

5. Select Scale and crop in the EFFECT select box.

6. Click the Add button.

7. Enter 120 into the Width textbox.

8. Enter 160 into the Height textbox.

9. Click the Add effect button.

10. Click the Update style button.

Bundle: Gallery
This is used in the Changing the front page view and Using image styles recipes of Chapter 1, 
Modifying Default Views, and Chapter 7, But Wait – There's More, respectively.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Gallery None None
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Field Type Format
Image exhibit (field_image_
exhibit)

Image Image exhibit

Creating bundle: Gallery...
1. From the admin Structure menu (admin/structure), click Content types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Gallery into the Name textbox.

4. Enter Gallery exhibits for use on the alternate front page. in the 
Description textbox.

5. Click Display settings.

6. Clear the Display author and date information checkbox.

7. Click Comment settings.

8. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content select box.

9. Click Menu settings.

10. Clear the Main menu checkbox.

11. Click the Save and add fields button.

12. Under Add new field, enter Exhibit image into the Label textbox.

13. Enter exhibit_image into the Field name textbox.

14. Select Image from the Type of data to store select box.

15. Click the Save button.

16. Click the Manage display tab.

17. Click the CUSTOM DISPLAY SETTINGS link.

18. Check the Full content checkbox.

19. Click the Save button.

20. Click the Full content button at the top right.

21. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Exhibit image field 
(row).

22. Select Image from the FORMAT (column) select box for Exhibit image (row).

23. Click the Settings icon on the far right.

24. Select Exhibit from the Image style select box.

25. Click the Save button.
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26. Click the Teaser button at the top right.

27. Select <hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Exhibit image field 
(row).

28. Select Image from the FORMAT (column) select box for Exhibit image (row).

29. Click the Settings icon on the far right.

30. Select Exhibit teaser from the Image style select box.

31. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Home
This is used in the following recipes:

 f Using a view content filter of Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views

 f Winning that argument of Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views

 f Content within content of Chapter 3, Intermediate Custom Views

 f A view with multiple personalities of Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views

Details

Name Comments Author information
Home None None

Field Type Format
Zip code (field_zip_code) Text Text field

Field Type Format
Image exhibit (field_image_
exhibit)

Image Image exhibit

Creating bundle: Home...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Home into the Name textbox.

4. Enter Homes for sale in the Description textbox.

5. Enter MLS ID in the Title field label textbox.
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6. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

7. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

8. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

9. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

10. Click the Menu settings vertical tab.

11. Uncheck the Main menu checkbox.

12. Click the Save and add fields button.

13. Under Add new field, enter Zip code into the Label textbox.

14. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

15. Click the Save button.

16. Enter 10 into the Maximum length textbox.

17. Click the Save field settings button.

18. Click the Save settings button.

19. Under Add existing field, select Image: field_image (Image) from the Field to share 
select box.

20. Enter Home image into the Label textbox.

21. Drag the field and drop it below the Zip code field.

22. Click the Save button.

23. Click the Save settings button.

24. Under Add existing field, select Decimal: field_product_price (Product price) from 
the Field to share select box.

25. Enter House price into the Label textbox.

26. Drag the field and drop it below the Home image field.

27. Click the Save button.

28. Click the Save settings button.

29. Click the Manage display tab.

30. Select Inline from the LABEL (column) select box for the Zip code field (row).

31. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Home image 
field (row).

32. Click the settings gear icon in the same row.

33. Select Medium (220x220) from the Image style select box.

34. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the House price field (row).
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35. Click the CUSTOM DISPLAY SETTINGS link.

36. Check the Full content checkbox.

37. Click the Save button.

38. Click the Teaser button at the top of the screen.

39. Select Inline from the LABEL (column) select box for the Zip code field (row).

40. Click Default from the FORMAT select box.

41. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the House price 
field (row).

42. Click Default from the FORMAT select box.

43. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Home image 
field (row).

44. Select Image from the FORMAT select box.

45. Click the settings gear icon in the same row.

46. Select Medium (220x220) from the Image style (column) select box for 
Home image (row).

47. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Ingredient
This is used in the Displaying a table of entity fields recipe of Chapter 3, Intermediate  
Custom Views.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Ingredient None None

Field Type Format
Quantity (field_
ingredient_quantity)

Decimal Text field

Field Type Format
Measure (field_
ingredient_measure)

Text Text field
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Creating bundle: Ingredient...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Ingredient into the Name textbox:

1. Enter Bulk ingredient for shopping list in the  
Description textbox.

2. Click the Publishing options vertical tab.

3. Enter Name into the Title field label textbox.

4. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

5. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

6. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

7. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

8. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Under Add new field, enter Quantity into the Label textbox:

1. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. In the Quantity field settings, click the Save field settings button, and then 
in the subsequent window, the Save settings button.

5. Under Add new field, enter Measure into the Label textbox:

1. Select Text from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Click the Save button.

3. In the Field settings dialog box, click the Save field setttings 
button, and then the Save settings button.

6. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Product
This is used in the following recipes:

 f Sortable table with a header and footer of Chapter 3, Intermediate Custom Views

 f Creating a random ad block of Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views

 f A marketing bundle of Chapter 4, Creating Advanced Views
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Details

Name Comments Author information
Product None None

Field Type Format
Product image (field_
product_image)

Image Image exhibit

Field Type
Product price (field_
product_price)

Decimal

Creating bundle: Product...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types and click +Add content type.

2. Enter Product into the Name textbox.

3. Enter Products for sale in the Description textbox.

4. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

5. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

6. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

7. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

8. Click the Save and add fields button.

9. Under Add new field, enter Product image into the Label textbox.

10. Select Image from the Type of data to store select box.

11. Click the Save button.

12. Click the Save field settings button.

13. Click the Save settings button.

14. Under Add new field, enter Product price into the Label textbox.

15. Select Decimal from the Type of data to store select box.

16. Click the Save button.

17. Click the Save field settings button.

18. Enter $ in the Prefix textbox, or another currency identifier in the Prefix or  
Suffix textboxes.
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19. Click the Save settings button.

20. Click the Manage display tab.

21. Select <hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Product image 
field (row).

22. Click the settings gear icon in the same row.

23. Select Medium (220x220) from the Image style (column) select box.

24. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Product price 
field (row).

25. Select Default from the FORMAT (column) select box for Product price (row).

26. Click the CUSTOM DISPLAY SETTINGS link.

27. Check the Full content checkbox.

28. Click the Teaser tab at the top of the window.

29. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Product image 
field (row).

30. Select Image from the FORMAT (column) select box for the same row.

31. Click the settings gear icon in the same row.

32. Select Medium (220x220) from the Image style (column) select box.

33. Select <hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Product price 
field (row).

34. Select Default from the FORMAT (column) select box for Product price (row).

35. Rearrange the fields by dragging so that the order is Product image, Product price, 
and Body.

36. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Real Estate flier
This is used in the Content within content recipe of Chapter 3, Intermediate Custom Views.

Details

Name Comments Author information
Real Estate flier None None

Field Type Format
Property (field_property) Node reference Select list
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Creating bundle: Real Estate flier...

Create this content type after the home content type, and after installing the 
references contributed module (Appendix A, Installing Views)

1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Real Estate flier into the Name textbox:

1. Enter Body text and node references for the week's hot 
properties in the textbox.

2. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

3. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

4. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

5. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content 
select box.

6. Click the Save and add fields button.

4. Under Add new field, enter Property into the Label textbox:

1. Select Node reference from the Type of data to store select box.

2. Choose Select list from the Form element to edit the data select box.

3. Click the Save button.

4. Check the checkbox next to Home.

5. Click the Save field settings button.

6. Select Unlimited in the Number of values select box.

7. Click the Save settings button.

8. Click the Save button.

Bundle: Sponsor
This is used in the following recipes:

 f Creating a paged block display of Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views

 f Creating a dynamic links display block of Chapter 2, Basic Custom Views
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Details

Name Comments Author information
Sponsor None None

Field Type Format
Sponsor logo (field_
sponsor_logo)

Image Thumbnail

Creating bundle: Sponsor...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/types.

2. Click +Add content type.

3. Enter Sponsor into the Name textbox.

4. Enter Event sponsor in the Description textbox.

5. Enter Sponsor name in the Title textbox.

6. Click the Display settings vertical tab.

7. Uncheck the Display author and date information checkbox.

8. Click the Comment settings vertical tab.

9. Select Hidden from the Default comment setting for new content  
select box.

10. Click the Menu settings vertical tab.

11. Uncheck the Main menu checkbox.

12. Click the Save and add fields button.

13. Under Add new field, enter Sponsor logo in the Label textbox.

14. Select Image from the Type of data to store select box.

15. Click the Save button.

16. Click the Save field settings button.

17. Click the Save settings button.

18. Click the Manage Display tab.

19. Click the Teaser button.

20. Select <Hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Sponsor logo 
field (row).

21. Select Image from the FORMAT (column) select box for the same field (row).
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22. Click the settings gear icon for the Sponsor logo field (row).

23. Select Thumbnail (100x100) from the Image style select box.

24. Click the Update button.

25. Select <hidden> from the LABEL (column) select box for the Body field (row).

26. Click the Save button.

Creating taxonomy tags
Used in the Related content – adding depth to a term ID recipe of Chapter 4, Creating 
Advanced Views.

Creating taxonomy tags...
1. Navigate to admin/structure/taxonomy/tags/add.

2. Enter Tourist Info in the Name field, click the Relations link, ensure that <root> 
is selected in the Parent terms list box, and click Save.

3. Enter Dining in the Name field, click the Relations link, select Tourist Info in the 
Parent terms list box, and click Save.

4. Enter Sightseeing in the Name field, click the Relations link, select Tourist Info in 
the Parent terms list box, and click Save.

5. Enter Lodging in the Name field, click the Relations link, select Tourist Info in the 
Parent terms list box, and click Save.

6. Enter Group Tours in the Name field, click the Relations link, select Sightseeing in 
the Parent terms list box, and click Save.
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C
Resources

At the FTP site downloads.theaccidentalcoder.com/d7vc2, you will find downloadable 
resources that are available to you should you not want to create the examples in the book 
step by step.

Available resources
The following resources are available to you as TAR files:

 f Modules: The d7vc and d7vc_zip modules

 f Themes: The recipes theme

 f Features: Features, that when enabled, will load needed entities into your site 
database:

 � Field bases: The field definitions of the custom fields used in the content 
types

 � Content types: The custom content types listed in Appendix B, Bundles

 � Views: The views from Chapters 1 to 5

The file path structure
Your file path structure will very probably differ from mine. It isn't required for the two to be the 
same. For example, where I might have custom modules in the path sites/all/modules/
custom, your path might be sites/all/modules. Either way, Drupal will find them, and 
likewise with themes, as long as they are located somewhere below the modules and 
themes folders, respectively, within the appropriate site folder.
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Should you want to arrange your files in the same way as I have, following is how my paths are 
structured:

sites
    all
        modules
            custom
                d7vc
                d7vc_zip
                d7vc_features
                    content_types
                    fields
                    views
                        ch1
                        ch2
                        ch3
                        ch4
                        ch5
        themes
            recipes

Themes
This book uses a subtheme of the Bartik theme, which is included with Drupal. The subtheme 
is called recipes and can be downloaded and installed using the following instructions:

1. Navigate to downloads.theaccidentalcoder.com/d7vc2/theme/recipes.
tar.

2. Save the file to your theme folder, decompress the TAR file:
tar –cf recipes.tar

3. Navigate to admin/appearance, enable the theme and make it the default.

Modules
The TAR files for either or both the custom modules used in the book can be downloaded from 
downloads.theaccidentalcoder.com/d7vc2/modules, decompressed and enabled 
via the admin modules page or with drush.
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Features
Features are modules that are database-based Drupal structures saved to code. When you 
place them in the correct place and enable the module, you will have the structure available. 
For example, saving a feature containing views and enabling it will cause those views to be 
listed on the Views listing page. You can download and install as a feature any of the view 
recipes from Chapters 1-5, field bases, image styles, and content types used in this book 
simply by decompressing the TAR file and enabling the Feature module the way you would any 
module, via the admin UI, or the drush command.

The content types features are available in TAR files as the individual content types (for 
example, d7vc_ct_country-7.x-1.0.tar) as well as a TAR file that contains all of the 
content types, content_types.tar. The content types are available as individual tar files, 
organized on the ftp site by chapter (for example, d7vc_v_ch1_alternate_front_page-
7.x-1.0.tar), TAR files containing all Views features for each chapter (for example, views_
ch1.tar), and a TAR file containing all of the Views features, views.tar.

Note the whether you create your views step by step in the UI or by enabling a feature, address 
the following beforehand:

1. If you will create the custom content types manually, do so prior to creating a view 
that uses it, whether you create the view manually or by enabling a feature.

2. Whether you create the image styles manually or by enabling their feature, do so 
before creating a view that uses them.

3. If you will create the custom content types using their features, enable the field bases 
feature first.
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Index
A
all content

selecting  20, 21
archive view

displaying  4, 5
attached menu

creating, for taxonomy term view  12-15
attachment  83-86

B
block

about  83, 86
theming  126-128

block displays  22
bulleted list

creating, multiple content types used  40-42
creating, views used  38-40

bundle
creating, for country  187, 188
creating, for course  188-190
creating, for department  190-192
creating, for employee  192, 193
creating, for extension  194
creating, for gallery  196-198
creating, for home  198-200
creating, for ingredient  200, 201
creating, for product  201-203
creating, for Real Estate flier  203, 204
creating, for sponsor  204-206
defining  187

C
content

within content  62-64
content lists

teaming  87-89
custom links

producing  64-66

D
Devel module

URL  182
Drupal installer  183, 184
Drupal site

URL  173
Drush  185
dynamic links display block
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F
Features module, Drupal

URL  176
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theming  104-108
filtering

about  78
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front page view
changing  6-8
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G
glossary view entries

selecting, for specific user  8-11
grid

theming  109-112

I
image style

creating, for exhibit  195
creating, for Exhibit_block  196
creating, for Exhibit_teaser  195, 196
using  176-180

J
join  58

L
limited visibility  95-98

M
marketing bundle

creating  73-78
multiple displays

theming  132-139
multiple personalities  70-73

N
negative

proving, with filter and argument  66-68
node teasers

selecting, based on type or content  44-48

P
paged block display

creating  22-24
pages

about  82
changing, in AJAX way  53-55

page template
changing  100, 101

Q
query

fine tuning  160-162
grouping  59-62

R
random ad block

creating  25-27
recent comments

selecting, for specific node type  1-4
related content

depth, adding to term  93-95
depth, adding to term ID  90-92

relationships  55-58
resources

about  207
features  209
file path structure  207
modules  208
themes  208

row theming  116-123
RSS feed

theming  123-125

S
sortable table

creating, with header and footer  50-53
specific node type

recent comments, selecting for  1-4
specific user

glossary view entries, selecting for  8-11

T
table

theming  112-115
table, of entity fields

displaying  48-50
taxonomy tags

creating  206
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taxonomy term view
attached menu, creating for  12-15

tracker activity
reporting, for certain user role  15, 16

U
unformatted level  123
user view

providing, for admins  30-34

V
view

bulk exporting  169-172
cloning  173
coding  142-152
creating  34-38
defining  180-182
exporting  166
featurizing  173-176
importing  167, 168
manual installation  185
used, for creating bulleted list  38-40

view content filter
using  27-30

view field
handling  153-156
styling  157-160

view page
theming  129-132

views content cache
URL  181

Views project page
URL  184

views template
changing  101-103
naming  101-103

W
white screen of death (WSOD)  141
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